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Abstract
Abstract
Modern storage systems have a large number of configurable parameters, distributed
over many layers of abstraction. The number of combinations of these parameters,
that can be altered to create an instance of such a system, is enormous. In practise,
many of these parameters are never altered; instead default values, intended to support
generic workloads and access patterns, are used. As systems become larger and evolve
to support different workloads, the appropriateness of using default parameters in this
way comes into question. This thesis examines the implications of changing some of
these parameters and explores the effects these changes have on performance. As part of
that work multiple contributions have been made, including the creation of a structured
method to create and evaluate different storage configurations, choosing appropriate
access sizes for the evaluation, picking representative cloud workloads and capturing
storage traces for further analysis, extraction of the workload storage characteristics,
creating logical partitions of the distributed file system used for the optimization, the
creation of heterogeneous storage pools within the homogeneous system and the map-
ping and evaluation of the chosen workloads to the examined configurations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In a general purpose cloud system efficiencies are yet to be had from supporting diverse
applications and their requirements within a storage system used for a cloud system.
Supporting such diverse requirements poses a significant challenge in a storage system
that supports fine grained configuration of a variety of parameters.
Currently, there are many different open source cloud management platforms available
that can be deployed on premise to be used as a private cloud, such as OpenStack,
Apache CloudStack, Eucalyptus and many more. Among these, OpenStack is the
most popular and is widely supported by the industry and the community to drive
development and innovation.
The workloads that are deployed to cloud systems are very diverse and differ in their
storage requirements. While one workload might use mostly small sequential read
accesses, another might use large sequential writes, small random read accesses or
a combination of multiple access sizes and patterns simultaneously. These different
workload storage requirements are difficult to capture with a single storage system
configuration.
The storage systems currently used in cloud systems have to support a multitude of
storage services within that system. Within OpenStack, three distinct storage systems
with different characteristics exist. The image service serves virtual machine images to
the compute hosts. The block storage service is used to provide block devices to virtual
machines as a means of persistent storage that can be used by standard file system
commands and tools. The object storage service is used to provide data storage with
a RESTful API. These three storage services have different requirements and can be
provided by dedicated storage systems for each service or by a shared system.
Using a dedicated system for each storage service is a costly approach, since multiple
systems have to be purchased, configured and maintained. Furthermore, changes to
the capacity or adaptation to new workloads is difficult and often requires hardware
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changes. Using a shared storage system for the storage services can reduce the overhead
of maintaining three different systems. The single system would be under one adminis-
trative domain and could thus create logical partitions for each service. Furthermore,
the larger scale of a shared storage system could result in increased performance since
data would be distributed across a larger number of storage devices, speeding up data
transfers. Creating a configuration within that system that best supports a given ap-
plication, is a difficult task, since configuration parameters are often not linked to their
respective impact on storage and subsequent workload performance.
In this work, the tuning of a distributed file system for cloud workloads is attempted, as
depicted in Figure 1.1. The cloud system used in this work is OpenStack. A detailed
description of the components and relationships within OpenStack are presented in
Section 1.1. OpenStack supports many storage systems to serve as the backend for its
storage services, of which a collection is presented here. The storage system used in
this work is the open source distributed file system Ceph, which is highly complex and
offers many degrees of freedom for optimization. A detailed description of Ceph and its
components is presented in Section 1.2. The integration of OpenStack and Ceph as the
storage backend for the different OpenStack storage services is described in Section 1.3.
Related work and state of the art is described in Section 1.4.
Results from
the mapping
process
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the proposed improvement process.
The improvement process proposed here will be presented in Chapter 2. It presents
a structured procedure to construct alternative storage configurations, as opposed to
the ad hoc tuning process used in the literature. A parameter sweep is used to de-
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termine the effect of certain configuration changes, thus resulting in the creation of N
configurations and associated baseline performances. The baseline evaluation of these
configurations is determined for specific access sizes and patterns. Workload charac-
terization and subsequent mapping of identified characteristics to appropriate storage
configurations is made and the appropriateness of the mapping process is validated. In
Section 2.3, cloud use cases and appropriate representative workloads are presented. To
facilitate improvements the Ceph system is broken into a number of logical partitions,
as presented in Section 2.4.
In Chapter 3, the empirical studies are described. They include the creation of a testbed
using different server types, storage devices and creation of a system architecture that
considers the environment, available hardware and requirements of the deployed sys-
tems. In Section 3.2, the system initialization, composed of the testing system and
the initialization of virtual machines, used in the empirical experiments, is described.
In Section 3.3, cluster configurations are created and in the subsequent section tested
against 20 access size and access pattern combinations.
In Chapter 4, the workload characterization process is presented. A storage tracing
tool is described in detail in Section 4.2; and in Section 4.3, five representative cloud
workloads are subsequently traced and analysed for their respective access sizes and
patterns.
In Chapter 5 the information of the workload characterization is used to create a map-
ping between the access sizes and patterns of the workloads to alternative storage con-
figurations. The predicted best and worst alternative configurations are subsequently
empirically evaluated and compared against the default configuration to determine the
performance improvements and disimprovements of those configurations and the accu-
racy of the mapping process.
The conclusions and future work are presented in Chapter 6.
1.1 OpenStack
OpenStack is an open source cloud management platform that can be used to create an
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud system. It is developed by the community, con-
sisting of independent developers and large companies, such as Intel, Dell and RedHat.
OpenStack is capable of scaling from small scale deployments to large deployments
spanning thousands of hosts. The capabilities of OpenStack meet the requirements of
both private and public cloud providers.
OpenStack is used by many large multinationals, such as Volkswagen, Walmart and
Bloomberg. It is also used by public institutions, such as Her Majesty’s Revenue and
Customs (HMRC) and Postal Savings Bank of China. It is also wide used in research
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institutions, such as CERN (over 190000 CPU cores), Harvard University and the
University of Cambridge.
OpenStack consists of many different interrelated components, each providing an open
APIs, many of which can be extended to allow for innovation but keeping compatibility
by building on top of the core API calls. All OpenStack components can be managed
through the OpenStack Horizon web interface, command line tools and SDKs that
support the APIs.
OpenStack is composed of 18 individual components. Each of these components pro-
vides specific capabilities. The most often used components of OpenStack are Nova,
Keystone, Glance, Neutron, Horizon and Cinder [1]. These components, together with
OpenStack Swift, are the core components of OpenStack. The logical relationships are
depicted in Figure 1.2.
While OpenStack is the most widely used open source cloud management platform,
other systems, such as Apache CloudStack, Eucalyptus and oVirt, exist and offer similar
components and functionalities.
Figure 1.2: Logical architecture of the core OpenStack components.
1.2 Ceph
Ceph [2] is an open source distributed file system. It has been designed to support
peta-scale storage systems. Such systems are typically grown incrementally and due to
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Figure 1.3: Ceph parameter space with Orange representing categories and green
individual parameters.
the large number of components in such systems, the mean time to component failure
is short. Moreover, in such systems workloads and workload characteristics constantly
change. At the same time, the storage system has to be able to handle thousands
of user requests and deliver high throughput [3]. The system replaces the traditional
interface to disks or RAID arrays with object storage devices (OSD) that integrate in-
telligence to handle specific operations locally. Depending on the access interface being
used, clients interact directly with the ODSs or with the OSDs in combination with the
metadata server to perform operations, such as open and rename. The algorithm used
to spread the data over the available OSDs is called CRUSH [4]. It uses placement
groups, that are distributed across the available OSDs, to calculate the location of an
object to achieve random placement. From a high level, Ceph clients and metadata
servers view the object storage cluster, that consists of possibly tens or hundreds of
thousands of OSDs, as a single logical object store and namespace. Ceph’s Reliable
Autonomic Distributed Object Store (RADOS) [5] achieves linear scaling in both capac-
ity and aggregate performance by delegating management of object replication, cluster
expansion, failure detection and recovery to OSDs in a distributed fashion. The data
objects are stored in logical partitions of the RADOS cluster called pools.
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Figure 1.4: Subset of total Ceph parameter space showing only parameters related to
the OSD configuration. Orange representing categories, green their leafs and cyan
parameters that cannot be grouped.
Ceph is highly configurable. All Ceph components can be configured through the
Ceph configuration, that consists of over 800 parameters (see Figure 1.3). Finding an
optimal configuration for specific workloads is a difficult task, since the impacts on
performance of individual parameters are not documented. When limiting the scope to
a single Ceph component, the configuration space shrinks, but even this reduced space
might still consist of up to 200 configuration parameters, as depicted in Figure 1.4.
1.2.1 Ceph Storage Architecture
A Ceph storage cluster is composed of several software components, each fulfilling a
specific role within the system to provide unique functionalities. The software compo-
nents are split into distinct storage daemons that can be distributed and do not have
to reside within the same host.
From a logical perspective, the object store, RADOS, is the foundation of a Ceph
storage cluster. It provides, among others, the distributed object store, high availability,
reliability, no single point of failure, self-healing and self-management. Thus, it is the
heart of Ceph and holds special importance within the system. The different access
interfaces, shown in Figure 1.5, all operate on top of the RADOS layer.
librados is a library to access the storage cluster directly using the programming
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RADOS
A software-based reliable, autonomous, distributed object store comprised of self-healing, 
self-managing, intelligent storage Nodes and lightweight monitors
LIBRADOS
A library allowing apps to directly access RADOS (C, C++, Java, Python, Ruby, PHP)
RGW
A web services 
gateway for object 
storage, compatible 
with S3 and Swift
RBD
A reliable, fully-
distributed block device 
with cloud platform 
integration
CEPHFS
A distributed file system 
with POSIX semantics 
and scale-out metadata 
management
Application Host/VM Client
Figure 1.5: The different interfaces of Ceph [6].
languages Ruby, Java, PHP, Python, C and C++. It provides a native interface to
the Ceph storage cluster and is used by other services of Ceph, such as RBD, RGW
and CephFS. Furthermore, librados gives direct access to RADOS to create custom
interfaces to the storage cluster.
The RADOS block device (RBD) interface provides block storage access to the storage
cluster. It can be used to directly mount a block device on a client, using the KRBD
Linux Kernel implementation, or to provide RADOS block devices as block devices
for VMs in a hypervisor, such as QEMU/KVM, using the librbd implementation (see
Figure 1.6).
RADOS Cluster
M
M
M
Linux Host
KRBD
Hypervisor
librbd
VM
Figure 1.6: Mapping RADOS block devices to a Linux host using the KRBD module or
to map virtual machine images stored on the Ceph cluster through librbd [6].
The RADOS Gateway (RGW) provides a RESTful API interface to clients, as depicted
in Figure 1.7. It is compatible with Amazon S3 (Simple Storage Service) and the
OpenStack object storage service, Swift. Furthermore, RGW support multi-tenancy
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and the OpenStack Keystone authentication services.
RADOS Cluster
M
M
M
RADOSGW
LIBRADOS
RADOSGW
LIBRADOS
ApplicationApplication
REST
socket
Figure 1.7: REST interfaces offered by the Rados Gateway (RGW) for accessing objects
in the cluster by applications [6].
The Ceph File System (CephFS) is a POSIX compliant interface to the RADOS storage
cluster. It relies on Ceph Metadata Server(s) (MDS) to keep records of the file hierarchy
and associated metadata. It is used to directly mount a pool of the storage cluster on
a client.
The Controlled Replication Under Scalable Hashing (CRUSH) algorithm is the essen-
tial component of Ceph. It is used to deterministically compute the placement of an
object within the RADOS cluster for write and read operations. Unlike traditional dis-
tributed file systems, Ceph does not store metadata, but computes it on demand, thus
removing the limitations arising from storing metadata in the traditional approach.
The algorithm is aware of the underlying topology of the infrastructure, which is used
to assure that data is distributed across OSDs and hosts. If appropriately configured,
replication can be achieved between racks, server isles or geographical locations.
The CRUSH algorithm is also used to distribute placement groups across the cluster,
as depicted in Figure 1.8, in a pseudo-random fashion. This location of the placement
groups is stored in the CRUSH map. When an OSD fails, the CRUSH algorithm
ensures data integrity by remapping the failed placement group to a different OSD and
initiates replication.
During the initialization of a Ceph cluster, a cluster map is created to distribute the
data evenly across all OSDs. Changing the weights of specific OSDs for speed or
capacity planning reasons will change the cluster map automatically. Changing the
cluster map manually to fit user needs and intents is also possible. Situations where
manual alteration is necessary include the creation of a tiered storage pool, as described
in Section 2.4.3, pinning specific pools to dedicated disk types (SAS, SATA, Flash) or to
replicate the infrastructure layout and hierarchy to optimize replication and reliability,
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Figure 1.8: The Ceph CRUSH algorithm distributes the placement groups throughout
the cluster [6].
ensuring data accessibility in the case of a power or network failure.
The CRUSH map contains records of all OSDs and their respective hosts and the
replication and placement rules for pools. The OSDs are grouped in to buckets as
part of the hosts. The CRUSH map supports multiple bucket types to support the
hierarchical structures described above. These types are:
• type 0 osd
• type 1 host
• type 2 chassis
• type 3 rack
• type 4 row
• type 5 pdu
• type 6 pod
• type 7 room
• type 8 datacenter
• type 9 region
• type 10 root
The CRUSH map can be downloaded as a compiled binary file. It has to be decompiled
into a text file before editing. The edited file has to be recompiled before it can be
uploaded to the cluster to apply the new CRUSH map. A decompiled CRUSH map is
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ceph osd getcrushmap -o crushmap -original -compiled
crushtool -d crushmap -original -compiled -o crushmap -original -decompiled
crushtool -c crushmap -original -decompiled -o crushmap -modified -compiled
ceph osd setcrushmap -i crushmap -modified -compiled
Listing 1.1: Commands to download, decompile, compile and upload of the Ceph cluster
CRUSH map.
presented in Appendix 3.5.1. The commands for downloading, decompiling, compiling
and uploading are shown in Listing 1.1.
Pools are directly associated with the placement groups of the CRUSH algorithm. Each
pool has a certain number of placement groups, that store the objects of that pool, as
depicted in Figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.9: Pool placement across the different placement groups [6].
When the RADOS cluster receives a request to write data from a client using one of
the above mentioned interfaces, the client uses the CRUSH algorithm to determine the
placement group to which the data should be written, as depicted in Figure 1.10. This
information is then used by the client to send the data directly to the correct placement
group on the OSD, potentially broken up into smaller objects. In case the target Ceph
pool is configured with replication, the OSDs replicate the data through the internal
network before the write operation is acknowledged.
The software components/daemons used to provide the above mentioned functionalities
are described in the following subsections.
1.2.1.1 Ceph Object Storage Device (OSD)
A Ceph object storage device (OSD), depicted in Figure 1.11, stores data, handles data
replication, recovery, backfilling, rebalancing, and provides some monitoring informa-
tion to Ceph Monitors by checking other Ceph OSD Daemons for a heartbeat. The
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Figure 1.10: The Ceph client is capable to determine, according to the hash of the data
in combination with the CRUSH function, where and to which placement group the
data has to be written [6].
OSDs implement most of the functionalities of RADOS. The objects stored in the OSDs
have a primary copy and potentially multiple secondary copies. If the primary copy
is not accessible, due to an OSD failure, clients are able to access the secondary copy
instead, which adds to the fault tolerance of the system.
M
M
M
Journal
(SSD) OSD OSD OSDOS OSD
FS FS FS FSFS FS
Disk Disk Disk DiskDisk Disk
ext4
XFS
BTRFS
Figure 1.11: Ceph OSD resides on the physical disk on top of the file system [6].
The OSD is deployed on top of a physical storage device. Each OSD requires a data
and a journal partition. It is possible to deploy them both to the same device or to
separate them. It is recommended to use an SSD to store the OSD journal. Due to the
generally higher performance of SSDs, it is possible to use one SSD to store multiple
journals rather than using a dedicated SSD for each hard drive, but using the same
device for the OSD data and journal is also supported. Depending on the workload,
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using a different device for the journal can significantly increase performance, since the
operation is written to the journal before it is written to the data partition of the OSD,
as depicted in Figure 1.12.
OSD
OSD Data
Journal
IO
1) o_direct 2) Write syncfs later
Figure 1.12: IO path within Ceph. Data is written to the journal before it is written
to the OSD [6].
The OSD can not use the physical device directly. It requires a file system on the
partitions (data and journal). The file systems supported on the OSDs are XFS, BTRFS
and ext4. XFS is the recommended file system for production deployments, while
BTRFS is not considered to be production ready. While ext4 is supported by Ceph
and considered production ready, it has limitations that prevent the construction of
large scale clusters (e.g., limited capacity for XATTRs).
Generally, Ceph deployments use the replication mechanism of RADOS. However, cre-
ating replicas for each object consumes a considerable amount of storage. A storage
cluster with a raw capacity of 300TB is only capable of storing 100TB with a replication
count set to 3. Therefore, Ceph supports erasure coding of the pools. In this operating
mode, CRUSH is only used to distribute the data across the OSDs, while the OSDs
are hosted on RAID arrays to provide the necessary redundancy. This can decrease
the overhead in the system from 300% to 50% (when using RAID 6 with 4 data and 2
parity drives), but increases the cost of recovery from drive failures.
1.2.1.2 Ceph Monitor (MON)
A Ceph Monitor (MON) monitors the health of the RADOS cluster. It maintains maps
of the cluster state, including the monitor map (location and status of all monitors),
the OSD map (location and state of all monitors), the Placement Group (PG) map
(location and state of all PGs), the CRUSH map (CRUSH rules and OSD hierarchy)
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and the MDS map (location, state and map epoch of all MDSs). Furthermore, it
maintains a history of each state change of these maps.
The Ceph MONs do not serve data to the clients. They only periodically serve updated
maps to clients and other cluster nodes. Thus, the MON daemon is fairly lightweight
and does not require excessive amounts of resources. Typically, a Ceph storage cluster
contains multiple monitors to add redundancy and reliability by forming a quorum be-
tween the MONs to provide a consensus for distributed decision making. This requires
at least half of the total number of MONs to be available to prevent uncertain states.
Furthermore, a minimum of 3 MONs is required in a production cluster.
1.2.1.3 Ceph Metadata Server (MDS)
The Ceph Metadata Server (MDS), depicted in Figure 1.13, stores metadata on behalf
of the Ceph File System (CephFS). Ceph Block Devices and Ceph Object Storage do
not use the MDS. Ceph MDSs enables users to mount a POSIX file system of any size
and to execute basic commands, such as ls and find, without placing an enormous
burden on the Ceph Storage Cluster. It contains a smart caching algorithm to reduce
read and write operations to the cluster. The metadata information is captured in a
dynamic subtree with one MDS being responsible for a single piece of metadata. Dy-
namic subtree partitioning allows for distributing the metadata across multiple MDSs
that handle metadata information of a particular part of the tree. Furthermore, this
approach allows for quick recovery from failed nodes, joining and leaving of daemons
(scaling) and rebalancing.
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Figure 1.13: Metadata server saves the attributes used in the CephFS file system,
directly used by the clients [6].
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1.3 OpenStack in combination with Ceph
Ceph integrates well with the different storage services of OpenStack. A detailed de-
scription of OpenStack and its services is presented in Appendix A. As depicted in
Figure 1.14, many of the OpenStack services can directly use the RADOS cluster as
a storage backend. The OpenStack object storage service, Swift, uses the RGW in
combination with OpenStack Keystone for authenticating accesses. The OpenStack
image service Glance can use the RBD interface to store VM images on a Ceph pool.
The OpenStack block storage service Cinder stores block storage devices on pools and
uses the RBD interface. The OpenStack compute service Nova uses the block devices
and images of Cinder and Glance directly without any proxy through the RBD inter-
face. While OpenStack Cinder supports multiple storage backends, such as different
Ceph pools or multiple storage implementations, such a feature is not supported within
OpenStack Glance1.
Cinder supports multiple backends concurrently. This offers the possibility to create
different Cinder Tiers that are connected to different backend systems with varying
capabilities and features, such as having one proprietary storage system and a network
share set up as the backends, or to use different pools from Ceph or completely different
Ceph clusters. This allows for differentiated storage solutions, such as low specification
versions with no resilience to failures and high performance solid state drive data stores,
at different price levels.
When Ceph is used to provide the storage for the previously mentioned storage ser-
vices, it keeps them within a single system and administrative domain, rather than
deploying dedicated data stores for each OpenStack service. Furthermore, it allows for
better resource utilization and capacity planning, since the Ceph cluster capacity can
be increased by adding new OSDs when required, rather than overprovisioning the data
store for a specific storage service.
With each release of OpenStack, functionalities are added and improved to support
new features and, in some cases, direct integration of Ceph interfaces.
1.4 Related Work
The following subsections outline the activities and approaches adopted by other re-
searchers in attempting to improve the Ceph storage system. Much of this work is
based on suggested improvements derived from synthetic workloads (these are referred
to in the literature as benchmarks, although, they are not used as benchmarks in the
strict sense of the word).
1https://blueprints.launchpad.net/glance/+spec/multi-store
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Figure 1.14: Ceph OpenStack integration and the used interfaces [6].
1.4.1 Ceph Performance Testing
The hardware manufacturer, Intel, has initiated the Ceph Performance Portal [7], which
aims to track the performance advancements or regressions between the different re-
leases of Ceph. Different approaches to test different components of Ceph are used. For
testing the performance of the object storage RADOS Gateway (RGW), the COSBench
benchmark is used.
To test the block storage performance of their deployment, fio (Flexible IO) with differ-
ent access patterns is used. In this scenario 140 VMs are used spread across 4 compute
nodes. The storage backend comes in two varieties that differ in CPU and hard drive
types. The number of storage nodes (four) and hard drives (10 per node) are identical
as is the usage of SSDs for the Ceph journal. The performance of these setups is deter-
mined in a default and a tuned configuration. The relative performance degradation
or gains are then presented for individual access patterns.
In a parallel effort, UnitedStack share the configuration of their Ceph Deployment that
drives their OpenStack deployment [8]. Their hardware configuration is not explained
in detail, but their tuning parameters and system performance are in the public domain.
Han [9] keeps the community aware of Ceph and OpenStack developments at RedHat
and describes different configurations and storage hardware, such as testing different
SSDs for their applicability for Ceph journaling.
While studying the related literature, the author undertook an empirical study of the
configurations presented in the foregoing initiatives. The results of this study and
the impact of the alternative configurations suggested on performance is presented in
Appendix B. It can be seen from the study, that the suggested configurations deliver
performance improvements across a limited number of access patterns and sizes only.
However, these limitations are often not articulated fully in the literature and most
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likely derive from the fact that synthetic benchmarks are used over a limited range of
access sizes and patterns. The authors study uses real cloud workloads over a larger
range of access sizes and patterns and hence reveals the potential limitations of the
results reported in the literature.
Wang et al. [10] have tested the scalability of Ceph in a high performance computing
environment. In their testbed Ceph OSDs were installed on exported LUNs from a high
performance RAID array. A total number of 480 hard drives were used (200 SAS, 280
SATA). The LUNs were configured to 8+2 RAID 6 groups and exported to 4 servers
over InfiniBand. The clients, 8 servers, were also using InfiniBand.
The experiments performed include the impact of the file system used on the OSDs,
networking configuration and a parameter sweep for testing different Ceph configura-
tions. The scaling tests were performed using different client counts with 8 processes
on each client. Furthermore, different versions of the Linux Kernel were tested to show
their performance over time. In this deployment Ceph was able to perform close to
70% of the raw hardware capability at RADOS level and close to 62% at file system
level.
The use of a parameter sweep to test different configurations for impact on perfor-
mance is highly important. The paper does not reveal what accesses sizes were used to
determine the performance difference.
In a more detailed work, Wang et al. [11] evaluate the scaling behaviour and optimiza-
tion potential of Ceph. In this work, optimizations were performed on RADOS and
CephFS. To that extend, various optimizations within and outside of Ceph were exa-
mined for their effect on performance. A mapping or verification with a non-synthetic
workload is not performed. This work shows the effect that configuration optimization
has in a large scale system and that Ceph leaves room for optimization.
In general, published peer-reviewed work about Ceph configurations is very limited.
While Ceph is often cited in publications, rarely it is used as the subject of the work.
The publications that are available are mostly focused on a specific problem, such as
the performance in all flash deployments. It is possible that tuning of the file system
is performed more in industry, rather than academia, which comes as a surprise, given
the large possible configuration space the system offers.
1.4.2 Deployments
Lee et al. [12] use Ceph for designing an archival storage Tier 4 for The University of
Auckland. The system is supposed to serve as a low cost storage system that is exposed
to sequential writes and rare random read accesses, before the data is stored on tape.
The authors investigate different server types that meet performance requirements (se-
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quential writes 200MB/s, random reads 80MB/s) and their total cost of ownership
(hardware and running cost).
Ceph is used in the evaluation testbed with the default configuration and the replication
count set to 1, since it only serves as an intermediate storage Tier. Using a replication
count of 1 is not recommended in production systems due to high risk of data loss in
the event of hardware failure, but is understandable when aiming to minimize cost for
an intermediate storage Tier.
The different hardware configurations are evaluated by exposing the system to the
well known and understood workload. Other workloads are not important for the use
case and are therefore not tested. Such an approach is well suited to determine the
performance for a specific workload (traced, analysed and repeatedly occurring), but
can not be used to infer the performance of the storage system under other workloads.
This makes this approach unsuited for cloud environments, where workloads are diverse
and ever changing.
In a previous paper, Lee et al. [13] tested different archive workloads that differed in
their used file sizes. Furthermore, the impact of changing the file system from ext4 to
btrfs in a Ceph deployment was investigated. The Ceph deployment used the default
configuration. Configuration changes were not tested.
1.4.3 Cloud Benchmarks
The Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [14] aims to create a standard bench-
mark to assist in selecting the correct cloud serving system for workloads such as
MapReduce (i.e., Hadoop [15]). These cloud serving systems provide online read-
/write access to data. While relational database systems were previously used for such
tasks, key-value stores and NOSQL systems, such as Cassandra [16], Voldemort [17],
HBase [18], MongoDB [19] and CouchDB [20], are becoming more important as they
are able to scale well.
YCSB is an open source tool that can be easily extended to add new workloads or
add new datastores as the backend for the workload tests. The benchmark supports
two different types of testing tiers. Tier 1 is focussed on performance. It aims to test
the tradeoff between latency and throughput to determine the maximum throughput a
specific database system can sustain before the database is saturated and throughput
does not increase, while latency does. Tier 2 aims to determine the scaling ability of
a specific database system. Two types of scaling are supported: scale-up and elastic
scaling. Scale-up tests how a database performs when the number of hosts is increased.
This approach is a static scaling test. A small cluster is tested against a specific
workload and dataset. Then the data is deleted and the cluster is expanded. The larger
cluster is then loaded with a larger dataset and the same workload is re-executed. For
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the elastic speedup the number of database servers is increased while the system is
subjected to a specific workload. This test shows the dynamic scaling ability of the
system that will have to reconfigure itself to the changed configuration.
The core workloads of YCSB are designed to evaluate different aspects of the system.
They contain fundamental kinds of workloads created by web applications, rather then
creating a model of a very specific workload, as done by TPC-C [21]. This wide range
approach allows for testing of different characteristics of the database systems. Some
systems are highly optimised for reads, but not for writes, while others are optimised for
inserts and not for updates. To assist in this approach, different access distributions are
supported by YCSB, that allow the modelling of different application characteristics.
This benchmark is of high importance to current cloud deployments and the workloads
deployed to them (web services and data analytics). The aim of the benchmark is
to show performance and scalability differences between different database systems.
The performance of the database is directly effected by the available resources (CPU,
memory, storage).
Zheng et al. [22] have, in collaboration with Intel, developed the Cloud Object Storage
Benchmark (COSBench). It is designed to benchmark cloud object storage systems
with different access patterns and sizes to reflect the workload such systems face, such
as images and video files. The benchmark supports a large variety of object storage
systems, such as OpenStack Swift, Amazon EC2 and Ceph.
The benchmark contains two components. The controller is the logic of the benchmark
that sends the workload to workers and gathers benchmark metrics, such as OPS/s and
95th percentile latency, and combines them into a benchmark report. The second com-
ponent is the driver/worker. It executes the workload by sending one of six workload
operations (LOGIN, READ, WRITE, REMOVE, INIT, DISPOSE) to the storage sys-
tem. Furthermore, it implements the authentication methods for the different storage
services, such as OpenStack Keystone.
While the benchmark is of high significance for cloud systems, it is limited to testing
the object storage service. In Ceph it is implemented by exposing the storage system
through the RADOS Gateway (RGW). It uses an Apache webserver and FastCGI.
While the RGW is subjected to the performance of the underlying Ceph cluster, it has
over 105 parameters that can be modified for adaptation to a use case. In addition,
other tuning options are available for Apache itself.
In this work the block storage performance within virtual machines is investigated. The
storage service of interest is therefore OpenStack Cinder and the RADOS block device
(RBD). COSBench does not support this interface type, therefore it has not been used
in the experimental section. For systems that are used for content delivery, COSBench
is a very valuable tool to determine performance when exercised by a large number of
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clients.
1.4.4 Benchmarks
Traeger et al. [23] performed a nine year study on file system and storage benchmarks.
A total of 106 papers were studied for the benchmarks and configurations used. The
benchmarks were categorized into three:
Macrobenchmarks: performance is tested against a particular workload that is meant
to represent some real-world workload, though it might not.
Trace Replays: operations which were recorded in a real scenario are replayed (hoping
it is representative of real-world workloads).
Microbenchmarks: few (typically one or two) operations are tested to isolate their
specific effects within the system.
The importance of benchmark configurations and conditions (warm or cold caches) are
stressed as are the benchmark runs. A larger number of runs should result in a better
representation of the system performance since a running average can be created, rather
than relying on a single run that could be influenced by unexpected system events.
The number of runs greatly varies (1-30) between the different reported results. It was
recommended that outliers generated during these runs should not be discarded, as
systems can not be tested in a sterile environment.
This work is a guide to how benchmarking should be performed and what information
should be revealed about the testing procedure. Configuration settings are important
for verification and for understanding the performance metrics. Using a larger number
of benchmark runs helps to obtain results reflecting the average system performance.
While outliers are natural to some extend, due to the nature of testing on a system
where system processes are executed in parallel, they don’t represent the average sys-
tem performance. The approach taken in this dissertation borrows heavily from the
methodology derived from this study.
1.4.5 Scale
Lang et al. [24] show the challenges when using a distributed file system at a massive
scale in a super computer. The file system used in the Intrepid IBM Blue Gene/P
system at Argonne Leadership Computing Facility (ALCF) is the Parallel Virtual File
System (PVFS). The deployment uses enterprise class storage arrays (DDN 9900) to
export block devices as individual logical units (LUNs). Each LUN is a RAID 6, where
the parity calculations are handled by the DDN 9900 rather than the storage nodes.
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The block devices are subsequently exported by the storage nodes through the PVFS
to the stateless clients.
Such an approach is also possible using Ceph, where the OSDs are located on exported
LUNs from a SAN or internal RAID controllers. Nelson [25] [26] has tested such an
operating mode for Ceph using different storage controllers and exporting modes for
performance analysis. Using Ceph with RAID volumes with parity calculations (5 or 6)
did not perform well. Using a one-to-one mapping between the OSD and the physical
disk displayed a better performance.
Sevilla et al. [27] investigated the performance differences between scale-out and scale-
up approaches when using the Hadoop workload. They investigated the penalty that
arises from adding fault tolerance in terms of checkpoint intervals and sequential and
parallel access speedup. The speedup factor is limited by the sequential portion of the
data accesses, according to Amdahl’s law [28]. The authors conclude that scale-out and
scale-up storage solutions are both limited by the hardware and the interconnect speed.
Without the appropriate interconnect between the storage nodes and the compute nodes
a speed bottleneck will result.
1.4.6 Optimization
Costa and Ripenau [29] propose an automated configuration tuning system for the
MosaStore distributed file system. Distributed file systems that come without the
option to alter the configuration come with a one-size-fits-all solution that takes away
the option to extract more performance or to adopt the system to the environment and
workloads. Versatile storage systems on the other hand expose configuration parameters
and allow alteration at runtime. Although versatile storage systems allow for better
adoption to the workload, a knowledgeable administrator is required to do the right
configuration changes and understanding the characteristics and requirements of the
workload.
In their work they add a controller node that takes in application and storage monitor-
ing metrics and makes decisions depending on the optimization goal (i.e., throughput,
storage footprint). The controller uses a prediction mechanism that estimates the im-
pact of a specific configuration on the target performance metrics. The configuration
changes are then sent to the actuator that alters the storage systems configuration at
runtime. The configuration changes presented in the work are limited to the deduplica-
tion engine that is part of the storage system. Storage performance is presented, with
and without, the deduplication, and when using the automated approach, using data
with different similarity factors that affect the deduplication performance.
The system is capable of switching the deduplication engine on when the similarity ra-
tio, which is determined on the client, is sufficient to improve performance and reduce
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storage capacity utilization. The workload used is a checkpointing application, such as
the bioinformatics application BLAST that periodically writes checkpoints. The limita-
tion of a single presented configuration change, limits the applicability of the approach
for a versatile distributed storage system that offers hundreds of configuration param-
eters. Therefore, although very valuable work, it can not be applied to a distributed
storage system like Ceph where the effects of configuration changes are unknown.
Modern Solid State Drives implement many optimization techniques to compensate for
the limited number of write cycles associated with NAND cells [30]. The techniques
used are, among others, over provisioning and compression. Over provisioning reserves
NAND capacity for write operations since Flash cells can not be overwritten without
being erased first. Furthermore, the reserved capacity is used for garbage collection,
SSD controller firmware and spare blocks to replace failed flash blocks. Over provision-
ing is used with percentages as high as 37% [31]. Generally, higher over provisioning
ratios result in higher write performance, as shown by Tallis [32] and Smith [31], and
longer Flash life.
Compression algorithms implemented directly on the SSD controller aim to reduce the
Flash writes and improve performance for compressible data [30] [33]. The performance
of devices with compression varies depending on the compression entropy of the data,
as shown by Ku [34] [35] and Smith [31]. To avoid wrong results from synthetic bench-
marks for performance evaluation on SSDs with embedded compression algorithms, the
benchmark has to use incompressible data. With highly compressible data the results
do not give an accurate performance representation.
The impact of compression on the performance of SSD controllers is not significant
as the synthetic benchmark used for the baseline evaluation uses incompressible data.
The over provisioning ratio on the SSDs affects the raw performance of the device and
is therefore directly exposed through the testing method.
In the literature, many other storage systems are analysed and improved to achieve a
higher performance. In relational database systems the approaches include optimising
the internal data structure of the database [36], table sizes, normalization [37] [38]
and query optimization [39] to improve database performance. These approaches are
not applicable to Ceph, where the data is distributed in a random fashion across the
whole data cluster using the CRUSH algorithm and where storage accesses occur at
random times with varying frequencies, sizes and access patterns. While it is possible
to tune a system to support a specific type of access pattern, workloads generally do
not consist of just a single access type and pattern. For storage area networks (SAN)
the literature proposes solutions to improve performance by tuning the connection
and protocol between the initiator and the target. Oguchi et al. [40] have evaluated
buffer sizes and behaviour in iSCSI connections to improve SAN performance. Ceph
and traditional SAN systems are similar in that they both use network connections
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to connect clients to their respective storage systems. These network connections are
essential components of the environments of these systems. SAN system performance
is strongly correlated with the performance of the network communication channel
being used and so improving the quality of that channel is important when trying
to get the most from the SAN system. The same approach could indeed be adopted
for Ceph and corresponding performance improvements could be expected. However,
the performance of a Ceph system depends subtly on many components and not the
network performance alone.
It can thus be seen that the techniques used for improving performance of traditional
storage systems cannot be adopted in their entirety in the Ceph context, where many
components, each of which can be configured in a multitude of ways, interact to sub-
tly affect the overall performance. A different approach is thus required, and one such
direction, based on mapping workload characteristics to relevant configurations of com-
ponents in the environment of Ceph, is explored in this dissertation.
The approach taken in this thesis is the development of a structured method of empiri-
cal analysis as might be done as a necessary initial step of a more formal approach. The
motivation for this is that the impact of a specific configuration change in a particular
environment is unknown prior to an empirical test due to the vast number of possi-
ble configurations and the unknown relationship between the individual parameters.
Thus an approach is adopted where a structured empirical method is used to discover
the underlying relationships between configurations, workloads and performance. The
obtained performance information can be used subsequently to perform a mapping be-
tween configurations and specific workload requirements, and to provide the underlying
data for tools such as constraint programming or big data analytics.
Due to the large number of possible configurations and environmental components, such
as operating system and hardware configurations, it is very difficult to produce a formal
model that is comprehensive and accurate while at the same time compact enough to
be tractable for analysis. The insights into the underlying relationships gained from
the empirical data gathered from the structured method presented here can reduce the
problem state space while accurately reflecting reality. This can provide the starting
point for a more scientific approach employing a model that is both accurate and
tractable.
Similarly, while a statistical method is possible, it was decided to address the empirical
gathering of data in advance of such a method in order to gain a better understanding
of configurations, parameters, workloads and performance. The understanding gained
from the empirical data could subsequently assist in the choice of statistical model and
in building an accurate yet tractable statistical model.
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1.5 Dissertation Outline
In this chapter the OpenStack and Ceph systems were introduced and work related to
the performance of storage systems was articulated. The proposed methodology to find
a configuration that improves workload performance is presented in Chapter 2. It de-
scribes in detail the individual steps that have to be taken to get performance baselines
of different configurations, how to generate the configuration, how the workload trace is
performed, how the mapping between the different storage configurations is performed
and subsequently evaluated. Specific cloud workloads are introduced and selected for
empirical studies and the three environments of the distributed storage system and
their impact on tuning are presented.
In Chapter 3 the testbed used for the empirical experiments is described and the base-
line performances of the different configurations are determined. In Chapter 4 the
workloads are characterized before a mapping of these characteristics and the baseline
performances is performed in Chapter 5, where the proposed mapping is evaluated.
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Methodology
To improve the performance of a Ceph storage cluster for cloud workloads requires a
set of methods to be able to quantify such improvements.
2.1 Scientific Framework
The method proposed in this work is an evaluation of the impact that different storage
configurations have on performance. The proposed method is empirically evaluated
in the context of a highly configurable distributed storage system. Due to the vast
number of possible configurations, creating a model that capture all components and
interactions is difficult to achieve if not even impossible. Furthermore, the interactions
and relations between the parameters is unclear and not well documented. Therefore,
an approach has been developed as part of this thesis to evaluate the impact of indi-
vidual parameters in a smaller scope in isolation rather than testing a large number of
parameters as a set, since impacts might otherwise be obscured.
Given the performance fluctuations that are associated with different hardware compo-
nents and given the fact that there is no structured methodology available for determin-
ing in a technology independent manner how the Ceph parameters should be chosen,
this thesis attempts to provide a systematic methodology that can be used, regardless
of the underlying technology, to identify and to set appropriate Ceph parameters so
that a positive impact on workload performance is achieved when the characteristics of
the workload are taken into account.
Modern operating systems and distributed storage systems consist of many components
that interact with each other on multiple occasions. Each storage access made by a
remote client involves multiple components, rather than a single entity. Furthermore,
other system services are running on the storage host and might compete for resources
or create I/Os of their own, interfering with the storage system. As a consequence,
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Figure 2.1: Methodology overview.
no two runs can be completely identical to each other. To mitigate these effects the
proposed methodology executes each test multiple times to capture an average perfor-
mance across multiple runs. In contrast to the configurations proposed in the public
domain, the proposed method also measures the impact each configuration change has
on performance, rather than proposing a single configuration without quantifying and
determining the impact of each parameter change as is the prevalent approach taken
in the literature.
Since the storage access characteristics and requirements differ between applications,
it is not possible to propose a configuration that performs better for all workloads
nor in all environments. Furthermore, specific workloads come with non-performance
related constraints that will have an effect on performance, such as the replication
count. A higher number of replications increases resilience against hardware failures but
reduces write performance, due to the increased numbers of copies that are generated
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before a write request is acknowledged. Consequently, the proposed method gives users
a methodological way to assess performance changes and their effects on workloads.
Furthermore the proposed methodology is not limited to a specific storage system, but
can be used to improve other storage systems that come with tunable parameters, as
well.
When the proposed methodology is executed on a larger testbed, the results will differ
due to scaling effects within the system. Parameters that have minor impact in a
small storage cluster may become a bottleneck and potentially limit the achievable
performance. As shown by Oh et al. [41], certain parameters may become a bottleneck
when changing the environment and the used storage device technology. The testing
methodology will stay identical for those cases, since it covers general access patterns
with multiple clients, but each testing iteration might experience lower runtimes from
the scaling effects of the system.
2.2 Procedure
In this chapter a number of methods for increasing the performance of a Ceph cluster
in an OpenStack environment are presented. To measure performance improvements
accurately, it is necessary to establish a number of baseline performances. A baseline
performance is the performance that results from using a baseline access pattern and
baseline access size in the system given a particular configuration of Ceph. This is
not a trivial process, however only with this knowledge is it possible to measure the
effectiveness of the performance enhancing methods. This process involves the creation
of a collection of different configurations that are evaluated and compared for their
performance gains and losses. In this study a parameter sweep is used to generate these
different configurations. In contrast, other methods to change the Software-defined
storage system Ceph exist and are shown in Section 2.4, however they are not used in
this study, since the chosen method gives the best opportunity for altering the system
characteristics and performance. The baseline performance metrics, by themselves,
are not useful in making any tuning suggestions for a specific workload with its own
requirements and characteristics. Therefore, a detailed storage trace has to be made and
analysed. The characteristics of the workload are identified and are mapped on to the
most appropriate configuration to run that workload. To demonstrate the applicability
of the foregoing process a broad range of workloads were used to empirically test the
system. These workloads are practical in nature and have been chosen in accordance
with the results of the OpenStack user surveys. The benchmarks for these chosen
categories of workloads are described in Section 2.3.
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Figure 2.2: Performance baseline generation using an OpenStack cloud deployment,
which uses a Ceph cluster as a storage backend, with multiple concurrent virtual ma-
chines.
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Figure 2.3: Performance baseline generation and comparison.
2.2.1 Baseline
To measure the performance gains or losses of a specific configuration, it is necessary to
get a reliable and precise baseline reference. As the aim of this work is to improve the
performance in a cloud environment with the Ceph storage being the sole backend for all
storage services, the performance is tested with multiple concurrent virtual machines
running off Cinder block storage volumes as depicted in Figure 2.2. This approach
is useful in testing the system with the interfaces it will use in a production cloud
deployment, such as an OpenStack deployment.
To avoid any scheduling or capacity problems on the compute nodes, the virtual ma-
chines are configured to use less resources than available on the physical hosts. To get a
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baseline performance, the throughput of each virtual machine is recorded when execut-
ing the Flexible IO Tester (fio) benchmark (described in more detail in Section 2.3.1.1).
The benchmark is executed with 5 different block sizes (4KB, 32KB, 128KB, 1MB,
32MB) to get a detailed measurement of the overall performance and the different ac-
cess sizes that appear in real systems (presented in more detail in Section 4.2). Testing
the system against 5 access sizes is substantially more detailed then previous work, such
as the work performed by Intel [7] [42] or Ceph/Inktank [43]. Using even more access
sizes would improve the capturing of the respective performance of the storage system
under other occurring access sizes, but would increase the runtime for executing the
tests for each configuration. Each of these access sizes is then tested for its sequential
and random read and write speeds, which results in 20 different benchmark runs (i.e., 5
access sizes × 4 access patterns). Accounting for eventual differences between the vir-
tual machine clocks and other activities that might have an impact on the measurement,
the benchmark is run 9 times and the average performance is calculated. Therefore, a
total of 180 benchmark runs were performed for each configuration, resulting in a test
duration of about 20 hours.
The resulting different performance baselines can then be used to compare the different
configurations directly, as shown in Figure 2.3, or for the mapping process between a
workload and different configurations, as shown in Section 2.2.4.
The synthetic baselines are constructed with a clear distinction between sequential and
random workloads. This is, in general, not found in real workloads. This point is
revisited in Section 2.2.4.
2.2.2 Parameter Sweep
Default Config
...
Config 1 Config 2 Config N
Parameter Sweep
Config 3
Figure 2.4: Parameter sweep across Ceph parameters resulting in different configura-
tions. Sweeping is also performed on a single parameter (Configurations 2 and 3).
As Ceph is a highly customizable Software-defined storage system, it is difficult to find
the correct configuration for a specific workload. Furthermore, many of the parameters
lack a description of their impact on performance.
To identify the impact of a single parameter on the overall performance of the storage
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cluster, a couple of parameters will be chosen and tested individually with values that
deviate from the accepted default, as shown in Figure 2.4. The altered configuration will
then be subjected to the same testing procedure to establish the baseline performance
for that specific configuration. The sweep is not confined to changing the relative values
of different parameters, but also involves altering a single parameter by increasing or
decreasing its value, as depicted with Configuration 1 and 2 in Figure 2.4. As many of
the parameters support signed and unsigned integers, doubles and long values, there
are up to 264 possibilities for each type. Exploring them all is therefore an infeasible
task.
Some of the parameters have a strong relationship to the hardware used. Mechanical
hard drives, due to their design, are unable to handle multiple threads accessing different
parts of the disk at the same time due to physical characteristics of the disk head.
For solid state drives with no moving parts this relationship may be very different.
Increasing a parameter such as the OSD threads, for example, may result in better
utilization for one storage device type over another.
The values of some parameters may be tightly coupled to the value of others. Also,
some parameters may have an effect if others have been configured in a particular way.
All the parameters used in an InfiniBand deployment, for example, will only become
active in deployments that use InfiniBand for their interconnect. In other deployments
these parameters are dormant and do not influence the performance.
In Section 3.4, the impact of a single parameter on disk throughput is determined in
an OpenStack environment through multiple concurrent VMs. In total 24 configura-
tions were tested and analysed for performance using the testing pattern described in
Section 2.2.1.
2.2.3 Workloads
To determine configurations of a distributed file system that improve performance for
cloud workloads, it is necessary to use representative application types. The work-
loads that are used in production OpenStack deployments are discussed in Section 2.3.
Choosing applications that belong to the correct application types, such as web ser-
vices, is crucial to get a proper understanding of how the tuning is affects performance
in real deployments.
The collection of benchmarks is then analysed in an isolated environment for it’s storage
accessing characteristics (see Figure 2.5). This requires a detailed storage trace of that
application to extract the necessary information to generate a mapping to configurations
in the subsequent step. The required information extracted from the trace includes,
but is not limited to, the dominant access size, read-write ratio and the randomness of
the accesses.
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Figure 2.5: Workload trace file generation of all individual storage accesses and their
sizes.
Additional information, such as the queue depth during access, is of vital importance
if the application is deployed on a physical host, but it loses importance if deployed on
a distributed file system in a virtualized environment when potentially thousands of
VMs access the data store simultaneously. The burstiness of workloads (i.e., bursts of
accesses with short duration interspersed with periods of inactivity) are not looked at
in this work, but can be of importance for deployments that have SSD caches available
for tuning flushing characteristics.
The chronological chain of events is also of importance. If a workload is using a read-
once-write-many approach, such as the workload presented in Section 4.3.4.3, where
read accesses all happen at the beginning and only afterwards are write operations
performed as the data is cached by the operating system, changes to the caching Tier
mode can have a positive effect.
The storage trace of the application does not have to be captured on the physical storage
system being tuned. Using a different host to capture the trace might also improve the
quality of that trace, since that host can be chosen to avoid shared accesses to the
storage system and any consequent influences that that sharing might have on the
gathering of the trace.
2.2.4 Mapping
After identifying the performance gains and losses of each configuration and getting
the detailed application traces and the extracted characteristics of the storage accesses,
a mapping between them has to be constructed. The traces are analysed for their
dominant access types and then linked to the tested configurations.
To map a workload trace to the previously tested configurations, the trace access sizes
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Figure 2.6: The workload trace file is characterized and accesses are mapped to 5
access size bins for reads and writes. This binned workload is mapped to the perfor-
mance baselines of the different configurations, resulting in a recommendation for a
performance enhancing configuration (red arrow).
are combined into bins, that are in turn mapped to an access size of a baseline. These
bins are created for both read and the write accesses. As previously mentioned, each
baseline is constructed so as to consider 5 different access sizes. However, the tracing
tool may report on up to 18 different access sizes within a workload trace. It is therefore
necessary to map each of these 18 different access sizes into one of five bins, associated
with a particular access size in each baseline. The smallest block size recorded in the
trace was 4KB, while the largest was 4MB, these are related to the host configuration
and how it exports the disk to the VM. Access sizes in between showed peaks at 32KB,
128KB and in some cases 512KB and above.
Bin sizes were chosen by following the typical access sizes found in the literature (128KB
and 1MB). To increase granularity of system evaluation, further access sizes have been
added. 4KB and 32KB for better evaluation of smaller accesses and 32MB for very
large accesses. While 4KB and 32KB accesses were very frequent in the application
traces, 32MB was not. As stated above, the largest access size recorded was 4MB, but
32MB was kept as it is the largest IO size on VMware ESXi server [44]. Therefore 5 bins
were created for 4KB, 32KB, 128KB, 1MB and 32MB block sizes, which are identical
to the baseline benchmark access sizes. Using 5 access sizes increases the granularity
of the storage system baseline performance profile over a two bin approach, as used by
Intel [7], which in effect improves mapping accuracy.
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Table 2.1: Binning of block access sizes for use in mapping.
Bin lower bound upper bound
4KB 0 ≤8KB
32KB >8KB ≤48KB
128KB >48KB ≤256KB
1MB >256KB ≤4MB
32MB >4MB ∞
The mapping of the individual access sizes is performed by mapping accesses that are
less or equal to 8KB to the 4KB bin. Accesses greater than 8KB but smaller or equal
to 48KB to the 32KB bin. The 128KB, 1MB and 32MB bins are mapped as shown in
Table 2.1.
With read and write accesses mapped to their corresponding bins, further analysis has
to be done before a mapping between the workload and the baseline performances can
be made. Recall that in the baseline analysis, applications were categorized as being
either sequential or random. In general, such as clear distinction is not found to be
the case in real workloads. These workloads exhibit both random and sequential access
patterns and so to distinguish between them the concept of randomness (capturing the
mix of random and sequential behaviour) is introduced.
The challenge is to determine a point on the randomness spectrum above which the
workload disk access pattern will be defined to be mostly random and below which
it will be defined to be mostly sequential. Choosing this point is a non-trivial task
and will have an impact on the subsequent analysis presented here. A judicious choice
would result from extensive empirical studies. However, inspiration can be taken from
[45], where it states that two or more consecutive accesses that exceed a distance of 128
LBNs are considered to be random accesses. All accesses with a distance of less than
128 LBNs are therefore considered sequential. The 128 LBNs value thus partitions the
randomness spectrum in two. This partition information is used to characterize the
random and sequential nature of various phases of a workload. The relative proportion
of the sum of the sequential phases, for both reads and writes, are then mapped to the
sequential read or write baseline appropriately in the previously chosen bin and the
relative proportion of the random phases, for both reads and writes, are mapped to the
random read or write baseline appropriately, again in the previously chosen bin.
If the distance value for separating the sequential from the random accesses would be
set to a higher value, more accesses would be considered sequential, resulting in more
proposed configurations that perform better for sequential accesses. When choosing a
lower value, more accesses would be considered random and configurations that perform
better for random accesses would be more likely to be proposed. Therefore, a well
chosen distance value can improve the mapping result and associate the accesses with
the correct baselines. Testing for the most appropriate value is left to future work.
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As all the different configurations are compared against the default baseline, the re-
sults are normalized. This allows for better comparison and for direct addition of the
individual access types.
Using this relative proportions of the bin sizes, the performance of the workload under
different baseline configurations can be calculated using the proposed Formula 2.1.
Pthroughput =
∑
i
Ai(p× rri + (1− p)× sri) +Bi(q × rwi + (1− q)× swi) (2.1)
where i takes in the following values [4KB, 32KB, 128KB, 1MB, 32MB], and where
p = the relative proportion of random reads,
q = the relative proportion of random writes,
Ai = the total amount of reads,
Bi = the total amount of writes,
sr = the performance metrics of the sequential read,
sw = the performance metrics of the sequential writes,
rr = the performance metrics of the random reads,
rw = the performance metrics of the random writes.
Pthroughput represents the performance of the individual configurations relative to the
default configuration. Results above 100 indicate a performance increase over the de-
fault configuration for each specific workload considered, while results below 100 indi-
cate a performance decrease relative to the default configuration.
2.2.5 Verification
To verify the results calculated by the mapping algorithm, a approach similar to the
baseline performance analysis is used. The workload is tested with 12 virtual machines
running the workload simultaneously multiple times. The Ceph configurations that are
being tested are the default, the lowest and the highest performing alternative config-
urations. Note that this does not assume a given relationship between the default and
the alternative configurations. The results for this verification step will suggest changes
in the performance characteristics that may result from applying these configurations
to real workloads. This empirical comparison will be explored in Section 3.
In some cases the resolution of a benchmark result was too low to determine a change in
performance. To address this, attempts were made to increase the resolution by using
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Figure 2.7: Verification of the predicted performance increasing configuration against
the workload.
fewer virtual machines and by keeping those virtual machines equally distributed across
all compute hosts. For those workloads that were not constrained by the performance
of the storage backend, but rather were sensitive to hardware characteristics (CPU
performance, memory capacity/speed, etc.), the alternative strategy of increasing the
number of concurrent virtual machines while maintaining the homogeneous distribution
was adopted.
2.3 Benchmarks
Standard benchmarks that read and write files of a fixed size are helpful in measuring
the performance of a file system, but are very synthetic and limit the perspective
of the evaluation. The relevance of the results for a specific workload is sometimes
questionable, as is the meaning of the results. Tarasov et al. [46] discuss the specific
levels of the typical file system benchmarks.
Generic file system benchmarks, such as Flexible IO Tester (fio), will be used for testing
the performance of different file system configurations. In a later stage, configurations
that show performance gains will be validated against real world workloads.
Workloads deployed on production and development OpenStack systems can be ex-
tracted from the OpenStack user surveys.
According to the OpenStack User Survey from November 2014 [47] the most common
workload deployed on OpenStack production systems are web services with 57%, fol-
lowed by databases (49%) and unspecified custom user workloads (47%). Other named
workload types include quality assurance and test environments (40%), enterprise ap-
plications (37%), continuous integration (35%), management and monitoring (31%)
and storage/backup (31%). Other workloads did not have a prevalence greater than
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30%.
According to the 2015 version of the user survey [1], web infrastructure (35%), applica-
tion development (34%) and user specific (33%) workloads, show practically an equal
distribution. Content sharing workloads were deployed in 17% of the deployments.
Representative workloads for these categories are chosen to evaluate the impact of
configuration changes on workloads deployed in production systems.
2.3.1 Synthetic Benchmarks
While synthetic benchmarks can be designed to test access patterns that are rarely
appearing in real world workloads, they can provide a good general understanding of
how a storage system performs when it is stressed with a specific access size and pattern
combination. A single benchmark will typically not be able to reveal all characteris-
tics of the storage system, in that case a combination of benchmarks is necessary to
understand how a system performs.
2.3.1.1 Flexible IO Tester (fio)
fio [48] is an open source disk benchmark. It starts a number of threads or processes
that perform a particular type of IO operation as specified by the user. Each thread
uses globally defined parameters, but distinct parameters for each thread are supported.
Supported types of IOs are sequential and random reads and writes. Combinations of
these are also supported. Accesses can be defined using a broad selection of block sizes,
which can be a expressed as a single size or a range.
fio has support for different IO engines, such as synchronous, asynchronous or cached
accesses. Depending on the desired result, specific engines can be used to test the
IO path. The IO queue depth can be varied and changing it to higher values can be
used to test the performance differences between different IO schedulers. To reflect
raw underlying performance (bypassing the cache), fio has support for direct IO and
buffered accesses.
To be consistent with the choice made by Intel [7] and with the literature [46], fio was
chosen as the benchmark against which all other workloads will be compared.
2.3.2 Web Services and Servers
Web services are software systems that are designed to support a machine-to-machine
interaction over a network. It uses an interface that is described in a machine-
processable format (specifically WSDL). Other systems interact with Web services using
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SOAP-messages, typically conveyed using HTTP with XML serialization in conjunction
with other Web-related standards [49].
A distributed system, consisting of a database server, an application server and a web
server, is difficult to set up for benchmarking. Doing a performance analysis of a
deployed web service can be done using an application such as ApacheBench.
The ApacheBench benchmark (ab) [50] [51] [52] tests the number of requests that an
Apache webserver can processes when stressed with 100 concurrent connections (this is
the default deployment configuration). It serves a static html page so that the cache is
employed as part of the benchmark run. Consequently this will hide the performance
of the file system and storage backend. As this benchmark is very CPU demanding,
improvements on the storage system will typically not be apparent.
The Postmark benchmark [53] was developed by NetApp to reflect the workload char-
acteristics of email, hotnews and e-commerce systems. Email servers typically create,
read, write and delete small files only. Thus, the access pattern across the disk tends
to be random. This pattern requires the processing of large amounts of metadata and
falls outside the design parameters of most file systems. E-commerce platforms have
developed significantly since the introduction of the Postmark benchmark and it is
unclear if this benchmark is still relevant for these systems.
2.3.3 Databases
Databases are an essential component for many web services and applications. This
relationship does not change when deployed to a cloud environment. To test the per-
formance of the storage system under a database workload there are a couple of bench-
marks that can be used.
The Transaction Processing Performance Council (TPC) [54] provides multiple
standardised benchmarks to simulate the load of different transaction based sys-
tems [21] [55]. The workloads are continuously updated to include new workloads
that reflect large transaction based systems, such as warehousing systems [56] [57].
The HammerDB benchmark [58] is an open source database benchmark that supports
databases running on any operating system. The front end is available for Windows and
Linux. It supports a great variety of databases (Oracle Database, Microsoft SQL Server,
IBM DB2, TimesTen, MySQL, MariaDB, PostgreSQL, Postgres Plus Advanced Server,
Greenplum, Redis, Amazon Aurora and Redshift and Trafodion SQL on Hadoop) and
is widely used by researchers and industry to benchmark databases and hosts. Run-
ning HammerDB from the command line is not possible as it is designed to provide a
graphical interface for displaying database performance benchmarks. Development of
a command line based version was started with Autohammer, but is currently not ac-
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tively being developed. The testing modes supported by HammerDB are a TPC-C [59]
like and a TPC-H [60] like benchmark mode. Both standards are not implemented in
full but are capable of predicting official TPC results quite accurately.
The SysBench benchmark [61] is a modular, cross-platform and multi-threaded bench-
mark tool. It can be used to evaluate system parameters that are important for a
host running a database under intensive load [62] [63]. It is designed to determine the
system performance without installing a database. The individual tests that SysBench
supports are:
• file I/O performance
• scheduler performance
• memory allocation and transfer speed
• POSIX threads implementation performance
• database server performance.
During testing SysBench runs a specified number of threads that all execute requests
in parallel. The actual workload depends on the specified test mode and user input.
The system supports a time based, a request based or a combined testing limitation.
The database server test is designed to exercise a host like it would be by a production
database. For that purpose, SysBench prepares a test database that is then subjected
to different accesses. These accesses can be selected from a wide variety, such as simple
SELECT, range SUM(), UPDATE, INSERT or DELETE statements.
The pgbench benchmark [64] is a benchmark tool that executes requests against a Post-
greSQL database server [65]. The transaction profile is loosely related to the TPC-B [21]
benchmark which is a stress test of the database. It measures how many concurrent
transactions the database server can perform. Unlike other TPC profiles, it does not
contain any users that might add a "think time" between the requests. If a transaction
is finished it will spawn a new one immediately. This makes TPC-B a valid option
on a system that might see simultaneous multiplexed transactions and the maximum
throughput has to be determined. It can also be used in a scripted fashion, which is
the reason it has been picked as the benchmark to simulate a database workload. For
more information see Section 4.3.5.
2.3.4 Continuous Integration
Continuous integration is a software engineering process that continuously compiles the
source code of an application to see if it compiles without errors. Each new version of
the code is tested, sometimes dozens of times per day. For test-driven development unit
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tests are performed with each run to ensure the code complies to the tests. Furthermore
metrics are reported indicating the code coverage of the tests.
Continuous integration platforms are available as hosted solutions, such as Travis
CI [66], and as self hosted toolkits, such as Jenkins [67], Hudson [68] or CruiseC-
ontrol [69].
kcbench [70] is benchmark for a compilation workload, measuring the time it takes to
compile the Linux Kernel. Compilation, in general, is CPU bound and is mostly limited
by the performance of the CPU, however, memory speed and disk performance may
also impact performance. As the Linux Kernel is a very complex project, consisting of
many thousands of source and header files, a substantial amount of disk accesses need
to be performed. For more information see Section 4.3.4
Compilation times of other applications, such as Apache or ImageMagick are also often
used as compilation workloads [46].
2.3.5 File Server
File servers are a commonly deployed application type for cloud services. The type
of server might vary, but they are used to store and serve data from and to multiple
clients. Implementations of traditional file servers can export a storage device over
a network protocol, such as NFS or CIFS, an FTP server, or a file synchronisation
system, such as Seafile [71], Nextcloud [72] or OwnCloud [73].
DBENCH [74] is a tool to generate I/O workloads that are typically seen on a file server.
It can execute the workload using a local file system, NFS or CIFS shares, or iSCSI
targets. It can be configured to simulate a specific number of clients, to determine the
throughput the server is able to handle. For more information see Section 4.3.3.
2.3.6 Ceph Internal Tests
Ceph has a way to measure the performance of the cluster using internal tools. These
tools can be used directly on the storage node or from a client that has the credentials
to access the storage cluster.
Rados bench [75] is a benchmark that reads or writes objects to specific Ceph pools. The
object size is variable, as is the number of concurrent connections. The access pattern
can only be one of writing, sequential reading or random reading. As a prerequisite for
a read benchmark, the cluster has to be filled with files. This has to be specified during
the writing benchmark, as that benchmark normally deletes the written objects at the
end of the test. The output of the benchmark is presented in Listing E.1.
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It is also possible to write directly to an image file/object that is already stored in the
Ceph cluster using rbd bench-write [76]. This is useful for testing the performance
when writing additional data into an existing object. It mirrors the scenario when Ceph
is used as the storage backend for a hypervisor for virtual machines, like QEMU/KVM.
The limitation of this benchmark lies in its single ability to write to an image file.
Performing read accesses is not supported.
The Ceph Benchmarking Tool (CBT) [77] emerged subsequent to the investigation
described in this dissertation. This tool can be used to test different Ceph interfaces
with different benchmarks. It can be used to execute a Rados bench test on the cluster;
it can also be used to run fio (described in Section 2.3.1.1) through different Ceph
interfaces. The librbd userland implementation is used by QEMU, which allows for
an approximation of KVM/QEMU performance without deploying such a system. The
kvmrdbio implementation tests the performance from a virtual machine using rados
block devices and KVM, as used in Openstack deployments using Cinder for virtual
machine block devices. This test requires the VM to be deployed before execution.
The third implementation can be used to test an RBD volume that has been mapped
to a block device using the KRBD kernel driver. This implementation is used when an
application requires a block device but cannot be run in a virtual machine.
2.4 Tuning for Workloads
Ceph consists of many components and a huge number of parameters (as described
in Section 1.2) possibly resulting in hundreds of millions of distinct configurations.
From the description of the Ceph system given so far it can be seen that there are
many degrees of freedom for choosing an optimal configuration. Here, optimality is
considered in the context of tuning the system to best support a given workload.
The Ceph system is composed of very many components and parameters arranged in
a hierarchical tree structure, depicted in Figure 2.8. Functional components can be
associated with all, or part of each subtree. These functional components essentially
form a partition of the Ceph system and embody subcomponents and parameters that
can be chosen independently of the rest of the system. However, these partitions can not
be considered as being isolated from the other components of the Ceph system. These
other components essentially form an environment in which the functional component
formed by the partition operates. In the remainder of this dissertation this is referred
to as the Ceph environment. Likewise, the Ceph system itself is part of a bigger system
and components of that system, such as hardware and operating system configurations
or indeed the organizational requirements coming from a particular deployment, such
as authentication and security policies, all form the greater Ceph environment. The
environments of a functional component may indirectly constrain the performance of
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that component.
To improve a functional component with respect to a given workload, there are at least
two alternative processes that can be considered. The first involves fixing both the Ceph
environment and the greater Ceph environment and choosing the parameters of the
subcomponents appropriately. A second approach could involve starting with a fixed
configuration of the functional component and changing either the Ceph environment
and or the greater Ceph environment to improve the performance of that functional
component. The functional components capable of being configured by either of these
methods include the pool, the monitor and the metadata server. This work concentrates
predominantly on the pool in combination with approach two. This approach is thought
to be more promising, and is studied here from an empirical perspective, since the
myriad of constraints imposed by the environment on the pool, can be explored with
view to relaxing as many as possible in the process of tuning it for a given workload.
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Figure 2.8: Ceph parameter hierarchy with red representing the Ceph root, blue
components, orange categories and green the parameters. Note that parameters may
be associated directly with a component or within a category of a component.
2.4.1 The Ceph Environment
Functional components, as describes above, constitute a partition of the Ceph system.
All parameters outside of a particular partition constitute the environment of that
partition. And, according to approach 2, these parameters will be changed in an effort
to improve the performance of the functional component defined by that partition. The
environment of the functional component representing pools is depicted in Figure 2.9.
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This environment illustrates the many possibilities to adapt the Ceph environment so
that a pool can optimally support a given workload. In a practical Ceph deployment
many distinct pools may be created to support the needs of a structured organization.
Consequently, all of these pools will share the same environment and changes to that
environment will affect all pools simultaneously.
Since the average workload associated with each pool will typically differ from pool
to pool, one Ceph environment configuration may not best fit all pools and associated
workloads. Thus, the improvement process becomes more challenging. Either 1) pri-
ority is given to a particular pool, when the environment is being configured, resulting
in a potential degradation of performance of the others, or 2) the environment is con-
figured so as to balance the needs of all pools simultaneously. The latter approach
will most likely result in no pool being optimally configured nor see an overall improve-
ment. This dissertation focusses on the former approach and leaves the latter to further
investigation.
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Figure 2.9: Tunable Ceph environment parameters (highlighted in red) when opti-
mizing a functional component (partition highlighted in green). In this instance the
functional component is a Ceph pool.
The Ceph components and their associated parameters constituting the entire Ceph
system are depicted in Figure 2.8. When a system is initialized by a system adminis-
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trator a number of components determining how and where a Ceph cluster will operate
need to be appropriately configured. These include Logging, Authentication (CephX)
and the General component, which includes parameters for configuring public and pri-
vate networks, cluster UUID and the cluster heartbeat. Logging within the system can
be set to different levels, which might have to be increased to debug a malfunctioning
component when default logging levels are insufficient. Depending on the constraints
from the greater Ceph environment, authentication might be tightened or loosened to
meet the required levels of security.
Of the 870 tunable parameters of Ceph, 182 parameters affect the behaviour of the
OSDs, such as the default number of placement groups used for a pool and the number
of threads per OSD, as depicted in Figure 1.4. In addition, 121 parameters influence the
behaviour of the MONs, like the update frequency of the cluster map and the ratio for
marking OSDs as full. For the MDSs, there are 105 parameters, while 106 parameters
affect the RADOS gateway (RGW).
The Ceph Filestore, the component that stores the data on the OSD, is configurable
by 92 parameters. The new filestore, that has become Bluestore, has been in previous
versions of Ceph, where it was called Newstore, has 29 parameters in Ceph version
0.94. The way in which data is written to the journal is configurable, as are the
RADOS block devices (RBD), used e.g. by virtual machines, and the CephFS. Other
components, such as the Client, Messenger, Compressor, Objecter and Memstore are
also configurable and can have an effect on cluster behaviour and performance.
The effect of changing individual Ceph environment parameters on pool performance
is shown in Section 3.4.
2.4.2 Pools
Internal parameters of the functional component of a pool are depicted in Figure 2.10.
These parameters can be used in conjunction with approach 1 to initially configure
the pool. These parameters are listed in Table 2.2. While some parameters are com-
mon for all deployed pools, others pertain only to tiered pools (described in detail in
Section 2.4.3). When optimizing the parameters of a functional component, such as a
pool, the Ceph environment and greater environment parameters are fixed.
The parameters of the functional component pool can can be divided into different
categories. The first category is security related. It includes parameters to ensure safe
handling of pools. They include nodelete, nopgchange and nosizechange. These
parameters do not affect performance and so can be selected with impunity.
The second category relate to replication count and placement, which directly influ-
ences reliability and stability. These parameters include size, min_size, pgp_num,
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Table 2.2: Ceph pool options.
size Sets the number of replicas for objects in the pool. This only works
on replicated pools.
min_size Sets the minimum number of replicas required in the cluster for
I/O. This can be used for allowing or denying access to degraded
objects.
crash_replay_interval Amount of time in seconds to allow clients to replay acknowledged,
but uncommitted requests.
pgp_num The effective number of placement groups to use when calculating
data placement.
crush_ruleset The ruleset to use for mapping object placement in the cluster.
hashpool Set or Unset HASHPSPOOL flag on a given pool. When true
HASHPSPOOL is hashing the pg seed and pool together instead
of adding to create a more random distribution of data.
nodelete Set or Unset NODELETE flag on a given pool. This prevents the
pool to be deleted by accident or intent. This was added as a safety
feature.
nopgchange Set or Unset NOPGCHANGE flag on a given pool. This prevents
the pools placement group count to be changed.
nosizechange Set/Unset NOSIZECHANGE flag on a given pool. This prevents
the pools replication count to be changed.
hit_set_type Enables hit set tracking for cache pools. This will enable a Bloom
filter [78] to reduce the memory footprint for the hashtable.
hit_set_count The number of hit sets to store for cache pools. The higher the
number, the more RAM consumed by the ceph-osd daemon. The
value has to be 1 as the agent currently does not support values
greater 1.
hit_set_period The duration of a hit set period in seconds for cache pools. The
higher the number, the more RAM consumed by the ceph-osd
daemon.
hit_set_fpp The false positive probability for the bloom hit set type.
cache_target_dirty_ratio The percentage of the cache pool containing modified (dirty) ob-
jects before the cache tiering agent will flush them to the backing
storage pool.
cache_target_full_ratio The percentage of the cache pool containing unmodified (clean)
objects before the cache tiering agent will evict them from the cache
pool.
target_max_bytes Ceph will begin flushing or evicting objects when the max_bytes
threshold is triggered.
target_max_objects Ceph will begin flushing or evicting objects when the max_objects
threshold is triggered.
cache_min_flush_age The time (in seconds) before the cache tiering agent will flush an
object from the cache pool to the storage pool.
cache_min_evict_age The time (in seconds) before the cache tiering agent will evict an
object from the cache pool.
crush_ruleset, hashpspool and crash_replay_interval. Changing parameters in
this category directly influences performance.
The third category relates to caching in a tiered system. Parameters in this category
change the movement of objects between the hot and the cold storage and change
the caching algorithm. These parameters include hit_set_period, hit_set_fpp,
cache_target_dirty_ratio, cache_target_full_ratio, target_max_bytes,
target_max_objects, cache_min_flush_age and cache_min_evict_age and are only
used in conjunction with a tiered pool.
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Figure 2.10: Ceph parameters (highlighted in red) directly affecting the pools.
While most parameters directly applicable to a pool are performance related, not all
of them are active in every system. Furthermore, many of the parameter values arise
from the environment and the requirements of the workload that is to be executed. For
critical applications a high number of replicas might be desired to ensure accessibility
and integrity. While a high number of replicas enhance safety, write performance
will be reduced since multiple copies of the data have to be written before the write
operation is acknowledged. In systems with less critical workloads, a lower replication
count can help to improve write performance. Setting the correct number of placement
groups can also assist in improving performance, since the data is spread across a larger
number of OSDs, allowing scalability effects to improve performance. Changing these
parameters after the pool is created is a time consuming task. Increasing the replication
count would require the system to create extra copies for each object in the pool.
Changing the data distribution through the placement groups or the crush_ruleset
would initiate a complete redistribution of the data throughout the storage cluster.
Both of these operations can consume a large amount of time (potentially many hours
or days) where the system is operating with degraded performance.
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2.4.3 Pools with Tiering
Tiering is a mechanism to hierarchically organizing the storage system to maximise
performance by minimizing latency and maximising throughput. Typicall storage de-
vices with different characteristics are combined to create the best price/performance
ratio. Tiered systems are numbered from 1 to n, where Tier 1 represents the fastest
access/best performance Tier. Historically a Tier 1 storage system used fast spinning
disks (15k rpm) for low latency and high throughput. Disadvantages of these drives
were high power consumption, low capacity and price. Therefore, they were only used
as a fast top-level cache for specific workloads, such as databases. Tier 2 was typically
populated by disks with a rotational speed of 10k rpm. These offered slightly slower
access times, but these were cheaper and had higher capacities. Tier 3 typically con-
sisted of SAS or SATA disks rotating at 7.2k rpm. These drives were available in even
greater sizes with lower power consumption and a lower price. They were typically
used as cold storage and for sequential accesses associated with applications such as
video streaming. In some cases deployments also used a fourth Tier, which employed
tape drives as long term archival storage. Tiering represents an active system in which
data automatically migrates in both directions through the various levels to keep the
most used data (hot data) in the fastest Tiers and redundant copies or infrequently
used data on the slower Tiers.
With the advent of solid state disks (SSD), the components in a tiered system have
changed. SSDs have replaced the 15k SAS drives in Tier 1, offer a higher throughput
and reduced access time. SSDs are based on flash chips and can only sustain a certain
number of writes before failing (flash cell deterioration). This write amplification count
varies with the SSD NAND [79]) chip type.
• Single Level Chips (SLC) offer the highest write amplification. They store one
Bit per cell. The drawback of these chips is the high manufacturing cost and
limited capacity per chip.
• Multi Level (MLC) and Triple Level (TLC) Chips are the mostly used in consumer
level devices, but can also be found in enterprise class SSDs. They store two and
three bits per cell. These chips are cheaper to produce and offer larger capacities
with a penalty of a reduced write amplification count. One way to counter this
is to add extra chips as spare capacity that is used by the controller to level the
wear across the available NAND cells. Where consumer drives have around 8-9
% of the total flash capacity set aside for over-provisioning, enterprise drives can
have up to 25%. Using over-provisioning helps to increase the lifetime of the drive
without having to use expensive SLC NAND at the cost of adding extra chips.
• A NAND type that tries to combine the best of both is Enterprise MLC (eMLC)
that achieves the capacity of MLC with write amplification counts in between SLC
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and MLC. Intel is using a similar technology in their datacentre SSDs, where it
is known as HET MLC [80] (High Endurance Technology).
A tiered storage system using SSDs and conventional hard drives is often found to use
the following schema:
• Tier 1 is usually served by SSDs using SLC, eMLC or HET MLC NAND to cope
with the constant writes to the flash cells.
• Tier 2 is served by MLC based SSDs for read intensive applications to reduce the
cost of the installation.
• In some cases it might still be useful to use fast spinning disks (10k rpm, 15k
rpm) as an extra Tier or go straight to the 7.2k rpm SAS disks in Tier 3.
• Depending on the use case, it might also be useful to add a Tier 4 with extra
high capacity disks (6-10 TB) as cold storage, as some of these drives use shingled
recording [81], which increases capacity at the cost of latency; instead of updat-
ing a block, the whole track has to be re-written. This makes them unsuitable
for frequently accessed data due to the heavy penalty associated with altering
content.
Some manufacturers combine Tiers 1 and 2 and do not differentiate between read and
write intensive disks, when the environment does not exceed the manufacturers drive
writes per day (DWPD). A DWPD corresponds to writing the total capacity of the
disk once per day. Depending on the drive, this value can exceed 3 without adversely
affecting the expected lifetime of the disk.
As SSDs get faster, the storage interface consisting of SAS 6Gbit/s and SATA 3 do
not provide the necessary bandwidth and so become the bottleneck to performance
improvements. Therefore, the industry has added SAS 12Gbit/s and SATA Express.
Furthermore, the manufacturers use PCIe directly. This allows for a bandwidth of
up to 1GB/s per lane. In the case of the Intel DC P3700, an x4 interface is used to
achieve a sequential transfer speed of up to 2800 MB/s [82]. Using PCIe also comes
with the benefit of reduced latency. To reduce the latency even further the NVMe
specification [83] (NVM Express or Non-Volatile Memory Host Controller Interface
Specification) has been created. It bypasses parts of the storage stack to reduce the
latency for data access (see Figure 2.11). When these PCIe SSDs are used in a tiered
storage system, they are sometimes called Tier 0.
In Ceph, Tiers have the same functionality, improving performance across Ceph in-
terfaces (RBD, RADOS, CephFS). In Ceph Tiers can be configured to create a cache
pool servicing servicing slower pools associated with slower storage media. This type
of cache has two different modes of operation:
Write-back Mode In write-back mode, a client will write data directly to the fast
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Figure 2.11: Schematic comparison between the NVMe and the SCSI storage stack
within an OS.
cache Tier and will receive an acknowledgement when the request has been fin-
ished. Over time, the data will be sent to the storage Tier and potentially flushed
from the cache Tier. When a client requests data that does not reside within the
cache, the data is transferred first to the cache Tier and then served to the client.
This mode is best used for data that is changeable, such transactional data.
Read-only Mode In read-only mode, the cache will only be used for read accesses.
Write accesses will be sent directly to the storage Tier. This mode of operation
is best used for immutable data, such as images and videos for webservices, DNA
sequences or radiology images. Since the consistency checking with the Ceph
Tiers is weak, read-only mode should not be used for mutable data.
When the pool functional component is extended to include Tiering, the number of
parameters associated with that component increase and consequently the number of
parameters in the environment of that component decrease (see Figure 2.12). Thus,
the degrees of freedom for improving the pool using Approach 2 are reduced.
2.4.4 Heterogeneous Pools/Greater Ceph Environment
In general, all the functional components of Ceph can see all the elements of the greater
Ceph environment and have the same view of those elements. However, it is possible
to configure a functional component, such as a pool, so that its view of the greater
Ceph environment differs from the views of some or all of the other pools. In this
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Figure 2.12: Ceph parameters (highlighted in red) directly affecting the pools with
tiering.
way it is possible to create heterogeneous pools, each of which behaves differently as
determined by specific components in the greater Ceph environment. It follows that the
heterogeneous pools may be improved independently of each other via the greater Ceph
environment, in contrast to improving functional components via the Ceph environment
where all pools are simultaneously effected by changes to that environment.
The greater Ceph environment includes components between Ceph and the physical
underlying hardware, such as the file system (deployed on the OSD), the IO scheduler
(used by the operating system kernel to dispatch I/Os from the application to the
physical layer) and the underlying hardware itself. The greater Ceph environment is
an elemental component to a Ceph deployment, but its components can be modified to
suit the specific deployment and workload.
For Ceph these components are, for the most part, transparent. The disk scheduler
of the storage device hosting the OSD is not known within Ceph. The file system
deployed on the OSD, on the other hand, is important since the device is mounted with
different mounting options and is potentially subjected to different limitations of that
file system, such as the limited number of files supported by ext4.
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2. Methodology 2.4 Tuning for Workloads
Showing how the behaviour of heterogeneous pools can be changed via the greater Ceph
environment is explored in Section 3.5.
2.4.5 Multi Cluster System
If Approach 2, for improving a pool via the Ceph environment, is found to be ineffective,
possibly due to a number of pools in the environment requiring diverse tuning, the
process of storage cluster partitioning may offer a viable alternative. By separating the
storage cluster into a number of distinct Ceph environments, local improvement within
each may deliver a better solution.
Such a multi-cluster solution allows for pool improvement using Approach 2 without
being constrained by requirements of pools within the same cluster. The drawback of
such a multi-cluster solution is a potential reduction in overall performance, due to the
reduced number of OSDs within each cluster. Another drawback of using multiple pools
is the inability of using Tiering between the clusters, since Tiering is only supported
between pools within the same cluster.
A Ceph multi-cluster solution can be achieved in one of two ways. The first is to run
multiple OSD daemons on the host, belonging to different clusters. The other is to run
the Ceph cluster components in containers (e.g., LXC, Docker) or virtual machines, as
shown in Figure 2.13, to achieve the required partitioning.
Host 1 LXC Container1.1
[Ceph Cluster 1]
OSD OSD
LXC Container2.1
[Ceph Cluster 2]
OSD OSD OSD
OS
Host 2 LXC Container1.2
[Ceph Cluster 1]
OSD OSD
LXC Container2.2
[Ceph Cluster 2]
OSD OSD OSD
OS
Host 3 LXC Container1.2
[Ceph Cluster 1]
OSD OSD
LXC Container2.3
[Ceph Cluster 2]
OSD OSD OSD
OS
OSD
OSD
OSD
Figure 2.13: Ceph multi cluster using LXC containers using 3 nodes.
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Chapter 3
Empirical Studies
This chapter describes the creation of a testbed hosting an OpenStack and Ceph de-
ployment. This testbed is then used to explore the improvement of Ceph pools using
the procedures and methods described in Chapter 3. Similar studies could be applied
to improve other functional components following the experimental methodology de-
scribed here but these are not pursued in this dissertation. In Section 3.1 the elements
of the greater Ceph environment are described. In Section 3.2 a benchmark system is
set up. It consists of a benchmarking server that sends out benchmark tasks to con-
nected clients, which, in this instance, are deployed on the virtual machines used for
the baseline evaluation. The initialization of the virtual machines and the installation
of the benchmark client are described in the same section. The parameters of the Ceph
environment whose values are impacted by the greater Ceph environment are presented
in Section 3.3. Furthermore, a mechanism for sweeping through the parameters of the
Ceph environment to identify and to set those parameters that could potentially im-
prove the performance of a pool is described. Subsequently, in Section 3.4 the impact
of changing each of those parameters in isolation, on the performance of the pool, is
examined.
3.1 Testbed
The testbed used to carry out the empirical investigation is composed of a Ceph de-
ployment and a collection of hardware and system software components constituting
the greater Ceph environment. The hardware components include physical servers,
physical storage systems and the network infrastructure. The system software com-
ponents, treated here in Sections 3.1.4 and 3.2, includes the operating system, the
OpenStack deployment and the deployment mechanism. An overview of the actual
hardware configuration used in the testbed is shown in Figure 3.1.
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Dell PowerEdge R200
Dell PowerConnect 5224
3x Dell PowerEdge R610
3x IBM EXP3000
Dell PowerConnect 6248
HP Proliant DL360 G6
3x Dell PowerEdge R710
Puppet/Foreman
PXE/iDRAC Network
3x Ceph Storage Nodes
36x 1TB SATA HDDs
(Seagate, Hitachi,
Western Digital)
Cloud & Storage Network
Cloud Controller
3x Compute Nodes
Figure 3.1: Hardware used in the testbed.
3.1.1 Physical Servers
The hardware used in the testbed consist of three different types of physical servers with
various specifications (see Table 3.1). From these specifications appropriate hardware
is chosen to implement the components of the system effectively. Thus,
• The Dell PowerEdge R200 [84] is used to deploy the operating system and the
installed software using Puppet and Foreman (see Section 3.1.4.2). Typically this
is done via the internet, thus a separation between the external network and the
internal network is required. One is connected to the external network, where
the operating system and software packages are stored, the other is connected to
the internal network, with the target servers for the software deployment. This
separation also allows the Dell PowerEdge R200 to run a DHCP server to generate
internal IP addresses.
• The HP ProLiant DL360 G6 [85] server is used as an OpenStack controller node
that runs all OpenStack services except Nova compute. This requires separate
networks to handle OpenStack internal communication and the external services,
such as the OpenStack dashboard Horizon. Therefore, the network service re-
quires an extra network port that can be used as a network bridge to assign an
external IP address to virtual machines without connecting the compute nodes
to the public network.
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• The Dell PowerEdge R610 [86] servers are used for the Ceph storage system.
These servers are equipped with an LSI Logic SAS3444E [87] 3GBit/s 4-Port
SAS HBA. They are connected via an external mini SAS connector (SFF8088)
to the IBM SAN expansion trays, as described in Section 3.1.2. The memory
capacity of 16 GB is necessary, since each Ceph OSD requires up to 1 GB of
memory when under heavy load, such as a rebuild process. These servers only
offer two PCIe expansion slots. One is used by the SAS adapter and the other is
used for the Intel ET network card. The system is thus limited to eight 1 GBit/s
network ports (4x onboard Broadcom Corporation NetXtreme II BCM5709 [88],
1x Intel Gigabit ET Quad Port Server Adapter [89]).
• The Dell PowerEdge R710 [90] servers are used for the compute service of Open-
Stack. With 12 physical cores and 32 GB of memory, they are capable of hosting
many concurrent virtual machines. The total number of network ports sums up
to 12 (4x onboard Broadcom Corporation NetXtreme II BCM5709, 2x Intel Gi-
gabit ET Quad Port Server Adapter). Because all the virtual machines will run
directly off the external storage, the internal disks, in this case the 32 GB SD
cards in each server, are not a performance bottleneck.
Table 3.1: Physical server specifications and their roles in the testbed.
Model Dell Pow-
erEdge R200
Dell Pow-
erEdge R610
Dell Pow-
erEdge R710
HP ProLiant
DL360 G6
CPU Model 1x Intel
E4700
1x Intel Xeon
E5603
2x Intel Xeon
E5645
2x Intel Xeon
E5504
Cores per
CPU
dual quad hexa quad
CPU Clock
Rate
2.6 GHz 1.6 GHz 2.4 GHz 2.0 GHz
CPU Turbo NA NA GHz 2.67 GHz NA
Memory 4 GB 16 GB 32 GB 16 GB
Storage 2x 2TB
RAID-1
32GB SD
card
32GB SD
card
4x 300GB
RAID-5
NIC 2x 1GBit/s up to 12x
1GBit/s
12x 1GBit/s 8x 1GBit/s
Virtualization X Y Y Y
Role Puppet-
master,
Foreman
Network,
Storage
Compute Controller
3.1.2 Storage System
Since the Dell R610 servers have no capacity to accommodate hard drives directly in
the chassis, they have to be attached externally. Each server is connected via an LSI
SAS3444E [87] SAS controller to an IBM EXP3000 expansion tray, populated with
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12 hard drives, resulting in a total drive count of 36. Each storage tray is populated
with 4 Western Digital RE4 1 TB and a mixture of 8 Hitachi and Seagate 1TB drives.
Only the Western Digital RE4 drives were used in the pool improvement experiments.
The drive specifications are presented in Table 3.2. Detailed transfer diagrams of the
Western Digital RE4 drives are presented in Figure 3.2a and 3.2b.
Table 3.2: Specifications of used harddisks.
Manufacturer Hitachi Seagate Western Digital
Name Ultrastar
A7K1000 [91]
Barracuda
ES.2 [92]
RE4 [93]
Model HUA721010-
KLA330
ST31000-340NS WD1003-FBYX
Capacity 1 TB 1 TB 1 TB
Rotational Speed
(rpm)
7200 7200 7200
Cache 32 MB 32 MB 64 MB
Seek time (ms) 8.2 (read, typi-
cal)
8.5 (average
read), 9.5 (aver-
age write)
12.0 (read), 4.5
(write) see Fig-
ure 3.2a and 3.2b
Sustained trans-
fer rate (MB/s)
85 - 42 102 (max) 128 (max)
Interface SATA 3 Gbps SATA 3 Gbps SATA 3 Gbps
Installed drives 9 15 12
(a) read (b) write
Figure 3.2: Transfer diagrams for Western Digital RE4 1TB (WD1003-FBYX) with
access time measurements.
3.1.3 Network
The networking architecture for the testbed is quite complex and requires separate
networks for different services, as depicted in Figure 3.3. In addition to the external
network, the need for five additional separate networks has been identified. These are
explained in detail in the following subsections. These are derived from reachability,
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4Gb/s
2Gb/s
3Gb/s
PXE
        iDRAC
VM
MGT
Public
Ceph
4Gb/s
Campus
Figure 3.3: Testbed network architecture consisting of 5 separate networks and the
direct connection between the storage nodes and storage trays [95].
isolation and bandwidth requirements. Some of these networks use bonded network
interfaces to increase the capacity of the network links. The IEEE 802.3ad [94] pro-
tocol is used to achieve NIC bonding. The setup of the network bonds on the servers
is achieved through a Puppet manifest and ifenslave. For increased network perfor-
mance, the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) has been increased from 1492 to 9000
bytes on the servers and to 9216 on the switches.
3.1.3.1 External Network
The external network is the connection to the wider college network. As this is exposed
to the campus and is limited to very few ports to the research lab specific VLAN, only
a small number of hosts can be attached to it. Therefore, planning is required to ensure
that only certain testbed hosts are exposed to the public network, as necessary.
Thus, only two servers in the testbed are attached to the external network:
• The deployment server, Phantomias, that also acts as the a proxy server and
gateway to the internet.
• The cloud controller, that needs two ports on the public network for the Open-
Stack dashboard and network services, such as an unbound network interface for
assigning floating IPs on the public network to virtual machines.
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A single external network node is a single point of failure, however, it provides required
network isolation and security.
3.1.3.2 Deployment Network
All servers used in the testbed are attached to the deployment network. The deployment
network is used to manage the machines over the out-of-band management controller
iDRAC that is integrated into the Dell PowerEdge servers. This interface allows for
monitoring and restarting of the machines remotely. Furthermore, it can pass the video
output and keyboard controls to a virtual console to interact with the machine without
physical interaction.
This network uses the Preboot Execution Environment (PXE) to manage the operating
system installation on individual nodes. The deployment server, Phantomias, runs a
DHCP server to assign IP addresses and a Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) server
providing the netboot images for installing the operating system or booting the installed
OS.
Furthermore, this network connects to the Internet through the Proxy server running
on Phantomias to download packages. The bandwidth requirements on this network
are low and 1 Gigabit links are sufficient, since the connection to the external network
is the limiting factor.
3.1.3.3 Storage Network
The storage network is an internal network between the Ceph storage nodes. A separate
storage network, to separate the internal replication network from the public network
is recommended, since replication tasks require high throughput. In this deployment,
bonded network interfaces are used to provide enough bandwidth to handle the replica-
tion load (four interfaces on each server). This requires switches that are IEEE 802.3ad
capable, which allows link aggregation with multiple ports. The bandwidth of the
bonded interfaces is shown in Table 3.3.
3.1.3.4 Management Network
The management network is used for all communications between the OpenStack ser-
vices. All servers, with the exception of Phantomias, are attached. As OpenStack
is capable of using a CEPH storage cluster directly for its storage services (Glance,
Cinder, Swift), the network also connects to the storage node’s public interfaces. The
OpenStack storage services only manage the access to the storage cluster but do not
serve data to the compute nodes. The compute nodes connect directly to the storage
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cluster, which leads to large bandwidth requirements on the network, since all storage
IO between the storage cluster and the compute nodes pass through this network. The
controller only performs intensive network operations when a volume is created from
an image. This task requires the controller to download the image, convert it to a raw
format and upload it to the volume storage pool.
In this deployment, bonded network interfaces provide sufficient bandwidth to handle
the replication load. This requires IEEE 802.3ad capable switches to support link
aggregation with multiple ports. The compute nodes and the storage nodes each use
three interfaces and the controller two more to provide the required bandwidth. The
measured bandwidth on the different servers is shown in Table 3.3.
3.1.3.5 VM Internal Network
The VM internal network enables VM communication between hosts. This allows the
separation of the VM communication from the other communications within the cloud
system. Furthermore, it is used to create GRE tunnels (Generic Routing Encapsulation)
between the VM and the egress point on the controller when the VM is assigned a
floating IP. The bandwidth requirements in this testbed are expected to be low, and
therefore Gigabit connectivity should be sufficient to allow all targeted workloads. The
bandwidth on the links is shown in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Measured (iperf) network bandwidth of the different networks.
Network Storage Management VM Inter-
nal
Deployment
Bonded
Ports
4 2 3 1 1
Bandwidth 3.08
Gb/s
1.96
Gb/s
2.50
Gb/s
935 Mb/s 935 Mb/s
3.1.3.6 Network Setup Choices
Using four bonded interfaces for the storage network and three bonded interfaces for
the management network on the storage nodes allows for higher throughput from/to
the clients/compute hosts, since data is read directly from the OSDs. At the same
time, this ratio limits the cluster write speed, because of the data replication between
nodes. Data accesses are, in general, more read than write intensive, thus supplying
enough bandwidth to clients is more important than overprovisioning the replication
network.
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3.1.3.7 Network Hardware
The network hardware consists of a mixture of Broadcom BCM5709c NetXtreme II Gi-
gabit Ethernet (onboard PCIe x4) [88] and Intel Gigabit ET Quad Port Server Adapter
(PCIe v2.0 x4) [89] network cards. They are attached to a Dell PowerConnect 5224 [96]
and a Dell PowerConnect 6248 [97] Gigabit Ethernet switch through CAT6 Ethernet
cables. The switch performance details are presented in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Network switch specifications.
Model Dell PowerConnect 5224 Dell PowerConnect 6248
Ports 24 10/100/1000BASE-T,
4 SFP combo ports
48 10/100/1000BASE-T,
4 SFP combo ports
Switching Capacity 48.0 Gbps 184 Gbps
Forwarding Rate 35.6 Mpps 131 Mpps
3.1.4 Rollout
Installing the operating systems and the different types of software, configuring the
software and systems is a labour intensive task, when replicated over many identi-
cal machines. Configuration management tools, such as Puppet and Chef, can make
this task much easier. A configuration for these systems is captured in source code,
hence the term Configuration as Code (CaC) or Infrastructure as Code (IaC). Con-
figuration management tools use a machine-processable definition file rather than a
hardware configuration. There are currently three different approaches for configu-
ration management: declarative (functional), imperative (procedural) and intelligent
(environment aware). Each of these approaches handles the configuration in a different
way [98]:
• The declarative approach focuses on what the eventual target configuration should
be.
• The imperative approach focuses on how the infrastructure is explicitly changed
to meet the configuration target.
• The intelligent approach focuses on why the configuration should be a certain
way in consideration of all the co-relationships and co-dependencies of multiple
applications running on the same infrastructure.
Since configurations are code they can be tested for certain errors using static analy-
sis tools, such as puppet-lint or foodcritic. Configurations can be applied in a
repeatable fashion, which allows the deployment of many machines with the same con-
figuration script. This might not seem significant when looking at a small collection
of machines, but when used in an environment where machines are redeployed on a
regular basis or to a large number of hosts, it is worth the effort.
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In the testbed, the configuration management tool allows for continuous deployment of
software to the storage nodes and the cloud system.
3.1.4.1 Operating System
The Ubuntu operating system (version 14.04 LTS) is deployed on all nodes of the
testbed. Ubuntu was chosen since it is the reference platform for OpenStack.
To allow Ubuntu users to use newer Kernel versions, Ubuntu has the LTSEnable-
mentStack [99]. This gives access to Kernel versions of the non LTS versions of Ubuntu
without upgrading the whole installation to a non LTS version. The command for
installing the enablement stack is shown in Listing E.2.
Using the 15.04 (Vivid) enablement stack in this testbed is particularly important, as
there have been many changes to the code of the BTRFS and XFS file system that im-
prove stability and reliability [100]. These are core components of the testing, therefore
it is crucial to have these improvements installed to prevent erroneous conclusions.
3.1.4.2 Puppet and Foreman
Puppet [101] is a configuration management and service deployment system inspired by
CFEngine that has been in development since 2001. Puppet configurations are stored as
manifests that are centrally managed by a Puppetmaster server. Puppet is implemented
in Ruby, however, some platforms, such as Android, are not compatible. Puppet is
based on a client-server model and is capable of scaling very well. One server managing
over 2000 clients is realistic. Puppet can be deployed on, and manage, both virtual
and physical machines. In the latter case, it can install the hosts operating system and
the necessary packages after automatically connecting to the Puppetmaster. For cloud
environments, Puppet has a suite of command-line tools to start virtual instances and
install Puppet on them without having to manually log in to each virtual machine.
Since 2011, Puppet has been available under the Apache 2.0 license; previously, it was
released under the GPL v2.0 license.
Puppet is a popular configuration management tool and is widely used by companies
such as Nokia, Dell and the Wikimedia Foundation. The user base seems to be focused
mainly on Linux, especially Ubuntu and RHEL, but Puppet supports Windows and
Unix as well. Many free manifests are available that address a wide variety of service
deployment and administration tasks. The manifests themselves are written in Ruby
or in a Puppet description language (a simplified version of Ruby). Puppet has two
different web interfaces. One, the Puppet Dashboard [102], is developed by Puppet
Labs, which is available in both the commercial and, with a reduced set of function-
alities, in the community version. The second interface is Foreman [103], which has
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more functionality and integrated support for cloud systems. It requires, in addition to
the standard database used by Foreman, PuppetDB (v2.2) to use storeconfigs, used
to export configuration details from hosts and in return used by other hosts for their
configuration, such as a database server address. Both of the interfaces are capable of
displaying the status of nodes and of assigning manifests and roles to them, but the
Puppet dashboard incapable of provisioning virtual resources directly.
Extensive documentation is available for Puppet, which introduce the topic, presuming
a working knowledge of the basic concepts and focus on best practise approaches and
very advanced setups [104] [105].
3.1.4.3 Puppet Manifests
The deployment makes use of a great variety of Puppet manifests that are used to
deploy OpenStack and essential configurations to individual nodes.
The manifest used to set up the network configuration on the nodes is the
example42/network manifest. It sets up the network interfaces and supports bonded
network interfaces.
In the testbed, StackForge/OpenStack manifests are used to deploy OpenStack. These
are continuously being developed and upgraded. They are referenced in the official
OpenStack documentation for deploying OpenStack with Puppet, are very complex,
but offer total control on all individual setup parameters of OpenStack.
The Enovance Ceph manifests were used to deploy Ceph via Puppet on the testbed.
The manifests assigned to the individual hosts differ depending on their role within the
overall testbed (see Figure 3.4). The controller node has the most manifests assigned,
as it hosts most of the components of OpenStack. The Compute hosts are only use a
small number of manifests, while the storage nodes use none. Further information on
the individual manifests is presented in Appendix C.
3.2 Initialization
To do the tests as described in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.3 multiple servers have to be set
up, and virtual machines have to be configured identically to avoid differences between
runs.
3.2.1 Testing System
The testing system consists of the Ceph storage cluster with three storage nodes and
the OpenStack services described in Section 3.1. In addition, a virtual machine on
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Storage
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Network Horizon
Cinder API Cinder Volume
Cinder Glance
Glance API Keystone
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Ceph Client
Ceph Client
Ceph Client
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Ceph OSD
Figure 3.4: Roles for the individual node types.
a different host was used as the benchmarking server. The benchmarking system is
the Phoronix Test Suite [106]. It comes with the options to upload results to the
OpenBenchmarking.org [107] platform or to a private server using Phoromatic [108].
In the testbed, the latter approach is used, so that the results can be easily extracted
from the system for post processing. The online platform is limited to simple plots
which are not fit for purpose.
OpenStack supports the configuration of instances at boot time by passing data via
the metadata service to the virtual machine. The virtual machine image requires the
cloud-init [109] package to be part of the Glance image. Linux distributions, such as
Ubuntu or Fedora, offer cloud images with pre-installed cloud-init, that is compatible
with many cloud systems, such as OpenStack, Amazon AWS and Microsoft Azure. It
offers many ways of modifying the VM when booted, such as changing the hostname,
user account management, injecting SSH keys and running user defined scripts.
For the testing, a bash script was created to install the Phoronix Test Suite client
and the benchmark profiles (see Listing E.3). As these profiles normally only execute
three times, the repetition count and testing duration was extended to conform to the
testing procedure described in Section 2.2. At the end of the script, it starts the client,
connects to the Phoromatic server and finishes. The client, after being registered with
the server, is ready to execute the benchmarks selected by the server.
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[global]
osd_pool_default_pgp_num = 1024
osd_pool_default_pg_num = 1024
osd_pool_default_size = 2
osd_pool_default_min_size = 2
[client]
rbd_cache = false
[osd]
debug ms = 0
debug osd = 0
debug filestore = 0
debug journal = 0
debug monc = 0
[mon]
debug ms = 0
debug mon = 0
debug paxos = 0
debug auth = 0
Listing 3.1: Basic Ceph cluster configuration with debug and reporting disabled.
3.2.2 Test harness
Each virtual machine is set up to run the tests presented in Listing E.4. These constitute
the baseline performance tests. The test cases, representing the workload tests, are
presented in Listing E.5. Of these, a specific workload is loaded and executed as
appropriate.
3.3 Cluster configuration
The Ceph cluster is configured to host multiple pools, pinned to different drives. The
pool used for the benchmarks is isolated on the 12 Western Digital RE4 drives. The
cluster replication count has been set to two to limit the impact of the cluster network
bandwidth limitation (see Table 3.3). This ensures that each block is transferred only
once per replication, rather than twice. With a replication count of three, the file would
be written to two other hosts which would double the network traffic and therefore
reduce the write performance. In a bigger cluster, the replication load is spread and
therefore the network bandwidth dependency will be less crucial, but in a small cluster
it is a limiting factor.
The Ceph configuration for these experiments uses the default settings, and the param-
eters can be seen in the following configuration snippet. The debugging and reporting
function on the OSD and Monitors are disabled and use CephX for authentication, as
shown in Listing 3.1.
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Table 3.5: Tested parameter values and their default configuration. For example,
Configuration B reduces osd_op_threads by 50%, while Configuration C increases it
by 100% and Configuration D by 400%.
Parameter Default Tested
osd_op_threads 2 1 (B), 4 (C), 8 (D)
osd_disk_threads 1 2 (E), 4 (F), 8 (G)
filestore_op_threads 2 1 (H), 4 (I), 8 (J)
filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_bytes_
start_flusher
41943040 4194304 (K),
419430400 (L)
filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_ios_start_
flusher
500 5000 (M), 50 (N)
filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_inodes_
start_flusher
500 5000 (O), 50 (P)
filestore_queue_max_bytes 104857600 1048576000 (Q),
10485760 (R)
filestore_queue_committing_max_
bytes
104857600 1048576000 (S),
10485760 (T)
objecter_inflight_op_bytes 104857600 1048576000 (U),
10485760 (V)
objecter_inflight_ops 1024 8192 (W), 128 (X)
The parameters under test (see Table 3.5) are part of the Ceph environment and affect
all pools equally. As described in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, by design, different configu-
rations differ in exactly one parameter. Thus, the affect of each parameter can be seen
in isolation.
The parameters to tune are chosen in a three stage procedure. In the first step parame-
ters that are dictated by the environment and greater Ceph environment are picked and
set, such as the cluster ID or the data distribution. In the second step parameters are
filtered for their relation to performance. Parameters that enable or disable counters or
logging would be set to the desired setting and others left to their default configuration.
The remaining set of parameters are the ones to be tested for their impact and relation
to performance. Since there is no documentation available that guides users in setting
them, they have to be picked randomly in the third step and tested for their impact.
The selected parameters relate to the OSDs and the filestore. Using Ceph in combina-
tion with Cinder and Glance does not require using components such as the RADOS
Gateway, which would be required when using OpenStack Swift, or the metadata server
(MDS).
• The osd_op_threads parameter specifies the number of threads to handle Ceph
OSD Daemon operations. Setting it to zero disables multi-threading, while in-
creasing it may increase the request processing rate. Depending on the hardware
being used, the result can be positive or negative. If a device is too busy to process
a request, it will timeout after a number of seconds (30 seconds by default).
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• osd_disk_threads specifies the number of disk threads, used to perform back-
ground disk intensive OSD operations, such as scrubbing and snapshot handling.
This parameter can affect the pool performance if the scrubbing process coincides
with a data access. This parameter defaults to 1, indicating that no more than
one operation is processed concurrently.
• filestore_op_threads specifies the number of file system operation threads that
may execute in parallel.
• filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_bytes_start_flusher, filestore_wbthrottle_
xfs_ios_start_flusher and filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_inodes_start_
flusher configure the filestore flusher, preventing large amounts of uncommitted
data building up before each filestore sync. Conversely frequently synchronising
large numbers of small files can adversely affect performance. Therefore, Ceph
manages the commitment process by choosing the most appropriate commitment
rate using these parameters.
• filestore_queue_max_bytes and filestore_queue_committing_max_bytes
specify the size of the filestore queue and the amount of data that can be com-
mitted in one operation.
• objecter_inflight_op_bytes and objecter_inflight_ops modify the Ceph
objecter, which handles the placement the objects within the cluster.
3.4 Evaluation
The following work has been partially published in Scalable Computing: Practice and
Experience journal [110].
In the foregoing sections a testbed was created containing a number of storage pools.
Different configurations of parameters in the environment of those pools were then
created and the affects of these different configurations, while running the fio [48] tool
as a benchmark, on pool performance were recorded. In the presentation of the results
over the forthcoming sections these configurations are labelled B-X; configuration A
represents the default Ceph configuration. The benchmark was set to run for 300
seconds and a test data size of 10GB. The IO engine was set to sync, which uses fseek
to position the I/O location and avoids caching. In this way a worst case scenario test
could be performed. Access was set to direct and buffering disabled. For each run, there
was a start and a ramp delay of 15 seconds. Random and sequential access patterns
were tested for both reads and writes, each with block sizes of 4KB, 32KB, 128KB,
1MB and 32MB. A total of 9 runs for each benchmark configuration was executed to
achieve a representative average over multiple runs.
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A total of 12 virtual machines, equally distributed across the three compute hosts, was
used to stress the system. Each VM was set to use 4 cores and 4GB of memory. The
virtual disk was set to use a 100GB Cinder volume. RADOS Block Device (RBD)
caching was disabled on the Ceph storage nodes and on the compute hosts in the
QEMU/KVM hypervisor settings. The diagrams in the following sections show the
mean value across all 12 VMs.
3.4.1 4KB
The series of experiments on configurations A-X, while running the benchmark using a
read and write block size of 4KB, were compared in terms of Input/Output Operations
Per Second (IOPS).
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Figure 3.5: FIO random read 4KB.
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the performance for random read and write access workloads,
respectively. In Figure 3.5, configuration B (osd_op_threads decreased) with 159 IOPS
deviates most from the default configuration A. Since the osd_op_threads are set to 2
at default, it reduces the concurrency of the read operations. In fact, the performance
of the default configuration can at best be matched but not exceeded. In Figure 3.6
the number of IOPS is so low that no real conclusion can be drawn.
When the storage system is tested against 4KB sequential read accesses (see Figure 3.7),
the difference between the lowest performing Configuration F (osd_disk_thread
increased x2) and the highest performing Configuration A (default) is over
105% or 378 IOPS. Configurations Q (filestore_queue_max_bytes increased), E
(osd_disk_threads increased x2) and N (filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_ios_start_
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Figure 3.6: FIO random write 4KB.
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Figure 3.7: FIO sequential read 4KB.
flusher decreased) perform much better than other configurations, but no configura-
tion can match the Default A. For 4KB sequential writes (see Figure 3.8), the results
are very even, except for Configuration N. In contrast to the 4KB read accesses, where
Configuration N performed well, performance here is reduced by 25% compared to the
mean of the other configurations. This suggests that, when writing small blocks, the
small flusher threshold is contraindicated, whereas it does not negatively impact read
performance.
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Figure 3.8: FIO sequential write 4KB.
3.4.2 32KB
For 32KB random read accesses (see Figure 3.9), the performance of the differ-
ent configurations was very similar to the default Configuration A. The config-
uration with the greatest increase over the default (of 2.6%) is Configuration S
(filestore_queue_committing_max_bytes increased). Configurations C, H, and R
show an increase between 1.3% and 2%. The configuration with the biggest perfor-
mance drop is B (op_threads decreased). In this case, the performance drops by
59.6%. As with the 4KB random reads, the low concurrency on the OSD harms per-
formance when using small random I/O.
During 32KB writes, the limitations of the underlying hardware are clearly visible (see
Figure 3.10). Nevertheless, Configuration P (filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_inodes_
start_flusher decreased) increases performance by 2 IOPS without any variation
between the hosts, which is a 16.7% performance increase, while Configuration B
(op_threads decreased) reduced throughput by 2 IOPS. Overall these results are not
indicative of a real performance increase, due to the actual size of the differences.
The sequential 32KB read performance of the cluster is positively influenced by most
of the configurations (see Figure 3.11). Only Configurations E (osd_disk_threads
increased), K (filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_bytes_ start_flusher decreased) and
V (objecter_inflight_op_bytes decreased) reduce throughput by up to 3.4%. The
highest gains of about 17% are achieved by Configurations D (osd_op_threads=8)
and R (filestore_queue_max_bytes decreased). Many other configurations increase
performance by about 10%. In general, the results show a high amount of jitter, with
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Figure 3.9: FIO random read 32KB.
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Figure 3.10: FIO random write 32KB.
results spreading up to 90 IOPS (Configuration W).
For the sequential 32KB writes, there is no configuration that clearly outper-
forms the default Configuration A (see Figure 3.12). In contrast, Configu-
rations K (filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_bytes_start_flusher decreased) and N
(filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_ios_start_flusher decreased) have a highly negative
impact on throughput. While the former reduces it by 10.5%, the latter reduces it by
22.4%. Changing the write back flusher to flush data earlier has a direct impact on
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small sequential write accesses. While such a behaviour was also visible for Configura-
tion N during 4KB sequential writes, it was not observed with configuration K, since
the access block size was too small to breach the write back buffer threshold. In testbed
with faster hardware, the impact of both would be more visible, since transfers would
be interrupted more frequently by the flusher.
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Figure 3.11: FIO sequential read 32KB.
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Figure 3.12: FIO sequential write 32KB.
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3.4.3 128KB
When using 128KB block sizes for random read accesses (see Figures 3.13), all configu-
rations show improvement over the default configuration, except for Configurations B
(osd_op_threads decreased) and N (filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_ios_start_flusher
decreased). A maximum gain of 8% was observed for Configuration K
(filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_bytes_start_flusher decreased). When writing ran-
dom blocks with the same block size (see Figure 3.14), the difference was more pro-
nounced, with K being 14% faster than the default. The performance difference between
the best configuration, K (filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_bytes_start_flusher de-
creased), and the worst configuration, L (filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_bytes_start_
flusher increased), was almost 30%. In this case the same parameter with different
values changes the performance to a great extent. The same pattern can be observed,
with smaller differences, for each of the pairs from M,N to W,X. The performance of
the default configuration lies between the worst and the best configurations. This is
a remarkably fortuitous choice for the default configuration, since,from a study of the
history of Ceph [111], it seems to have been chosen arbitrarily and has never been
updated since the system was conceived and implemented.
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Figure 3.13: FIO random read 128KB.
For sequential 128KB read accesses (see Figure 3.15), the performance is comparable
between all configuration with a difference of just 9% between the lowest (Configura-
tion O) and the highest (Configuration Q). The default configuration is only surpassed
by Configurations N (filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_ios_start_flusher decreased),
Q (filestore_queue_max_bytes increased), R (filestore_queue_max_bytes de-
creased) and X (objecter_inflight_ops decreased). The beneficial effect of Configu-
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Figure 3.14: FIO random write 128KB.
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Figure 3.15: FIO sequential read 128KB.
rations Q and R is unexpected, since they both modify the same parameter differently
and yet both result in increased performance.
For sequential 128KB write accesses (see Figure 3.16), Configurations N
(filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_ios_start_flusher decreased) and K (filestore_
wbthrottle_xfs_bytes_ start_flusher decreased) had the most negative impact on
performance. Configurations K and N performed 16.5% and 10.5% lower, respectively,
than the default configuration. In both of these configurations the write back flusher
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Figure 3.16: FIO sequential write 128KB.
process is executed too frequently, reducing throughput. Gains were not observed under
this access pattern.
3.4.4 1MB
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Figure 3.17: FIO random read 1MB.
For random 1MB read accesses (see Figure 3.17), Configurations F (disk_threads
increasd x4), R (filestore_queue_max_bytes decreased) and Q (filestore_queue_
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max_bytes increased) performed better than the rest, with Configuration F improving
performance by 10% over the default. These configurations, in addition to the default
and Configuration B, showed large variations between the different VMs, while the re-
sults of the other configurations were more uniform. The most disruptive configuration
was J (filestore_op_threads increased x4), reducing performance by 13%.
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Figure 3.18: FIO random write 1MB.
For random 1MB write accesses (see Figure 3.18), Configuration K (filestore_
wbthrottle_xfs_bytes_start_flusher decreased) improved performance by 44.5%
over the default configuration. Configuration Q (filestore_queue_max_bytes in-
creased) was the only configuration that showed reduced performance by 1.5%. Re-
markably, all other configurations improved performance over the default.
For sequential 1MB read accesses (see Figure 3.19), no configuration improved per-
formance. The highest regression observed was 8% (Configuration W). Configuration
B (osd_op_threads decreased), while not increasing performance on average, showed
large variation between the different concurrent VMs.
For sequential 1MB writes accesses (see Figure 3.20), Configuration K (filestore_
wbthrottle_xfs_bytes_start_flusher decreased) showed the highest gains of 28%.
Configuration U (objecter_inflight_op_bytes increased) was the only configuration
to reduce performance, producing a drop of 1.0%.
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Figure 3.19: FIO sequential read 1MB.
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Figure 3.20: FIO sequential write 1MB.
3.4.5 32MB
For random 32MB read accesses (see Figure 3.21), only Configuration Q
(filestore_queue_max_bytes increased) improved performance over the default con-
figuration. For random 32MB write accesses (see Figure 3.22), Configuration R
(filestore_queue_max_bytes decreased) performs best. Configurations Q and
R modify the same parameter differently, resulting in performance increases and
decreases between the random 32MB reads and writes respectively. Thus, the
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Figure 3.21: FIO random read 32MB.
parameter when altered in a particular way has a positive effect when reading
and a negative effect when writing and when altered in the opposite way has
the respective opposite effect. As before, the performance of the default con-
figuration lies between the worst and the best configurations. Configuration O
(filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_inodes_start_flusher increased) is the most disrup-
tive for random reads, reducing performance by more than 2 MB/s in comparison to
the default configuration. For random writes, multiple configurations (E, H, O) have a
strong negative impact.
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Figure 3.22: FIO random write 32MB.
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Figure 3.23: FIO sequential read 32MB.
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Figure 3.24: FIO sequential write 32MB.
For sequential 32MB read accesses (see Figure 3.23), all configurations that deviate from
the default reduce the performance by up to 14% (Configuration C) or 2.2 MB/s. Con-
figuration Q (filestore_queue_max_bytes increased) showed small jitter, but multiple
outliers that deviated but 10MB/s. For sequential 32MB writes (see Figure 3.24), Con-
figuration R improved performance by 6%, whereas the other configurations reduced
performance by up to 14.5% (Configuration L).
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3.4.6 Summery
As the size of the access pattern increases from 4KB to 32MB it can be seem that certain
parameters become more dominant in influencing performance. Configuration R, for
example, performed well for writes larger than 128KB and read accesses with 32KB
and 128KB block size. Other access sizes and patterns saw a performance decrease by
up to 39.4% (4KB sequential read).
The lowest performing configurations for combined 4KB accesses are Configurations
B and G. These two configurations performed similar for writes, but during se-
quential reads Configuration B (osd_op_threads=1) outperformed Configuration G
osd_disk_threads=8, while for random reads the opposite was observed. A configu-
ration that outperforms the default for 4KB accesses was not tested.
The lowest performing configuration for combined 32KB accesses were Configuration
B (osd_op_threads=1). This low performance originated from the low performance
during random read operations, where performance was about 60% lower than the other
configurations. The best performing configuration for 32KB accesses was Configuration
P filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_inodes_ start_flusher=50, which outperformed the
default configuration in random writes and sequential reads by 15%, while no significant
differences were recorded for sequential writes and random reads.
For 128KB accesses the lowest performing configurations were Configuration
B (osd_op_threads=1), L (filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_bytes_start_flusher=
419430400) and O (filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_inodes_start_flusher=5000). The
highest performing configuration was Configuration X (objecter_inflight_ops=128).
Overall, most configurations increased performance during 128KB random reads, while
performance during random writes and sequential reads and writes was mostly reduced.
For 1MB accesses the lowest performing configuration was Configuration U
(objecter_inflight_op_bytes=1048576000). Performance for read accesses was re-
duced for most configurations, while performance during writes had mostly increased
performance. The best performing configuration for 1MB accesses was Configuration
K (filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_bytes_ start_flusher=4194304). For this configu-
ration read performance was reduced, but write performance was greatly enhanced.
For 32MB accesses only Configuration R (filestore_queue_max_bytes=10485760)
matched the performance of the default configuration. It lost performance
during read accesses, but gained performance during writes. The lowest
performance was recorded for Configurations E (osd_disk_threads=2) and L
(filestore_wbthrottle_xfs_bytes_ start_flusher=419430400). Both of these
configurations lost over 12% in each of the 32MB accesses. Other configurations ex-
perienced similar performance decreases for reads, while performing slightly better for
write accesses.
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3.5 Case Studies
In the work presented above the potential impact on pool performance, resulting from
changes to the Ceph environment, is examined. The lessons learned are applied in
Chapter 5 to determine the Ceph configuration corresponding to the largest perfor-
mance improvements for particular workload characteristics. In advance of this work,
this section presents case studies showing the impact that changes made to the greater
Ceph environment have on pool performance. The first study attempts to improve pool
performance by changing the file system deployed on the OSD and the second attempts
to improve pool performance by altering the I/O scheduler and the associated queue
depth. The relationships between these parameters and pool performance are described
in Section 2.4.4.
The results obtained in these case studies do not take account of changes in the Ceph
environment nor do they relate to changes to parameters associated with the func-
tional component of a pool. As such, they are not considered during the improvement
process derived from mapping workload characteristics to parameters of the Ceph en-
vironment. Nevertheless, these studies show the affects of environmental changes on
pool performance and hence underline the empirical utility of the concept.
3.5.1 Engineering Support for Heterogeneous Pools within Ceph
This following work has been published in the 2015 17th International Symposium on
Symbolic and Numeric Algorithms for Scientific Computing (SYNASC) [112].
Prior to the work done here, it was not clear that Ceph could run different file sys-
tems on each OSD within the same Ceph cluster, since this feature is not explicitly
mentioned anywhere in the documentation. Currently three different file systems are
officially supported (XFS, BTRFS, ext4), with XFS being recommended for production
use. BTRFS was supposed to become the future default production file system, but
subsequently was dropped in mid 2016 in favour of a new file store. ext4 is supported
but not recommended for large clusters, since its limitations constrain the maximum
Ceph cluster size.
To provide for multi file system support, the approach adopted here is to physically
partition the Ceph cluster. A small test cluster of one host with 10 1TB hard drives
(Hitachi Ultrastar A7K1000, see Table 3.2) was constructed to illustrate the utility
of the approach. XFS and BTRFS were each deployed on half of the disks using
ceph-deploy together with standard formatting and mounting settings.
When OSDs were added to the cluster, the system treated each in the same way re-
sulting in a homogeneous view of the file systems resident in the underlying disks. If
normal convention is followed, the creation of a pool will result in it using all of the
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available OSDs, and hence the pool would embody different underlying file systems.
To avoid this situation and hence ensure that a pool is only associated with a single file
system, a default pool creation is modified via its CRUSH map to recognise only those
OSDs associated with a particular file system. This process enables the creation of
heterogeneous pools, in the same Ceph cluster, each embodying a different file system.
The process of accessing and editing the CRUSH map is described in Section 1.2.1.
The original Crush map of the cluster with one host and 10 OSDs is shown in List-
ing E.6.
To edit the CRUSHmap to create the heterogeneous pools two alterations are necessary:
1. The physical collection of disks with a specific file system as a root, is added.
2. A rule is inserted to specify the use of certain collections only.
Only when these are added can both collections and pools be subsequently used. List-
ing E.7 shows the modified CRUSH map.
When the new compiled CRUSH map is uploaded, the cluster will change its data
distribution accordingly. The two newly created pools can then make use of the new
ruleset (see Listing E.8).
To show the difference between the two different pools, some preliminary benchmarks
were run using the rados bench tool. These benchmarks were executed with 4KB and
4MB access sizes with 16 and 64 concurrent connections. The access modes used were
sequential reads and writes and random reads. The benchmarks were executed three
times on a clean cluster with a runtime of 300 seconds each. Before every run the cache
was emptied to avoid caching effects distorting the results.
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Figure 3.25: Rados bench random 4KB read with 16 threads.
The throughput for random 4KB reads with 16 threads (see Figure 3.25) showed an
increase of over 400%. While the throughput curve for the XFS pool reached a limit
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around 0.4 MB/s, the BTRFS pool showed increasing throughput throughout the whole
benchmark run. For both pools, the performance remained consistent over the three.
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Figure 3.26: Rados bench random 4MB read with 16 threads.
For random 4MB reads with 16 concurrent threads (see Figure 3.26), BTRFS performed
better than XFS. While the XFS pool managed an average throughput of 75 MB/s,
the BTRFS pool managed around 250 MB/s. It is notable that the throughput varied
considerably after 220 seconds runtime. In comparison to the random 4KB reads, the
throughput showed more variance and jitter with rates varying between 150 and 330
MB/s for the BTRFS pool, while the variance in the XFS pool was between and 10
and 130 MB/s.
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Figure 3.27: Rados bench sequential 4KB read with 16 threads.
The sequential 4KB reads with 16 threads (see Figure 3.27) showed a large throughput
difference between the BTRFS and the XFS pool. While the XFS pool achieved, after
a warm up phase, an average of around 1 MB/s, the BTRFS pool varied between 8
and 10.5 MB/s and averaged 9 MB/s. Both pools showed no significant differences
between runs. Surprisingly, the throughput patterns are identical for all three runs on
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the BTRFS pool.
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Figure 3.28: Rados bench sequential 4KB read with 64 threads.
The throughput of sequential 4KB reads with 64 threads (see Figure 3.28) is identical
to Figure 3.27. Using more threads with this hardware configuration did not increase
throughput on either file systems.
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Figure 3.29: Rados bench sequential 4MB read with 16 threads.
For sequential 4MB reads with 16 threads (see Figure 3.29) the throughput graph is
similar to the random 4MB reads with 16 threads (see Figure 3.26). The throughput
of the BTRFS pool averaged about 275 MB/s, while the XFS pool transferred about
75 MB/s. The jitter for both pools was quite considerate and varied between 150 and
380 MB/s for the BTRFS pool, and 0 and 145 MB/s for the XFS pool.
The drop at the end of the XFS plot is attributed to the way rados bench works. When
the benchmark is set to run for a specific duration, it initiates the accesses with the
set thread count. If the benchmark hits the set runtime, it stops creating new access
threads. The benchmark will only finish when all threads have finished. If only one
access is outstanding, it is reported as a single operation in the next reporting interval.
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Figure 3.30: Rados bench 4KB write with 16 threads.
For 4KB writes with 16 threads (see Figure 3.30) the XFS pool achieved only 0.25 MB/s
or 63 IOPS, and indeed at times zero IOPS were reported. In a production system, this
would be a serious problem as it would delay all kinds of small accesses. This access
pattern is typical in software compilation (an example is presented in Section 4.3.4).
The BTRFS pool performed more consistently and achieved a higher throughput. Both
pools showed a high variance of throughput, from run to run, but with a consistent
average.
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Figure 3.31: Rados bench 4MB write with 16 threads.
For the write benchmark of 4MB accesses with 16 threads (see Figure 3.31), the XFS
pool achieved an average throughput of 24 MB/s and the BTRFS pool achieved an
average of 46 MB/s. Again, both pools showed a high variance of throughput from
run to run, with the XFS pool reporting between zero and 75 MB/s and the XFS pool
reporting between zero and 125 MB/s. This behaviour resulting in a widely varying
transfer speed.
The results presented here show the impact on pool performance that arise from a
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change of the file system used on the OSDs. With the hardware used for these tests,
large differences between the different pools were observed. The BTRFS pool performed
in all tested access patterns better than the XFS pool. Therefore, it is not surprising
that BTRFS was selected as the future file system for OSDs when reaching maturity.
3.5.2 I/O Scheduler
The I/O scheduler is a very important component in the I/O path. It takes all requests,
potentially reorders them, and passes them on to the storage device. It contains specific
policies on how to reorder and dispatch requests to aid in achieving a balance between
throughput, latency and priority. The service time of an individual random access may
be around 10 milliseconds. In that time a modern single CPU core running at 3.0 GHz
is capable of executing 30 million clock cycles. Rather than immediately performing
a context switch, in which those cycles are given over to another process, it may be
worth considering dedicating some of those cycles to optimise the storage access queue
and to conform to the I/O strategy, before the context switch is performed. Another
task of the scheduler is to manage access to a shared disk device between multiple
process [113] [114].
The I/O schedulers that are shipped with a current Ubuntu Linux kernel are NOOP,
CFQ and Deadline. CFQ is the default.
• The NOOP scheduler operates with a first-in-first-out (FIFO) policy. The re-
quests are merged for a larger request dispatch but not reordered.
• The deadline I/O scheduler is a C-SCAN based I/O scheduler with the addition of
soft deadlines to prevent starvation and to avoid excessive delays. Each arriving
request is put in an elevator and a deadline queue tagged with an expiration time.
While the deadline list is used to prevent starvation, the elevator queue aims to
reorder requests for better service time. The deadline times for reads and writes
are weighed differently. Read and write requests have a deadline of 0.5 and
5 seconds, respectively. Read requests are typically synchronous and therefore
blocking, while write requests tend to be asynchronous and non-blocking.
• The CFQ I/O scheduler is the default Linux scheduler. It attempts to:
– apply fairness among I/O requests by assigning time slices to each process.
Fairness is measured in terms of time, rather than on throughput.
– provide some level of Quality of Service (QoS) by dividing processes into a
number of I/O classes: Real-Time (RT), Best Effort (BE) and Idle.
– deliver high throughput by assuming that contiguous requests from an indi-
vidual process tend to be close together. The scheduler attempts to reduce
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seek times by grouping requests from the same process together before ini-
tiating a dispatch.
– to keep the latency proportional to the system load by scheduling each pro-
cess periodically.
Changing the I/O scheduler of the host and within the virtual machine can have a
significant difference in performance as shown by Boutcher et al. [115], while Pratt
et al. [116] have shown the performance improvements achieved by using a different
scheduler for specific workloads.
In this experiment, a combination of 24 1 TB Hitachi and Seagate hard drives were used
(see Table 3.2). The drives were assigned to two separate pools with 4 drives dedicated
to each pool on each host. The file system used in this experiment is BTRFS, with a
replication count set to 2.
The greater Ceph environment components changed during these tests were the I/O
schedulers and the queue size on each individual hard drive. The deadline and CFQ
schedulers were used and each was tested with a queue size of 128 and 512 (resulting
in four distinct test combinations). A longer queue size allows the disk scheduler to
reorganize accesses to reduce disk head movement, at the expense of increased latency
of individual requests. Depending on the workload and the number of concurrent
connections, performance can be substantially improved, as shown by Zhang et al. [117].
The tests were performed using the rados benchmark tool with 4KB and 4MB access
sizes. The runtime was set to 1200 seconds. One of the storage nodes was used to host
the storage benchmark during execution. Before each run, the all operating system
caches were flushed. The results show the average of the three runs. Before the read
benchmark was performed, the cluster had to be populated with data to be read by
the benchmark.
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Figure 3.32: Rados bench random 4KB read with 16 threads.
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For the random 4KB read benchmark (see Figure 3.32), there were slight performance
differences between the two disk schedulers. The deadline scheduler performed slightly
better with a throughput advantage of about 2 MB/s after 1200 seconds, which is the
equivalent of 500 IOPS. Changes made to the queue size had no effect for each of the
schedulers.
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Figure 3.33: Rados bench random 4MB read with 16 threads.
For the random 4MB read benchmark (see Figure 3.33), there were no significant differ-
ences between the schedulers and their queue sizes. All combinations achieve between
124000 and 126000 transactions in 1200 seconds, which resulted in a difference of up to 2
IOPS. Such a small difference could be attributed to the resolution of the measurement
process and hence is insignificant.
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Figure 3.34: Rados bench sequential 4KB read with 16 threads.
The sequential 4KB read benchmark (see Figure 3.34) showed the same pattern for
all scheduler and queue size combinations. The deadline scheduler performed around
35 IOPS better than the CFQ scheduler. The deadline benchmarks had about 1.4
million objects on the disks, whereas the CFQ benchmarks were able to access 1.5
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million objects. The difference in the benchmark durations results from the fact that
all data was read only once and that for the deadline scheduler benchmarks there was
insufficient data on the disk to be read before the benchmark duration expired.
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Figure 3.35: Rados bench sequential 4MB read with 16 threads.
During the sequential 4MB reads with 16 threads (see Figure 3.35), there were no
significant differences between the different scheduler combinations. All four combina-
tions achieved a throughput of around 420 MB/s. The difference in runtime between
the configurations is attributed to the difference between the reading and the writing
throughput of the cluster, and the dearth of data to be read. The scheduler combi-
nation of CFQ and 128 queue size showed an anomaly for around 60 seconds. During
that time the throughput dropped as low as 136 MB/s. The cause of this temporary
drop in performance is unclear, but its occurrence in a single run indicates an external
effect, such as network traffic or increased CPU load, unrelated to the disk scheduler.
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Figure 3.36: Rados bench 4KB write with 16 threads.
For the 4KB writes with 16 threads (see Figure 3.36), all four combinations achieved
similar throughputs, ranging from 382 (Deadline 512) to 403 IOPS (CFQ 128). The
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difference between the slowest and the fastest configuration was around 5.5%.
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Figure 3.37: Rados bench 4MB write with 16 threads.
The throughput for the rados bench 4MB write benchmark (see Figure 3.37) showed
a substantial throughput increase when using the CFQ scheduler. Using the CFQ
scheduler resulted in an average throughput of 120 MB/s, while the deadline scheduler
achieved 100 MB/s. The size of the scheduler queue did not improve or change the
throughput.
The results of the benchmarks using different disk I/O schedulers and queue sizes shows
that choosing a specific scheduler can have an impact on performance of a Ceph cluster.
The effect can vary depending on the hardware being used, as storage controllers and
storage devices differ. The CFQ scheduler is designed to perform best with mechanical
hard drives, which is confirmed in these tests. When using SSDs the Deadline or NOOP
scheduler is recommended, as it performs better with flash drives [118].
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Workload Characterization
Workload characterization is an important part of performance evaluation. Perfor-
mance evaluation is a basic tool of experimental computer science for comparing differ-
ent designs, different hardware architectures and/or systems, and measuring the effect
of tuning system or component configurations. It also provides a means to properly
assess hardware requirements of production system to meet expected performance goals
and targets.
The main factors that influence the performance of a system are the design, the im-
plementation and the workload. The design and the implementation of software can
be relatively understandable, as is software architecture, computing architecture and
computer hardware, but understanding and modelling workloads is more difficult.
Unfortunately, performance evaluation is often done in a GIGO (garbage-in-garbage-
out) fashion [119]. In such evaluations, systems are evaluated with workloads that
do not reflect the typical system workload. For sorting algorithms performance is
measured in runtime and reported as O(n logn). For pre-sorted datasets, the runtime
can be much shorter, whereas reversely ordered datasets can increase duration to O(n2).
It is therefore important to evaluate a system with representative workloads.
Using the correct workload is also crucial for evaluating complex systems, such as
hardware-software combinations. Workloads can be characterized based on their impact
on CPU, memory, network and/or disk I/O.
4.1 Storage Workloads
One of the most important components for storage workloads is the file system. It is
responsible for safely storing files on the physical disk, ordering and tracking the used
physical blocks, the file size and other metadata, such as file owner, creation- and mod-
ification time. The way that the file system handles this informations and the structure
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that it uses to store and retrieve information is vital and can have a significant impact
on performance [120]. One file system may handle small sized sequential consecutive
accesses well, for example, while another may not.
Files stored on a server or desktop typically vary in number and size. For example,
a Linux based operating system may contain files with a file size of zero, representing
symbolic links to other files or files in the virtual file system, such as /proc and /sysfs.
Files with a file size of a couple of bytes are often used by the operating system to write
the ID of a process at runtime, as used in /run.
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the file size distributions from a Linux workstation and a
Linux server. The Linux workstation contains multiple virtual machine images, CD
images, pictures and text files. The Linux server hosts a number of software servers
including a MySQL server, a Puppet server and a file server.
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Figure 4.1: File size distribution on a Linux workstation.
The distribution of file sizes from small to large will have an important impact on the file
system. Small files can lead to file system fragmentation, which impacts performance,
this is being exacerbated by the increase in disk block sizes over time to complement the
growing disk sizes. Current mechanical hard drives use 4096 Byte (4K) blocks instead
of the traditional 512 Bytes to improve sector format efficiency (88.7% to 97.3%) and
error correction coding (ECC).
The total space taken up by small files can be significant. It was always assumed
that there will be a shift to larger sized files, due to the increased consumption of
media files (audio, video, pictures), but file sizes have only slightly increased over the
years [121] [122]. Figure 4.3 shows the cumulative file size allocation on the two example
hosts. Both observed machines have a similar file size distribution to the ones mentioned
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Figure 4.2: File size distribution on a Linux server used for various services.
by Agrawal et al. [121] and Tanenbaum et al. [122]. The Linux server contains more zero
sized files, while the Linux workstation contains more large files. These large files are
fewer in number but account for most of the space used (see Figure 4.4). The total disk
space used on the Linux server was 34.70 GB (660712 files), while the space taken up on
the Linux workstation was 184.84 GB (912660 files). The largest file on the Linux server
was a 4 GB virtual machine image, while the largest file on the Linux workstation was
a 20.5 GB virtual machine image. Furthermore, the workstation contained media files
(e.g., audio, video, pictures), multiple virtual machine images (>4GB) and multiple
Linux ISO files.
4.2 Traces
Storage workload characterization for applications is a process that is very common in
the enterprise sector. It allows the identification of the distinct access patterns of an
application and enables the administrator to optimise the storage system to support
the application. Knowing the applications access pattern can help in identifying bottle-
necks in the storage subsystem and can improve performance by tuning the system for
the specific application characteristics. Setting the correct stripe size in a RAID set,
for example, can improve performance for specific applications [123]. Some application
vendors might give recommendations for storage system configurations and/or applica-
tion access patterns. In case such information is not provided, the system administrator
has to profile the application to acquire the necessary information.
The following subsections explore a number of ways for extracting trace informations
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Figure 4.3: Cumulative file size distribution on server and workstation.
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Figure 4.4: Cumulative file size distribution on server and workstation.
from applications. These traces are taken from different layers of the respective systems
and platforms.
4.2.1 VMware ESX Server - vscsiStats
VMware ESX Server is a modern hypervisor for managing virtual machines. Each
virtual machine is securely isolated and acts as though it were running directly on
dedicated hardware. The devices presented to the virtual machine, such as network
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interfaces or storage devices, are virtual devices. These virtual devices are hardware-
agnostic, which make it possible to migrate VMs to a different host with a different
hardware configuration. This would not work if a physical device had been directly
passed through to the VM.
VMware has implemented a streamlined path for the hypervisor to support high-speed
I/O for the performance critical devices network and storage. As shown in Figure 4.5,
the hypervisor presents the virtual machine with an emulated network and SCSI storage
device (depicted in gray). The calls from these devices are then sent to the NIC and
storage driver of the ESX server and subsequently to the physical device. The storage
driver emulation presents either an LSI Logic (parallel SCSI or SAS), Bus Logic, IDE,
SATA or VMWare Paravirtual SCSI (PVSCSI) device [124] to the VM. The NIC is
presented as either a VMware VMXNET3 device, a paravirtualized NIC designed for
performance, an Intel e1000 or an AMD 79C970 PCnet32 Lance device [125]. The
default template settings in a Linux VM deployed on a VMware ESXi 6.0 host are
shown in Listing E.9.
Figure 4.5: VMware ESX Server architecture. ESX Server runs on x86-64 hardware
and includes a virtual machine monitor that virtualizes the CPU [126].
As the devices are emulated, it is possible for VMware to extract information on the
I/O calls on a host, device and VM basis using vscsiStats. When a VM is configured
with multiple disks, these disks can be monitored individually or as a group. This is
done with a minimal penalty on performance.
To use vscsiStats, it is necessary to get ESX shell access on the ESX host. For security
reasons, this feature is disabled by default, and has to be activated if needed. In the
case where the host is accessed remotely, the SSH server will also be required; this is
also disabled by default for the same reason.
Starting an I/O trace requires a worldGroupID and a handleID. The worldGroupID
represents the virtual machine and the handleID represents the virtual disk. These
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get these IDs, the command vscsiStats -l is used. A sample output from a server
running multiple VMs is shown in Listing E.10.
In this listing two virtual machines (Ceph_profiling, vmware-io-analyzer-1.6.2) with
8 disks in total are identified. The worldGroupID is static, whereas the handleID is
incremented each time the VM reboots. Care therefore needs to be taken to ensure
proper attribution of traces after a VM reboot.
vscsiStats can be used in two different ways: online and oﬄine. These will be considered
in more detail in the following subsections.
4.2.1.1 Online Histogram
vscsiStats can be used in an online mode, which takes the trace information and creates
histograms of a number of metrics, such as spatial locality, I/O length, interarrival,
outstanding I/O and latency distribution. This mode will not record individual I/Os
and their positions. The histograms created may be sufficient for use case analysis,
however, the absence of time serious information may be an impediment to identifying
comprehensive performance enhancements. Some of these histograms, such as latency,
represent the performance of the VM on the current host under a specific load. A
faster storage backend will result in lower latencies for the same workload. Therefore,
some results should be contextualized to the underlying hardware and can not be
compared across different hardware infrastructures. In contrast, results that are not
tightly coupled to the underlying hardware, such as access sizes, can legitimately be
compared.
To get trace information, the tracing tool has to be started for one VM and one (or
multiple) virtual disk(s). The histogram can be printed to the console or saved into
a comma separated file (see Listing E.11). The histogram counters are continuously
increased until the trace is stopped and reset.
The trace results are presented separated for reads (see Figure 4.6a) and writes (see
Figure 4.6b) and as a combination of both (see Figure 4.6c). The trace file can be
opened with a text editor or in Microsoft Excel, where it can be processed by a macro
(by Paul Dunn [127]), to process the data to create individual plots.
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(a) Read (b) Write
(c) Total
Figure 4.6: I/O length distribution for a Postmark workload, separated into reads (a),
writes (b) and a combined of both (c).
4.2.1.2 Oﬄine Trace
The second operation mode of vscsiStats is the oﬄine mode. This mode allows for a
more detailed analysis, but is limited in duration, if stored in the file system root, due to
space limitations on the VMware ESXi host. In the root directory the maximum number
of traced I/Os appears to be around 830000 or 33MB. Depending on the application
and storage system, this number of I/Os may be achieved before a comprehensive trace
of the application can be captured. To mitigate this limitation, an alternative location
on the datastore may be used to store the trace, thus ensuring that it is not prematurely
terminated.
It is possible to run the trace in combination with gzip to reduce the trace file size. This
approach works well, but the file has to be decompressed before it can be decompiled.
Using the decompilation process directly on the archive will result in corruption.
The command sequence to start a full trace is similar to that of starting the histogram
trace. The starting command requires an extra trace option. This will create a trace
channel that can be recorded by the logchannellogger. Traces are recorded in a
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binary format and can be converted so that they are human-readable. To convert the
binary file into a comma separated file, a vscsiStats command is used. The output can
be send either to the stdout or directly piped into a file. The full process is shown in
Listing E.12.
4.2.1.3 VMware I/O Analyzer
VMware also provides the VMware I/O Analyzer appliance. It provides a web interface
to upload the oﬄine trace file and to create a set of plots. The plots generated present
the average inter-arrival time (Figure 4.7a), per-request arrival time (Figure 4.7b),
IOs1 issued per second (Figure 4.7c) and logical block number (LBN) distribution
(Figure 4.7d) for the location on the disk.
(a) Average Inter-Arrival Time (b) Per-Request Inter-Arrival Time
(c) IOs issued per second (IOPS) (d) LBN Distribution (Access Locality)
Figure 4.7: Oﬄine trace plots created by the VMware I/O Analyzer. The I/O workload
is a 600 seconds random 32MB read rados bench run. The trace is showing the load
on a single disk (/dev/sdb) of a five disk Ceph cluster.
1Note that in the literature IOs and I/Os tend to be used interchangeably.
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4.2.2 Other Tracing Tools
The VMware tracing tools in this study, however a myriad of other tools exists for dif-
ferent hardware types and operating systems. These include the Windows Performance
Analyser and Recorder, the IBM System Z and low level operating system tools, such
as ioprof and strace. Details of these tools and examples of their used is detailed in
Appendix D.
4.3 Application Traces
As noted above, the VMware vscsiStats tool is used in this dissertation to generate ap-
plication traces to aid in the workload characterization process. This tool was chosen
because it offers both a high-level view and insights into individual storage accesses.
The host does not require a client component or agent to be installed on the virtual
machine, making it agnostic to the operating system running on that virtual machine.
Five applications (Blogbench, Postmark, dbench, Kernel compilation and pgbench)
were chosen as representative cloud workloads and these were traced and analysed
in an attempt to determine their storage access characteristics. These characteristics
will subsequently be mapped to appropriate Ceph configurations, as described in Sec-
tion 2.2.4, in an attempt to improve their performance over execution on the default
Ceph configuration (i.e., the benchmark). A description of the workloads and their
associated characteristics is given in the following sections.
Of these only the read and write I/O length and seek distance are subsequently used
in the mapping process. Interarrival latency gives insight into the sequencing of read
and write accesses and as such exposes important access patterns that can be leveraged
for improvement. Exploiting outstanding I/Os in the improvement process introduces
complexity beyond the scope of this dissertation. Nevertheless, an exploration of out-
standing I/Os for the Blogbench workload is given to illustrate this workload charac-
teristic. Outstanding I/O characteristics for the remaining workloads are not presented
since the characteristic is not used in the mapping process. Even though interarrival
latency is also omitted from the mapping process, an analysis of this characteristic
for each workload is presented for the insight it gives into the workload. A proper
investigation of outstanding I/Os and interarrival latency is deferred to future work.
4.3.1 Blogbench read/write
Blogbench is itself a portable file system benchmark that tries to reproduce the load of
a busy file server [128] [129] [130]. The tool creates multiple threads to perform reads,
writes and rewrites to stress the storage backend. It aims to measure the scalability
and concurrency of the system.
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It was initially designed to mimic the workload behaviour of the French social network-
ing site Skyblog.com, which is known today as Skyrock.com. This site allows users to
create blogs, add profiles and exchange messages with each other.
The benchmark starts four different thread types concurrently:
Writers create new blogs/directories, filled with a random amount of fake articles and
pictures.
Re-writers add or modify articles and pictures of existing blog entries.
Commenters add fake comments to existing blogs in a random order.
Readers "read" blog entries and the associated pictures and comments. Occasionally,
they try to access nonexisting files.
According to the documentation, blog entries are written atomically. The content is
pushed first with 8KB chunks to a temporary file that is renamed when the process
finishes. 8KB is the default write buffer size for PHP. Reads are performed using a
64KB buffer size.
Concurrent writers and rewriters can quickly result in disk fragmentation. Every blog
is a new directory under the same parent. This can cause problems if the file system
(like UFS [131] [132]) is not capable of handling a large number of links to the same
directory. Therefore, the benchmark should not be used for long durations on systems
with file systems having this limitation.
During the trace, the system showed a high CPU utilization of around 100%. This
means the workload is CPU bound, masking any storage system limitations.
4.3.1.1 I/O length
When run, blogbench created a total of 122338 I/O accesses to the storage system.
Of these 23436 (19.2%) were read accesses and the other 98902 (80.8%) were write
accesses. The tool ran for about 345 seconds.
The total I/O length distribution (see Figure 4.8) shows that about 38.2% of the ac-
cesses were 4KB in length. 22.9% of the accesses were 8KB, while 16383 Bytes, 16KB
and 32KB were 8.3%, 5.8% and 10.4%, respectively. The average I/O length was 48715
Bytes.
When looking at the distribution of read accesses (see Figure 4.9), 4KB and 8KB I/O
patterns made up 55% of the total. Of the remainder, two groups of 16KB accesses
summed to 19.2% and 14.8% of the accesses were 32KB in size. Block accesses with
more than 32KB were much less common and the corresponding rate was less than
10.5%. The average I/O length was 16046 Bytes.
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Figure 4.8: Blogbench total I/O length.
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Figure 4.9: Blogbench read I/O length.
The write accesses I/O length distribution (see Figure 4.10) mostly consist of 4KB
(40.3%) and 8KB (22%) accesses. Accesses with bigger block sizes were also present in
the trace. The reason for this is the pictures that are added to the blogs which have a
variable file size. The average I/O length was 56456 Bytes.
Overall, Blogbench uses mainly small block accesses with 4KB and 8KB. I/O lengths
of 64KB, as mentioned in the test description, are not very common. As a blog is
mainly for serving information rather than storing it, the reading component is more
important. Due to the writing part being small I/O access length intensive, a storage
configuration that can deal with small accesses would benefit the application most.
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Figure 4.10: Blogbench write I/O length.
4.3.1.2 Seek Distance
The seek distance between the accesses shows whether the application is accessing
blocks in a sequential or in a random fashion. The more the seek distances are focused
in the centre of the graph, the more likely the accesses are sequential. Accesses further
away from the centre indicate random access that require the disk head to move between
accesses.
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Figure 4.11: Blogbench overall distance.
The analysis of the seek distance of the Blogbench tool (see Figure 4.11) shows an
access pattern that contains more random accesses than sequential. Accesses heavily
lean in one direction only. Backward seeks represent only 3.5% of all seeks.
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Figure 4.12: Blogbench read distance.
Seeks during reads (see Figure 4.12) are located on the sides of the graph, which
indicates a random access behaviour. Of the 23436 read accesses, only 913 are made
to successive blocks, representing less than 5% of the total.
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Figure 4.13: Blogbench write distance.
Write accesses (see Figure 4.13) also display random behaviour. Sequential accesses
are 3.3% of the total.
Overall, the Blogbench workload show random read and random write access patterns.
A configuration improving performance for random reads and writes would be beneficial
to support such a workload.
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4.3.1.3 Outstanding I/Os
There are multiple queues in the storage I/O path (see Figure 4.14). Each aims to
increase storage performance. The operating system contains the I/O scheduler with
a specific queue size. The I/O scheduler uses this queue to reorganize and optimize
disk accesses to increase performance. The ordered I/Os are subsequently sent to the
storage controller. Depending on the controller model, it may contain a storage queue.
The storage controller queue size varies between different models. The hard drive also
contains a queue. This maximum disk queue size is referred to as the queue depth and
this depends on the interface used (SATA: 32; SAS: 254).
The hard drive reorganizes incoming I/Os in an attempt to increase performance by re-
ducing disk head movements. For SATA devices this feature is called Native Command
Queueing [133].
The reported outstanding I/Os by vscsiStats indicate the number of I/Os in the storage
device queue at the time a new operation is passed on to the storage device. The
efficiency of NCQ depends on the number of items in the device queue at a particular
that can be reordered efficiently.
Hardware vendors typically specify the random read and write IOPS for storage devices
when tested with 32 operations in the disk queue. The performance for fewer operations
in the queue are rarely mentioned, but important to understand the storage devices
characteristics.
Kernel I/O Scheduler
Disk
Storage ControllerStorage Controller
without queue
Figure 4.14: Different queues in the I/O path, including the operating system I/O
scheduler queue, potential storage controller queue and disk queue.
The queue size on a Linux device can be interrogated with the command shown in
Listing E.13.
The output on the tested host was 32, which means the host will never dispatch more
than 32 I/Os to the storage device queue.
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Figure 4.15: Native Command Queueing to improve disk performance by reordering
I/Os [134].
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Figure 4.16: Blogbench total outstanding IOs.
The overall outstanding I/O chart (see Figure 4.16) shows a dominant peak at 32. The
average number of outstanding I/Os, 30, is close to the maximum queue depth.
For read accesses (see Figure 4.17), the average number of items in the queue was
15. Of the 23436 read I/Os, 17300 (73.8%) were executed when the queue contained
between 12 and 24 I/Os.
For write accesses (see Figure 4.18), the number of operations in the queue was 32 for
85% of the I/Os, resulting in an average queue occupation of 29. An occupation of less
than 8 was observed for less than 1% of the write accesses.
The Blogbench workload was able to keep the device queue mostly filled. Consequently,
the potential for disk head optimization could be maximized. This is important, since,
as shown in Section 4.3.1.2, the workload exhibits a predominantly random access
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Figure 4.17: Blogbench read outstanding IOs.
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Figure 4.18: Blogbench write outstanding IOs.
pattern.
4.3.1.4 Interarrival Latency
The interarrival latency shows whether an application has a steady or a bursty access
pattern. A histogram is not sufficient for this analysis, since it does not reveal the
behaviour over time. The oﬄine trace can be used to obtain detailed time serious data
which can be used to augment the histogram information.
The overall interarrival latency histogram for the Blogbench workload (see Figure 4.19)
shows over 48% of the I/Os have an interarrival time of up to 1 ms, 83% are under 5
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Figure 4.19: Blogbench overall interarrival latency.
ms and 2% of the interarrivals are above 15 ms. The oﬄine interarrival time chart (see
Figure 4.20a) shows that the application has a steady load. The high latency at the
beginning of the plot is related to the ramp up process of the workload. In contrast,
the IOPS chart (see Figure 4.20b) shows a steady load of 300 IOPS for most of the
trace, but also a bursty behaviour at the end of the trace with peaks of over 900 IOPS.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.20: Blogbench overall interarrival time (a) and IOPS (b).
For the read accesses (see Figure 4.21), 57% of the I/Os arrived in under 1 ms and
89.5% in under 5 ms.
The histogram of the write accesses (see Figure 4.22) shows 45% of the I/Os arrived in
under 1 ms and 80.4% under 5 ms. While the interarrival time diagrams for read and
write access look similar, there are some differences. 12.5% of the read accesses have
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Figure 4.21: Blogbench read interarrival latency.
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Figure 4.22: Blogbench write interarrival latency.
an interarrival time below 0.1 ms, whereas 23.2% of the write accesses were below 0.1
ms. This could be caused by larger file creation operations exceeding a single block.
These have to be split up into multiple block accesses and take longer process.
4.3.2 Postmark
Postmark [53] is a workload designed to simulate the storage behaviour of a mail server,
netnews (newsgroups) and web-based commerce. The workload behaviour maps the
observed characteristics of ISPs (Internet Service Provider) who deployed NetApp filers
to support such applications. Initially it creates a base pool of files. These are used in
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a subsequent phase in which more files can be created, files can be deleted, read and
extended. Finally, at the end of the workload, all files are deleted.
A standard mail server will contain several thousands to millions of small files with
varying sizes from one kilobyte to more than a hundred kilobytes. Emails can also
come with attached files that increase the file size to many megabytes.
The default configurations uses file sizes between 5 and 512 kilobytes with an initial
pool of 500 files and a total of 20000 transactions [135] [136]. The tested configuration
used file sizes between 1KB and 16MB to better reflect the growth in file sizes used for
Emails and attachments (pictures, multimedia files). The number of files was set to 8000
with a transaction count of 50000. The workload can configure the write_block_size
and read_block_size and these were both set to 512 bytes.
During the traced run, 2658283 I/Os were recorded, 78% were reads and 22% were
writes.
4.3.2.1 I/O length
The average I/O length of all recorded I/Os (see Figure 4.23) during the run was 225714
bytes. The smallest access size was 4096 bytes and the largest access size was 4MB.
The default configuration of Postmark uses a write_block_size of 4096 bytes [53],
while the test was performed with 512 bytes. The trace data indicates that this setting
is not in line with the workload access pattern. 128KB is the most dominant access
size, used in 71% of all transactions. An access size of 512KB was used in 10.8% of the
accesses, while 4KB was used in 6.6%.
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Figure 4.23: Postmark total I/O length.
The I/O length during reads (see Figure 4.24) showed a strong bias to 128KB access
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sizes. 91.1% of the read accesses during the trace used this access size. Larger accesses
only account for about 0.5%. Therefore, the average is reported as 120KB which, as
mentioned above, does not match the set read_block_size of 512 bytes (default: 4096
bytes [53]).
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Figure 4.24: Postmark read I/O length.
The I/O length distribution for Postmark writes (see Figure 4.25) differs from the
reads. The most common access size of 512KB is present in 49.1% of the write accesses.
Larger write accesses (>512KB) are present in 22.6% of the accesses and 4KB accesses
are present in 20.6%. The largest access size is 4MB and the average is 575KB.
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Figure 4.25: Postmark write I/O length.
Overall, the workload shows I/O access size characteristics that differ significantly
between reads and writes. Reads consist mostly of 128KB accesses and write accesses
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consist of block sizes of 512KB and above. Moreover, write accesses of 4KB in size are
frequent.
4.3.2.2 Seek Distance
The seek distance for Postmark (see Figure 4.26) shows very sequential behaviour. 86%
of the accesses are done on the next block, without requiring any head movements, and
less than 8.2% of the accesses have distances of more than 500000 blocks.
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Figure 4.26: Postmark total distance.
The reads for Postmark (see Figure 4.27) are mostly sequential; 94% of the I/Os access
the immediately following blocks.
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Figure 4.27: Postmark read distance.
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For the Postmark writes (see Figure 4.28), the seek distance shows a high number of
sequential accesses; 61.2% of the accesses are executed on blocks with a distance of less
than 128 blocks. Accesses to more distant positions were recorded for 38.8% of the
I/Os, which indicates a mix of sequential and random accesses.
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Figure 4.28: Postmark write distance.
Overall, Postmark is mixture of sequential and random accesses. Making tuning deci-
sions without taking this mix into account, can lead to a configuration that performs
worse since it does not consider the application characteristics.
4.3.2.3 Interarrival Latency
The interarrival latencies for the Postmark workload (see Figure 4.29) show a steady
load with 74.2% of the I/Os arriving in under 1 ms and 87.7% in under 5 ms from the
previous access. 12.3% of the I/Os arrive later than 5 ms after the previous access.
This means Postmark is a steady load rather than being irregular or bursty.
The interarrival latencies for Postmark reads (see Figure 4.30) are clustered at low
latencies; 82.3% of the reads arrive in under 1 ms and 91.9% under 5 ms.
The interarrival latencies for Postmark writes (see Figure 4.31) are less dispersed. In
comparison to the reads, 43.3% of the I/Os arrive in under 1 ms. 29.1% arrive between
1 and 5 ms and 0.9% arrive after 100 ms.
The histograms for the interarrival latency of Postmark I/Os show that the workload
creates a steady load on the storage system. Block accesses are dispatched very fre-
quently for reads and less so for writes without becoming bursty.
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Figure 4.29: Postmark total interarrival latency.
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Figure 4.30: Postmark read interarrival latency.
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Figure 4.31: Postmark write interarrival latency.
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4.3.3 DBENCH
DBENCH [74] is a tool that can target read and write operations at a number of dif-
ferent storage backends, such as iSCSI targets, NFS or Samba servers. Furthermore, it
can be used to stress a file system to determine when that system will become saturated
and to determine how many concurrent clients or applications can be sustained without
service disruptions, including lagging [137] [138].
It is part of a suite of tools that contains DBENCH, NETBENCH and TBENCH.
NETBENCH is used to stress a fileserver over the network. To simulate multiple
clients the tool has to be executed on multiple machines, which can be problematic
when deploying dozens or hundreds of clients. DBENCH simulates the load a fileserver
experiences by making the file system calls that are typically seen by a fileserver that
is stressed by NETBENCH, without using any network communications. TBENCH
is used to test only the networking component without precipitating any file system
operations; this can be used to check for network limitations, assuming the fileserver
and the I/O are not the limiting components.
The developer of the workload specifically states that the load is not completely realistic
as it contains many more writes than reads, which does not reflect a real office workload.
DBENCH simulates multiple concurrent clients with the same client configuration.
The behaviour of the accesses changes according to the number of clients: the more
concurrent clients, the more random the accesses.
In this trace a configuration with 48 clients was used to reflect a realistic SME size [139]
(small- and medium-sized enterprise).
The total number of I/Os in the trace was 730578. Contrary to the DBENCH devel-
oper’s statement regarding the read/write ratio, only 209 of the I/Os were read accesses,
which is the equivalent of less than 0.03%. The expectation was that the read/write
ratio would be in the order of 90% writes since the load generation file contained many
more than the 209 read statements appearing in the trace. This suggests that the
files were resident in memory rather than the disk and so were invisible to the tracing
procedure.
Due to the discrepancy between the reads and writes, only the write charts will be
analysed, as the read graphs contain insufficient data to make any accurate judgement.
4.3.3.1 I/O length
The accessed I/O lengths during the DBENCH trace (see Figure 4.32) shows a high
utilization of 4KB I/O accesses. This access size was used in 54.7% of the write accesses.
Cumulatively the access sizes from 8KB to 31KB make up 18.8% of the total. Accesses
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of 80KB and 128KB were seen in 8.1% and 8.4% of the respective accesses. Larger
access sizes were see in under 6% of the total. The average accessed I/O size during
the trace was 42KB.
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Figure 4.32: DBENCH write I/O length.
4.3.3.2 Seek Distance
The seek distance for writes during the DBENCH trace (see Figure 4.33) is highly
random. Less than 5% of the accesses were made to neighbouring blocks. 51.5% of the
accesses were to blocks further than 500000 blocks distant from the previous access.
Lowering the client count would potentially result in a more sequential behaviour.
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Figure 4.33: DBENCH write distance.
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The oﬄine block distribution of the trace is depicted graphically in Figure 4.34) and
shows the three main areas where the file system writes.
Figure 4.34: DBENCH write distribution.
4.3.3.3 Interarrival Latency
The interarrival latency during the DBENCH benchmark (see Figure 4.35) shows a
strong bias to low interarrival latencies; 36.8% of the accesses arrived in under 10 µsec
and 32.4% of the accesses in under 100 µsec. 83.4% of all write access arrived in under
500 µsec of each other.
The oﬄine trace (see Figure 4.36) shows the corresponding high IOPS rate. The trace
shows an average between 1000 and 1200 IOPS.
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Figure 4.35: DBENCH write distance.
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Figure 4.36: DBENCH write IOPS distribution.
4.3.4 Kernel Compile
The task of compiling the Linux Kernel is one of the workloads, used on cloud machines,
that can be considered as continuous integration as described in Section 2.3.4. This
task is mainly CPU intensive, but it also requires reading source files and writing the
compiled code back to disk. The version of the workload chosen here compiles the
Linux Kernel 4.3 [140] [141]. This Kernel version in its compressed form is 126 MB in
size. The workload extracts the file first before starting the compilation. The extracted
archive contains 55008 files in 3438 folders and sub-folders. In total the extracted
Kernel source is 613.5 MB.
The workload extracts the Kernel once and compiles it 3 times to determine a rep-
resentative average. Between each compilation run it deletes the compiled image. It
uses multiple concurrent threads to speed up the process, in deference to the number
of CPU cores available on the machine. On the machine used for gathering the trace
the core count was 4.
4.3.4.1 I/O length
Overall there were 14008 I/Os recorded during the workload, 14.6% being reads and
85.4% being writes. The I/O length used most often overall (see Figure 4.37) is 4KB.
This access size was present in 40.1% of all accesses. 8KB and 128KB block sizes were
each present in 9.5% of all accesses; 32KB and 48KB blocks appeared in 7.85% of the
total. The reported average was 111KB.
Two dominant access sizes were present in the Kernel compile read accesses (see Fig-
ure 4.38). 128KB access sizes were present in 52.6% of the read accesses. 4KB I/O sizes
were used in 36.2% of the read accesses. The largest recorded access size was 256KB.
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Figure 4.37: Kernel compile total I/O length.
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Figure 4.38: Kernel compile read I/O length.
The 4KB access size comprised 40.8% of the total write accesses (see Figure 4.39);
8KB, 32KB and 48KB accesses comprised between 8.7% and 10.8% of the total. Large
accesses with 512KB were present in 7.1% of the total. The largest recorded access size
was 4MB and the average was 120KB.
Even though the Linux Kernel is composed of more than 55000 files, the default config-
uration requires less. Therefore, not all files will be touched. Overall the compilation
makes use of mostly 4KB blocks for write accesses and 4KB and 128KB for read ac-
cesses.
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Figure 4.39: Kernel compile write I/O length.
4.3.4.2 Seek Distance
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Figure 4.40: Kernel compile total distance.
The seek distance observed during the Kernel compilation (see Figure 4.40) shows
a peak in the centre, indicating a sequential access pattern, but this comprises only
31.6% of all accesses. Accesses that differ in block addresses by more than 500000 in
each direction account for 22.7%. Therefore, the workload is more random than it is
sequential.
Reads during compilation (see Figure 4.41) exhibit a sequential access pattern, 75% of
these accesses read the next block. More distant accesses are rare.
When writing, the Kernel compilation exhibits sequential access patterns in 24.6% of
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Figure 4.41: Kernel compile read distance.
the total (see Figure 4.42). Long distance jumps make up for 24.1% of that total.
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Figure 4.42: Kernel compile write distance.
The oﬄine trace casts more light on the situation. It shows that reads (see Figure 4.43a)
are sequential at the beginning of the process and random after 1500 accesses. The
write diagram (see Figure 4.43b) does not give any further insight into the randomness
of the write accesses.
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(a) Read (b) Write
Figure 4.43: Detailed Kernel compile seek distance.
4.3.4.3 Interarrival Latency
The interarrival latencies for the Kernel compilation (see Figure 4.44) show a leaning
toward lower latencies; 64.3% of the accesses arrived within 1 ms of the previous, 83.5%
in under 5 ms. The peak latency in the recorded trace was between 10 and 100 µsec
accounting for 32.4% of the total accesses.
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Figure 4.44: Kernel compile total interarrival latency.
The Kernel compilation read interarrival latencies (see Figure 4.45) reveal that 39.1%
of the accesses arrived with a latency under 1 ms to the previous access; 85.7% of the
accesses exhibit an interarrival latency of up to 5 ms. The large number of accesses
having an interarrival latency of less than 10 µsec is remarkable since it shows that the
workload has a high burst ratio.
During Kernel compilation writes, the interarrival latencies (see Figure 4.46) show a
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Figure 4.45: Kernel compile read interarrival latency.
peak at 100 µsec. 44.7% of the all accesses exhibit this latency whereas 68.3% have an
interarrival latency of under 1 ms and 82.6% under 5 ms.
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Figure 4.46: Kernel compile write interarrival latency.
The workload is easier to understand using the oﬄine analysis. Reads (see Figure 4.47a)
occur at the beginning of the trace when the Kernel archive is extracted and written
to disk. The data is then either cached directly to memory or is read once and then
cached to memory. Write accesses (see Figure 4.47b) happen at the beginning when
the archive is extracted and written to disk and when the compiled code is saved. The
three runs of the compilation are visible between 70-220, 240-420 and 434-600 seconds
within the trace.
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(a) Read (b) Write
Figure 4.47: Detailed Kernel compile interarrival time.
4.3.5 pgbench
The pgbench [64] workload is itself a benchmark program used to test a PostgreSQL
database server [65]. It runs the same sequence of SQL commands over and over,
possibly with multiple concurrent database sessions, and then calculates the average
transaction rate (transactions per second). The test it runs as default is loosely related
to the TPC-B [21] benchmark which consist of five SELECT, UPDATE, and INSERT
commands per transaction when used in read-write mode [64], as shown in Listing E.14.
When used in read-only mode the SQL statement is much shorter as presented in
Listing E.15.
The workload supports different system components to be tested. This is achieved by
setting a scaling factor to determine the size of the database. With a scaling factor of 1
the database contains 100000 entries and is 15MB in size. Depending on the component
to be tested, this scaling factor may have to be changed. When used with a scale factor
between 1-10 (15-150MB databases) only a small fraction of RAM is used. This can
expose locking contention and problems with CPU caches and similar issues not visible
when used with larger scales [142].
During the trace a scaling factor of 1228 was used, which is the equivalent of 0.3×
size of RAM (in MB). This resulted in a database file of 18 GB and 122880000 en-
tries [143] [144].
The workload supports two different types of database testing: fixed duration and
number of transactions. For the fixed duration is easily replicated and the duration of
the run is relatively predictable. The transaction based run exhibits an unpredictable
runtime. Therefore the time based mode was used with a runtime of 3600 seconds.
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4.3.5.1 I/O length
In total there were 2082155 disk accesses recorded. The I/O length distribution (see
Figure 4.48) shows a peak at 8KB; 74.3% of the accesses were made with that access
size. Accesses with an I/O size of 128KB were the second most common with 12.8% of
the total. Other access sizes were not prevalent.
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Figure 4.48: pgbench total I/O length.
A total of 977077 read accesses was recorded in the pgbench trace (see Figure 4.49).
8 KB block sizes were present in 68.8% of the read accesses and 128KB were present
in 26%.
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Figure 4.49: pgbench read I/O length.
The 8KB access size was present in 79% of the pgbench writes (see Figure 4.50). An
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access size of 32KB was present in 8.3% of the total write accesses.
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Figure 4.50: pgbench write I/O length.
Overall, the numbers show that for the pgbench workload, with normal load, com-
prising read and write accesses, the dominant access size was 8KB. The differences
between reads and writes are not substantial apart from the frequency of larger block
size accesses. An access size of 128KB was more frequently used for reads than for
writes, which may have an impact on selecting the storage configuration that improves
workload most.
4.3.5.2 Seek Distance
The seek distance during the recorded pgbench run (see Figure 4.51) shows three peaks.
Far distance seeks of more than 500000 blocks in either direction are observed in 40.6%
of the write accesses, and random writes with lower seek distances were observed in 47%
of the write accesses. Accesses to the next block were made in 13.2% of all accesses.
The oﬄine trace reveals that accesses were spread over a band of about 20 GB (see
Figure 4.52) augmented by accesses at the end of the disk and around the 50 GB mark.
Occasionally, accesses in between these positions and to lower disk blocks occurred.
Reads in pgbench (see Figure 4.53) are sequential for 26.4% of the total read accesses.
65.6% occurred with a distance of more than 500000 blocks to the previous write access,
making them random.
The pgbench write accesses (see Figure 4.54) exhibit a mixed access pattern of random
and sequential accesses. The seek distances recorded were mostly below 50000 blocks
in both directions. 65.2% of the write accesses were random.
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Figure 4.51: pgbench total distance.
Figure 4.52: pgbench LBN distance oﬄine.
Overall, pgbench displays mostly random accesses. The ratio between random and
sequential accesses is almost identical for both access types, while the seek distance
distributions differ. Read accesses access more distant blocks than write accesses. This
may result in higher seek latencies, since the disk head may have to travel further.
4.3.5.3 Interarrival Latency
The interarrival latencies for the pgbench workload (see Figure 4.55) show most of the
I/Os arriving within 15 ms of the previous access and 89% in under 5 ms. 42.4% of the
pgbench accesses arrived with a latency of 500 µs or less to the previous access.
The oﬄine trace of the pgbench interarrival latencies (see Figure 4.56) reveals that high
interarrival latencies occur at the beginning of the trace when the system is initializing
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Figure 4.53: pgbench read distance.
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Figure 4.54: pgbench write distance.
the database. When the initialization is finished, the interarrival latencies are low, with
occasional latency spikes.
The interarrival latencies of the pgbench read accesses (see Figure 4.57) were under 5
ms to the previous access in 93.8% of the total. Accesses with a latency of less than 10
µs were recorded for 11.5% of the accesses, indicating bursts of I/Os.
The interarrival latencies for pgbench write accesses (see Figure 4.58) show a peak for
accesses between 1 ms and 5 ms; 45.7% of the writes arrived with this latency to the
previous access. Low latencies with less than 100 µs were recorded in 3.1% of the I/Os.
Overall, the pgbench workload exhibits a fluctuating load to the storage system. Read
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Figure 4.55: pgbench total interarrival latency.
Figure 4.56: pgbench total interarrival latency oﬄine.
accesses display a bursty behaviour. Write accesses are less bursty, but the latencies
indicate a fluctuating load.
4.3.6 Summary
It can be seen that the workloads described in the foregoing sections exhibit a wide range
of storage access patterns with access sizes from 4KB to 4MB. In addition, collectively
they exhibit both random and sequential accesses when reading and writing. As such,
this collection of workloads broadly represents typical cloud workloads and thus are
relevant for validating the mapping procedure. The following chapter uses the trace
information and characterizations determined in the foregoing sections and describes
the empirical results associated with this validation.
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Figure 4.57: pgbench read interarrival latency.
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Figure 4.58: pgbench write interarrival latency.
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Chapter 5
Verification of the Mapping
Procedure
In Chapter 3 different Ceph configurations were analysed for their relative performance
in comparison to the default configuration for different access patterns. In Chapter 4
different workloads were traced and analysed for their respective access sizes and ran-
domness. In this chapter the extracted information is used to map the workload to per-
formance enhancing Ceph configurations, as described in Section 2.2.4. The workload
is subsequently run on the default and the best and worst performing configurations to
investigate the effectiveness of the mapping procedure.
5.1 blogbench
To find a storage configuration tested in Section 3.4 that fits the blogbench workload,
it is necessary to analyse the storage trace made in Section 4.3.1 and to map this onto
an appropriate Ceph storage configuration.
5.1.1 Workload Analysis
The application trace revealed that during the workload run blogbench in its combined
read and write mode executed 122338 I/O accesses. 98902 of them were write accesses
(80.8%) while 23436 were read accesses (19.2%). As such a configuration that performs
well for write accesses should generally perform well for the blogbench read and write
workload.
The dominant access sizes recorded during the blogbench read and write run were
mostly below or equal to 32KB, as shown in Figure 4.8. 85.7% of the access fell into
this range with 4KB, 8KB and 32KB being the most common in descending order.
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Table 5.1: Accesses of blogbench workload for the separate access sizes and randomness.
Total 4KB
read
32KB
read
128KB
read
1MB
read
32MB
read
% random
read
122338 13019 9064 1353 0 0 89.9
4KB
write
32KB
write
128KB
write
1MB
write
32MB
write
% random
write
61748 25373 7325 4456 0 71.7
As shown in Figure 4.11, the workload uses a randomized access pattern with read
accesses (see Figure 4.12) showing more spread out accesses than the write accesses
(see Figure 4.13). Sequential accesses were also in evidence, but they comprised only
3.4% of the accesses. Therefore, for increasing performance for a blogbench read and
write workload, a configuration tuned for random read and write accesses should be
chosen.
When the access sizes and distances are analysed and put into bins, as described in
Section 2.2.4, the accesses are combined to create the five access sizes with their read
and writes, as shown in Table 5.1. The information can then be used with the mapping
algorithm to calculate the best performing configuration.
The workload shows a constant load, as depicted in Figures 4.19 to 4.22. There is no
sign of bursty behaviour. Therefore, a configuration tuned for sustained random write
throughput of 4KB and 32KB should provide the highest performance.
5.1.2 Mapping
Choosing an appropriate configuration requires more than considering the throughput
diagrams of the 4KB random writes (see Figure 3.6). All information from the trace
must be incorporated.
When the mapping algorithm considers only accesses of a specific size it creates two
graphs as shown in Figure 5.2. The figure shows the performance of the different
configurations when implying a purely sequential or a purely random access pattern for
the specific workload access sizes. If the workload were to use random accesses only,
Configurations X, T, P and K would result in increased performance in decreasing
order, respectively. All other configurations would decrease performance relative to the
default by up to 19.2% in the case of Configuration B. Configuration X would surpass
the default configuration by 3.6%.
For a purely sequential access scenario only a single configuration (Q) is able to increase
performance over the default configuration by a modest 0.3%. The other configurations
all decrease performance with Configuration N performing worst with a decrease of 20%.
When the appropriate weights for the percentage of random reads and writes are ap-
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Figure 5.1: Configuration performance for the blogbench workload for sequential and
random accesses.
plied the results change as shown in Figure 5.2. Only Configuration X now shows a
performance increase of 0.9%, much less than the previous 3.6%. The performance of
the other configurations is between 0.1% (T) and 16.3% (B) lower than the default
configuration.
Figure 5.2: Configuration performance for the blogbench workload of combined sequen-
tial and random accesses with weights applied.
5.1.3 Results
The results of the mapping process were verified by replicating the workload concur-
rently on 12 virtual machines. The configurations tested were the default (Configuration
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A), Configuration B (worst) and Configuration T (best). As mentioned in Section 5.1.1,
the workload is CPU bound. Figure 5.3 shows the performance differences between the
configurations, identified in the mapping process, when tested against the blogbench
workload.
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Figure 5.3: Verification of the proposed blogbench configurations.
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Figure 5.4: Verification of the proposed blogbench configurations using 18 VMs.
The mapping process predicted an increase of performance of 0.9% for Configuration
X and a decrease in performance of 16.2% for Configuration B. The empirical results
show an increase in performance of 1.0% for Configuration X and indeed and increase
of performance also for Configuration B of 3.4%. The differences between the three
different configurations are minute. Given the fact that the workload is CPU bound,
it is highly likely that even with 12 VMs that it was not possible to generate enough
load to keep the storage system busy in any of the three different configurations.
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Following the methodology described in Section 2.2.4, the experiment was rerun but
this time replicating the workload on 18 VMs (6 per host with no over-provisioning
on the host) and the results are depicted in Figure 5.4. Configuration X has the
highest performance increases of 1.8%. Configuration B has, yet again, the worst
alternative configuration this time reducing performance by 0.7% compared to the
default. Increasing the workload replication count from 12 to 18 (an increase of 50%)
resulted in only a 39% increase in storage accesses emphasising the CPU bound nature
of the workload.
5.2 Postmark
To find a storage configuration to fit the Postmark workload, it is necessary to analyse
the storage trace made in Section 4.3.2 and to map this onto an appropriate Ceph
storage configuration.
5.2.1 Workload Analysis
The application trace of the Postmark workload showed that the workload consisted
of 2658283 I/O operations, of which 78% (2072124) were read accesses. This suggests
that a configuration that performs well during read accesses could positively improve
performance.
The access size diagram for all accesses (see Figure 4.23) shows a peak at 128KB
accesses. Other access sizes that appear to be used frequently are 4KB, 512KB and
accesses larger than 512KB. The separate charts for reads (see Figure 4.24) and writes
(see Figure 4.25) reveal more detail. The dominant access size is 128KB which is used
in 91.1% of the read accesses. Accesses with 4KB, 16KB, 32KB and 64KB also occur
frequently, as does 256KB, which is the largest recorded access size.
The writes show three access sizes with high frequency. The 4KB accesses account
for 20.6% (121081), the 512KB and accesses larger account for 49.1% (287870) and
22.6% (132748), respectively. These three access sizes combined are used in 92.4% of
all write accesses. Therefore, the requirements of the reads and writes for the Postmark
workload differ with reads using 128KB accesses while writes make use of mostly 512KB
and larger block sizes.
The distance between the accessed blocks depicted in Figure 4.26 shows a highly se-
quential access pattern. This is confirmed for the read accesses shown in Figure 4.27
and mostly confirmed for the write accesses (see Figure 4.28) which show a higher
number of random accesses but still mostly sequential.
When the access sizes and distances are analysed and put into bins as described in
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Table 5.2: Accesses of Postmark workload for the separate access sizes and randomness.
Total 4k read 32k
read
128k
read
1MB
read
32MB
read
% random
read
2658283 57970 77350 1936804 0 0 5.8
4k
write
32k
write
128k
write
1MB
write
32MB
write
% random
write
142759 11790 10992 420618 0 25.3
Section 2.2.4 the accesses are combined to create the five access sizes with their read
and writes as shown in Table 5.2. The information can then be used with the mapping
algorithm to calculate the best performing configuration.
5.2.2 Mapping
The Postmark workload consists of mostly sequential 128KB reads, therefore config-
urations depicted in Figure 3.15 should theoretically best resemble the read access
pattern of the workload. Thus, Configurations Q, X and N could potentially increase
performance. For the write accesses, configurations depicted in Figures 3.20 and 3.18
should theoretically best resemble the write access pattern of the workload. In both
cases Configuration K performs best. Other configurations potentially outperform the
default, most notably Configuration K.
When the trace information is put into bins (see Table 5.2) and used in combination
with the mapping algorithm a different picture appears. Without applying any weights
to the accesses many configurations would predict a performance increase as shown in
Figure 5.5. If the workload consists of purely random accesses, only two configurations
(B, N) show a performance degradation of up to 2.5%. All others predict increased
performance, with Configuration K indicating an improvement of up to 13%. For
sequential accesses the alternative configurations mostly result in reduced performance.
A few configurations (Q, X, K, R, N, B) predict a performance increase over the default
between 2% (configuration Q) and 0.2% (Configuration B).
When the weights of randomness is applied, a better representation for the predicted
performance results, as shown in Figure 5.6. With these weightings, six configurations
show a performance increase, Configurations Q and X perform best with a predicted
performance improvement of 1.9% and 1.6%, respectively. Remarkably, the prediction
for Configuration K drops from 13% improvement to 1% improvement. Configuration
T is predicted to perform worst and reduce performance by 4.6%.
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Figure 5.5: Configuration performance for the Postmark workload for sequential and
random accesses.
Figure 5.6: Configuration performance for the Postmark workload of combined sequen-
tial and random accesses with weights applied.
5.2.3 Results
The results of the mapping process were verified by replicating the workload concur-
rently on 12 virtual machines. The configurations tested were the default (Configuration
A), Configuration T (worst) and Configuration Q (best).
In contrast to blogbench which is CPU bound, Postmark is I/O bound. Therefore, 12
concurrent replications of this workload resulted in significantly stressing the storage
system. Perversely, the empirical results indicated less than one transaction per second
(TPS) was executed (see Figure 5.7). The reason for this low I/O count, and almost
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Figure 5.7: Verification of the different configurations under the postmark workload.
certainly erroneous reporting from the tracer, is that the system was too overloaded to
be monitored correctly. With 6 concurrent virtual machines the throughput increased
to 1 TPS per VM, which is not enough to see the predicted performance increase of
around 2%. Testing with a single VM resulted in 4 TPS per VM, which again was too
low to draw any meaningful conclusions. In summary, the storage backend was not
fast enough to react to the Postmark access characteristics and consequently it was not
possible to differentiate between the alternative configurations when differences in TPS
per VM were so low.
5.3 DBENCH
The trace of the DBENCH workload shown in Section 5.3.1 is unusual since it consist
of only write accesses. Only 0.03% of the accesses were reads. Nevertheless, they will
be taken into account here for identifying candidate configurations, however, it is not
expected that they will have a significant influence on the result.
5.3.1 Workload Analysis
The application trace of the DBENCH workload revealed that the workload produced
730578 storage accesses, of which only 209 accesses were reads. Therefore, a Ceph
configuration that performs well for writes should positively influence the performance.
The dominant access size for the writes during the trace was 4KB, amounting to 54.7%
of all write accesses, as shown in Figure 4.32. The second most used access size was 8KB.
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Table 5.3: Accesses of dbench workload for the separate access sizes and randomness.
Total 4k read 32k
read
128k
read
1MB
read
32MB
read
% random
read
730578 8 1 200 0 0 6.2
4k
write
32k
write
128k
write
1MB
write
32MB
write
% random
write
462157 75359 161292 31561 0 94.6
Both combined made up 63.3% of all write accesses, suggesting that a configuration
that improves performance for 4KB accesses would improve workload performance.
The seek distance between successive write accesses shows a highly random pattern, as
shown in Figure 4.33. 94.6% of the operations accessed blocks further than 128 blocks
away. This is depicted in Figure 4.34 where accesses are shown in 4 regions of the disk.
When the access size information and seek distances are put into bins, as described
in Section 2.2.4, a better picture emerges (see Table 5.3). These numbers can then be
directly used in the mapping algorithm to determine the performance of alternative
configurations relative to the default.
5.3.2 Mapping
The DBENCH trace reveals that the workload consists of mostly 4KB random writes,
therefore the configurations best resembling this access pattern are shown in Figure 3.6.
A characteristic of this figure is the closeness of the result; no configuration demon-
strates a clear advantage over the default. Certain configurations (B, G, J, L) show
performance degradation from 12 IOPS to 10.
When the binned data is used in the mapping algorithm, Configuration M predicts
a performance improvement if all accesses were sequential, as shown in Figure 5.8.
With the same assumption, Configuration N would perform worst, coming in at 21.7%
below the default. If all accesses were random, multiple configurations (K, P, R, T,
V, X) are predicted to outperform the default configuration by up to 3.6%. With the
same assumption, Configuration L would perform worst, coming in at 13.9% below the
default configuration.
With the appropriate randomness weights for reads and writes applied to the map-
ping algorithm, Configurations K, T and X show a predicted performance increase (see
Figure 5.9), with X outperforming the default configuration by 7%. All other configura-
tions decrease performance relative to the default configuration. The worst performing
is configuration B, coming in at 13.3% below the default configuration.
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Figure 5.8: Configuration performance for the dbench workload for sequential and
random accesses.
Figure 5.9: Configuration performance for the dbench workload of combined sequential
and random accesses with weights applied.
5.3.3 Results
The results of the mapping process were verified by replicating the workload concur-
rently on 12 virtual machines. The configurations tested for the DBENCH workload
with 48 clients were the default (Configuration A), Configuration B (worst) and Con-
figuration X (best).
As depicted in Figure 5.10, Configuration X increased performance by 4.7% and Config-
uration B decreased performance by 16.7% relative to the default configuration. These
results are in line with the predicted performance increases of 7% for Configuration X
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and the predicted decrease of 13.3% for Configuration B.
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Figure 5.10: Verification of the different configurations under the dbench workload.
5.4 Linux Kernel Compile
Linux Kernel compilation can be used to represent the workload associated with ap-
plication development and continuous integration. It makes use of many files across
different folder, these are read from and subsequently written back to disk. To find
a storage configuration tested in Section 3.4 that fits this workload, it is necessary to
analyse the storage trace made in Section 4.3.4 and to map this onto an appropriate
Ceph storage configuration.
5.4.1 Workload Analysis
The trace of the Linux Kernel compilation workload revealed that the workload pro-
duced a total of 14008 I/O operations; 14.6% were reads and 85.4% were writes. Such a
distribution suggests that a configuration that improves write throughput may improve
workload performance.
In the workload access size distributions, depicted in Figure 4.37, 4KB accesses were
dominant and used in 40.1% of all accesses, while 8KB and 128KB each used 9.5% of all
accesses, respectively. When looking only at the read accesses the distribution changes
(see Figure 4.38). 128KB accesses are the most used access size with 52.6% while
4KB blocks were used in 36.2% of all read accesses. This is a significant difference
to the write accesses shown in Figure 4.39. 4KB accesses are used in 40.8%, while
8KB, 32KB and 48KB block sizes each are used in ∼10% of all accesses. This means
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Table 5.4: Accesses of Kernel compile workload for the separate access sizes and ran-
domness.
Total 4k read 32k
read
128k
read
1MB
read
32MB
read
% random
read
14008 776 105 1167 0 0 24.6
4k
write
32k
write
128k
write
1MB
write
32MB
write
% random
write
6176 3177 1147 1460 0 48.3
that the requirements for reads and writes are very different in their accesses sizes.
This suggests that an optimal configuration will incorporate both the reading and
writing requirements. In general, when an alternative configuration attempts to tune
for multiple requirements, two approaches are possible:
1. Choose a configuration that differs in one parameter from the default but choose
that parameter so as to balance the needs of conflicting requirements.
2. Alternatively create a new configuration in which multiple parameters are changed
relative to the default and for which each parameter choice reflecting an orthog-
onal requirement.
Since the read and write requirements are not orthogonal to each other, approach 1 is
taken here.
The read accesses display a highly sequential access pattern, as depicted in Figure 4.41,
with 75.0% of the read accesses being made to the next contiguous block. Augmented by
accesses with a seek distance of below 128, the total number of sequential like accesses
is 75.8%. For write accesses the number of sequential accesses dropped to 51.7% of the
total, as shown in Figure 4.42.
As shown in Figure 4.44, data is only read once but written three times. The reason
for this difference is the way the trace and the benchmark was executed. The trace
consists of three runs of compiling the Linux kernel. During the first run files are read
from disk, but for each subsequent run some files may be available in the operating
system cache.
When the access size information and seek distances are put into bins, as described
in Section 2.2.4, a better picture emerges (see Table 5.4). These numbers can then be
directly used in the mapping algorithm to determine the performance of alternative
configurations relative to the default.
5.4.2 Mapping
The Linux Kernel compile workload consists mostly of a mixture of sequential and
random write accesses with a 4KB block size. The difference in performance shown in
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Figures 3.8 and 3.6 are not significant to make a recommendation for a configuration as
they all perform similarly to each other. Adding 32KB write accesses, the second most
common bin shown in Table 5.4, does not change this situation. A clear recommenda-
tion that can be made is to not use Configuration N since that configuration leads to
a degradation in performance of up to 25% relative to the default.
When the binned data is used in the mapping algorithm, only a few configurations
show a predicted performance increase when assuming only sequential or only random
accesses, as depicted in Figure 5.11. If all accesses were random, four configurations (K,
P, T, X) would show a performance increase by up to 5% relative to the default. If all
accesses were sequential, only Configuration Q would be able to marginally outperform
the default by 0.2%.
With the appropriate randomness weights for reads and writes applied to the mapping
algorithm, none of the configurations would be able to outperform the default (see
Figure 5.12). As predicted above, Configuration N would show the lowest performance
relative to the default, reducing performance by 10.6%, and Configuration X would
loose 0.5%. This suggests that keeping the configuration at default would result in the
best performance for this workload.
Figure 5.11: Configuration performance for the Linux Kernel compilation workload for
sequential and random accesses.
5.4.3 Results
The results of the mapping process were verified by replicating the workload concur-
rently on 12 virtual machines. The configurations tested for the Linux Kernel compile
workload were the default (Configuration A), Configuration N (worst) and Configu-
ration X (best). The mapping algorithm tells us that Configuration X is the best
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Figure 5.12: Configuration performance for the Linux Kernel compilation workload of
combined sequential and random accesses with weights applied.
alternative configuration but is predicted to perform worse than the default. As men-
tioned in Section 5.4.1, the workload is CPU bound. Figure 5.13 shows the performance
differences between the configurations, identified in the mapping process, when tested
against the Linux Kernel compile workload.
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Figure 5.13: Verification of the proposed Linux Kernel compile configurations.
The results of the verification with 12 virtual machines confirm the performance pre-
dictions (see Figure 5.13), where no configuration is able to outperform the default.
Configurations N and X perform almost identically, which does not match the perfor-
mance predictions which suggested a performance decrease of 0.5% and 10.6% relative
to the default, respectively.
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Figure 5.14: Verification of the proposed Linux Kernel compile configurations using 18
VMs.
Following the methodology described in Section 2.2.4, which attempts to get a better
insight into CPU bound workloads, the experiment was rerun but this time replicating
the workload on 18 VMs (6 per host with no over-provisioning on the host) and the
results are depicted in Figure 5.14. These results were initially surprising since they
completely inverted the predictions; the best alternative became the worst and the
worst became the best. On closer inspection, an inaccurate assumption made in the
methodology became apparent. It was assumed that increasing the workload from 12
VMs to 18 would simply change the granularity of the results so that trends would
become more discernible. On reflection, this is a fallacy since it fails to take into
account the operating system scheduling policies and the storage system software stack
and the effects that these might have on the replicated workloads. When the replication
count is higher, these software layers may well attempt to tune the access patterns in
ways that are transparent to the tracing module. In effect, the workload of 18 VMs
must be considered as being fundamentally of a different character. It is assumed that
the differences become explicit in the experiment run here and not in the blogbench
workload because Linux Kernel compile is not as CPU bound as blogbench. Therefore,
to perform a valid prediction one would have to recreate the baselines mentioned in
Section 2.2 using 18 VMs and to make predictions based on that new data.
Therefore, while the relative position of the best and worst predicted configurations
was verified by experiment, these predictions were not able to better the default for the
12 VMs.
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Table 5.5: Accesses of pgbench workload for the separate access sizes and randomness.
Total 4k read 32k
read
128k
read
1MB
read
32MB
read
% random
read
2082155 676499 43187 257391 0 0 70.0
4k
write
32k
write
128k
write
1MB
write
32MB
write
% random
write
876568 160753 47187 20570 0 76.7
5.5 pgbench
To find a storage configuration tested in Section 3.4 that fits the pgbench workload, it
is necessary to analyse the storage trace made in Section 4.3.5 and to map this onto an
appropriate Ceph storage configuration.
5.5.1 Workload Analysis
The application trace of the pgbench workload revealed that it produced 2082155 I/Os
in the trace length of 4360 seconds. 46.9% (977077) of these accesses were read oper-
ations. Making a recommendation based on the read and write ration is therefore not
possible.
In the workload access size distributions, depicted in Figure 4.48, 8KB accesses were
dominant and used in 74.3% of all accesses. 128KB accesses were recorded for 12.8%
of the accesses. For read accesses (see Figure 4.49), these two access sizes are still
the dominant ones, but the frequency is changed to 68.8% (8KB) and 26% (128KB),
respectively. For write accesses (see Figure 4.50), an access size of 8KB was used in
79.1% of all write accesses. 128KB accesses were only used in 1.1% of the accesses
while an access size of 32KB occurred in 9.3% of all write accesses. Configurations
that improve performance for these block sizes should therefore be able to improve
performance.
As shown in Figure 4.51, the workload displays random access characteristics; 82.5%
(1717658) of the I/Os accessed blocks further than 128 blocks distant. This pattern
is depicted in Figure 4.52 were the accesses are spread out over more than 1/3 of the
100GB virtual disk. The read accesses displayed 70% random accesses (see Figure 4.53)
while write accesses were 76.7% random (see Figure 4.54).
When the access size information and seek distances are put into bins, as described
in Section 2.2.4, a better picture emerges (see Table 5.5). These numbers can then be
directly used in the mapping algorithm to determine the performance of alternative
configurations relative to the default.
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5.5.2 Mapping
When the pgbench workload accesses are put in the appropriate bins, 69.2% of the read
accesses are mapped to an access size of 4KB. With a randomness of 70% the 4KB
random reads should represent the workload read accesses best (see Figure 3.5). The
default configuration, Configuration E, Configuration Q and Configuration R performed
best for this access pattern with only small differences between them. A configuration
that should not be considered for the workload is Configuration B, since it performs
significantly worse than all other configurations.
The write accesses use mostly random 4KB accesses, but with small differences between
them no meaningful recommendation is possible (see Figure 3.6). The same is true for
the 32KB accesses (see Figure 3.10). As a consequence, a recommendation can not be
made for the write accesses based on these two dominant access sizes.
When the binned data is used in the mapping algorithm, only Configuration T and
Configuration X are predicted to show a performance improvement if all accesses were
random, as shown in Figure 5.15. If all accesses were sequential, no alternative con-
figuration is predicted to improve performance over the default. With the appropriate
randomness weights for reads and writes applied to the mapping algorithm, none of the
configurations is predicted to outperform the default configuration (see Figure 5.16).
The smallest decrease in performance of 1.6% is predicted for Configuration Q, and the
largest performance decrease of 16.9% is predicted for Configuration B. Therefore, the
prediction would suggest that for the pgbench workload the configuration should not
deviate from the default, since all other configurations predict a performance reduction.
Figure 5.15: Configuration performance for the pgbench workload for sequential and
random accesses.
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Figure 5.16: Configuration performance for the pgbench workload of combined sequen-
tial and random accesses with weights applied.
5.5.3 Results
The results of the mapping process were verified by replicating the workload concur-
rently on 12 virtual machines. The configurations tested for the pgbench workload were
the default (Configuration A), Configuration B (worst) and Configuration Q (best).
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Figure 5.17: Verification of the proposed pgbench configurations.
As depicted in Figure 5.17, the default configuration performed best for the pgbench
workload and confirmed the prediction made in the mapping. Configuration Q reduced
performance by 7.7%, which is higher than the projected loss of 1.6%. Configuration
B reduced performance by 8.5%, which is better than the projected loss of 16.9%.
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Workload CPU
bound
default predicted
best
predicted
worst
measured
best
measured
worst
∆
best
∆
worst
blogbench X 293.5 0.9% -16.2% 294.5 296.5 0.3% 1.0%
blogbench
(18 VMs)
X 272 0.9% -16.2% 277 270 1.8% -0.3%
Postmark N 0 1.9% -4.6% N/A N/A N/A N/A
DBENCH N 10.185 7% -13.3% 10.66 8.48 4.6% -16.7%
Linux Ker-
nel compile
X 388.13 -0.5% -10.6% 411.845 413.85 -6.1% -6.6%
Linux Ker-
nel compile
(18 VMs)
X 542.545 -0.5% -10.6% 568.145 529.565 -4.7% 2.4%
pgbench N 10.3285 -1.6% -16.9% 9.53041 9.45555 -7.7% -8.4%
5.6 Summary
In this chapter a mapping between the workload characteristics and the differently
performing configurations was performed and tested empirically. In this process, a
configuration, that would improve workload performance, was found in four of the five
examined workloads. In one case (pgbench), the default configuration was predicted
to be the best performing, which was shown in the empirical examination. In two
cases (blogbench, Linux Kernel compile) the workload was CPU bound and perfor-
mance differences could not be conclusively attributed to performance differences of
the underlying storage configuration. For one workload (Postmark) the performance
variations arising from different storage configurations could not be evaluated due to
the limited performance of the storage system and small predicted performance dif-
ferences. For the DBENCH workload, the results of the empirical verification of the
mapped configurations is in line with the predicted performance gains and losses.
The relative positions of the chosen configurations were in line with the predictions
for all workloads, suggesting that the prediction of the best performing and the worst
performing configurations had merit. As mentioned in Section 5.4.3 the anomaly iden-
tified for 18 VMs in the Kernel compile workload can be explained as an inaccurate
procedural assumption rather than a poor prediction.
The default configuration is performing well across all workloads. This resiliency to
the changes made can be attributed to three different reasons. The first reason lies in
the scale of the testbed. It is possible that the testbed was not too small to highlight
scaling limitations of specific parameters. The second reason lies in the used hardware
technology. Ceph has been designed to operate well with mechanical hard drives. When
using SSDs the system characteristics change and bottlenecks in the system become
apparent that do not affect mechanical hard drives. In deployments that use SSDs
for the disk journals or when using only flash drives, these configuration parameters
become serious bottlenecks that limit performance [41]. The third reason can lie in the
choice of parameters used in the parameter sweep. It is possible that the parameters are
highly connected to other parameters rather than being independent. A configuration
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that has evolved over time can be ruled out, since the parameter values have not been
changed during the development of the system since it was uploaded to the version
control platform GitHub [111].
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Conclusion
Ceph is a highly configurable distributed storage system. Finding an optimal con-
figuration is a non-trivial task and requires deep knowledge of the inner workings of
the system and empirical experiments to create a configuration that improves storage
performance. Since the effects of changes to the Ceph configuration are not well doc-
umented, a structured process has to be applied to find a configuration that improves
performance in a given testbed and environment.
In Appendix B the ad hoc approach taken to improve the storage system found in the
literature is explored on the testbed constructed for this investigation. The procedure
adopted in the literature for testing proposed new configurations is extended to get
a better insight into storage configuration performance by increasing the sample size
for the baseline performances from two, as used by the related work, to four. In the
literature different configurations are proposed without clear reasons describing why
those specific changes were made. Consequently, it is impossible to objectively discern
the rational behind these changes nor is it clear how changes to the system should be
proposed and implemented in a structured manner.
The results from the author’s testbed show that while certain configurations result in
improvements in restricted circumstances, none of the configurations proposed in the
literature is capable of improving storage performance across a range of access patterns.
Surprisingly, it was found in the test performed here that in some cases these alternative
configurations resulted in a performance disimprovement. When a new configuration
for Ceph is proposed in the literature, it is invariably presented as being a general
improvement across a broad range of access patterns and sizes. The empirical study
performed here indicated that this was not the case. For the DBENCH workload, for
example, it was shown that proposed configuration changes resulted more often in a
storage system that performed worse than the default configuration.
Ad hoc configurations of this kind to improve performance are prevalent in the literature
and are accepted by the community on the basis of results derived from synthetic
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workloads and considering at most two access sizes. The insights gained from the
empirical studies performed here derive from the fact that a real workload with varying
access patterns and sizes were used while investigating these proposed configuration
alternatives.
Consequently, it became clear that an approach to performance improvement based
on workload characterization would form a stronger basis for proposing alternative
configurations. The work presented here thus considers the construction of a mapping
algorithm to identify appropriate storage system configurations based on workload char-
acteristics derived from actual trace data. Moreover, the experiments performed here
are done over a greater range of access sizes (four in the case of the empirical investiga-
tion of the literature and five when exploring the effectiveness of the proposed mapping
procedure) and so show a more complete picture of the stresses placed on the storage
system and on the way it reacts over this extended range.
The extended range of experiments resulted in a total of 20 different combinations of
access sizes and patterns to accurately determine the performance differences under
these access patterns typically used by cloud workloads. For generating the storage
trace, multiple tools were investigated and presented. In this work, five workloads
were chosen as representable cloud workloads and storage traces were captured and
analysed for their respective access patterns and sizes. Further metrics were captured
and analysed but not used in the presented work.
The presented mapping algorithm creates a performance prediction by combining the
extracted workload characteristics and the storage performance of the different access
patterns and sizes to increase overall workload performance. The empirical verifications
of these predictions were subsequently tested for correctness. The results observed
in those empirical verifications did not exactly match the predicted changes, but the
relative position to the default configuration was in line with the predictions, suggesting
the predictions had merit. The inability to produce 100% accurate predictions is not
surprising, since such predictions depend on very many factors, most of which are
resident in the greater Ceph environment, and hence outside the controls and tracing
tools of the testbed.
In the methodology, an assumption about the scaling behaviour of VMs and the corre-
sponding storage load was made to observe the impact of different storage configurations
for workloads that are CPU bound. The experiments performed with an increased VM
count did not exhibit results that were in line with the performance predictions. As
mentioned in Section 5.4.3, this is most probably due to the change in characteristics
when scaled to a number that does not match the baseline performance experiments,
since the scaling changes the characteristics of the I/Os that arrive at the storage
system. Further work would therefore be necessary to investigate scaling effects of
workloads when using a distributed file system, such as Ceph. This might be achieved
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by testing the different storage configurations with multiple VM counts to extract scal-
ing characteristics to improve the mapping process to allow for predictions at different
scales.
The process of creating the different Ceph configurations required logical partitioning
of the configuration space. Thus, three partitions, namely functional component, Ceph
environment and greater Ceph environment, were created to indicate where the changes
could be made and the effects that these changes could have within the system. Changes
to the functional component are limited to that component, but would not affect other
parts of the system, whereas changes to the Ceph environment affect all instances of
the functional components. The greater Ceph environment captures components that
are not part of Ceph but host the Ceph cluster that is subjected to the constraints and
capabilities of these components.
In this work, the impact of changes to the Ceph environment on pool performance
was investigated and used in the process of mapping various workloads to Ceph con-
figurations in an attempt to maximize performance of that pool. It was thought that
changes made to environment parameters would have a bigger effect on performance
than changes to the parameters of the functional components. Moreover, these environ-
ment parameters interface closer with the workload characteristics and hence changes
to those parameters could be meaningfully inferred from those characteristics.
The impact of changes to the greater Ceph environment were explored and empirically
tested for two cases. In the first, changing the file system on a subset of the storage
devices lead to the creation of heterogeneous pools, pools that differ in their underly-
ing configuration but are part of the same storage cluster and share the same Ceph
environment and configuration of the functional component. In the second case, the
performance differences resulting from changes to the operating system I/O scheduler
were analysed. The results of these explorations were not used in the mapping process,
but the results indicate that a correct setup of the greater Ceph environment could
result in significant performance improvements for different cluster sizes, hardware and
workload.
The contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
• A methodology for mapping workloads to Ceph configurations was created.
– A structured process was used rather than an ad hoc process as used in the
literature.
– Alternative storage configurations across 20 access sizes and access patterns
were examined to determine the baseline performances for those access sizes
and patterns to increase the precision of the evaluation.
– A workload characterization for multiple representative cloud workloads was
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performed based on access I/O size and randomness.
– A mapping of these cloud workloads to appropriate Ceph configurations was
performed and performance differences were evaluated.
• An experimental exploration of related work was undertaken to determine the
performance impact of configurations proposed in the literature on performance.
• The Ceph configuration space was envisioned as three logical partitions:
– the greater Ceph environment, including the operating system, the I/O
scheduler, hardware used and the workload, i.e., all components outside
of the control of Ceph.
– the Ceph environment, capturing all parameters of the Ceph configuration
that are not part of the functional components.
– the functional component, representing the entity to be improved, such as
the Ceph pool.
• Heterogeneous Ceph pools were created that share one Ceph environment and one
functional component configuration, but contain different components in their
greater Ceph environment, such as:
– the file system deployed on each of the OSDs,
– the I/O scheduler and scheduler queue size of the operating system.
6.1 Future Work
The work presented here suggests multiple opportunities for extending and improving
the proposed methodology with view to workload driven performance improvement.
Modify the pool configuration and keep both Ceph environments
In this work the impact of changes in the Ceph environment on pool performance
was investigated. Alternatively, the Ceph environment and greater Ceph environ-
ment could be fixed and changes could be made to the functional component. As
stated above, in this work the changes to the Ceph environment were investigated
since they were perceived to offer greater opportunities for improvement, poten-
tially resulting in higher performance improvements. Changes to the functional
components themselves, although limited in number, could alter the performance
of those functional components. The impact of such changes are worthy of in-
vestigation, since they could be made for each pool separately without changing
the characteristics of other pools. Furthermore, these changes could be applied
to and could change characteristics of tiered pools, which may be a cost effective
way to improve performance for certain workloads.
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Testing with multiple VM counts for better performance representation
The verification of the mapping procedure revealed a false assumption. With
an increased number of concurrent VMs, the load did not scale linearly and
accurate predictions would require the construction of baselines corresponding
to this new scale. Therefore, an extended baseline performance collection would
be required to improve mapping quality and coverage. Furthermore, a larger
baseline collection might allow for the extraction of trends for specific storage
configurations, such as Configuration X performing well for random write 4KB
accesses and various VM counts.
Tune for metrics other than throughput, such as latency or I/O queue depth
In this work tuning was performed with the intention of improving storage
throughput to improve workload performance. While this is a highly influential
factor, it might not improve performance for all workloads. Workloads that re-
quire low latency storage would not necessarily experience improved performance,
since I/Os are held back by the I/O scheduler to increase storage throughput at
the cost of increased latency. A tuning based on I/O latency could therefore be
a better approach for such workloads, since the workloads are not constrained
throughput.
Another opportunity for tuning could include the manipulation of the I/O queue
depth for workload accesses. Since higher queue depths allow for better reorga-
nization of I/Os, the performance of the distributed file system may differ in a
similar fashion. A baseline performance analysis of multiple queue depths, such as
1, 16 and 32, might result in a better understanding of the behaviour of different
storage configurations when presented with I/Os of various queue depths.
In both of these different approaches, the impact of specific parameter changes
may vary and significantly impact performance. Especially when tuning for la-
tency, multiple queues are in the storage path (VM, storage host, Ceph, storage
controller, disk) and reorganize operations and potentially add latency to each
request. Applying changes in one place might therefore not result in an optimal,
but a partial improvement.
Investigation of the impact of orthogonal configurations when tuning for
reads and writes separately on overall performance
In this work an approach of improvement for overall workload performance was
taken. Rather than aiming for overall best performance, one could tune for reads
and writes separately and combine the respective configurations afterwards. Since
configurations tend to improve certain characteristics of the storage system, the
combined configurations may conflict and may result in improvements in one
access pattern being nullified by disimprovements in the other.
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Investigating the impact of different randomness points in the workload
characterization on the mapping process
The definition of randomness was adopted from the literature where it was defined
as being a head movement of 128 LBNs from one access to the next. If this value
were changed, the randomness of the workload accesses in the mapping process
would change accordingly, recategorizing the sequential and random designation
of a workload, thus altering the randomness weights applied in the prediction
algorithm and resulting different candidate configurations.
Checking for the impact of configurations constructed from combining per-
formance improving configurations
In the empirical verification of the predicted workload storage configurations, con-
figurations were constructed by changing a single parameter so that it differed
from the default. In this way multiple configurations were constructed and each
was used as the target for the mapping process. The chosen configuration was
invariably that which was predicted to give the best performance. In fact, in
many cases multiple configurations were predicted to improve performance. In
future, rather than choosing a single configuration as the output of the map-
ping process, a combination of all performance improving configurations could
be chosen instead. As mentioned previously, the aggregation of all of these al-
ternatives may not necessarily result in aggregating all of their individual perfor-
mance improvements. For a given workload a combination of multiple parameter
changes, each resulting in a performance improvement, may conflict due to some
specific characteristics of that workload and so the results are a priori unpre-
dictable. Associating workload characteristics with combinations of parameters
that constructively and destructively interact would be a fruitful area of further
investigation. In addition, it may also be fruitful to consider the construction of
alternative configurations by altering multiple parameters simultaneously so that
each differs from their default.
Balance the environment configurations so as to support the needs of all
pools simultaneously
Since a storage system is rarely used for a single workload, future work could
evaluate the impact of specific configurations that increase performance for a
single workload on other pools and workloads combined, with the aim of achieving
a configuration of the Ceph environment and greater Ceph environment that
leads to an optimal global configuration, supporting a great number of different
workloads simultaneously.
Remove testbed networking limitations
The limitations of the testbed put constraints on cluster performance. In a future
evaluation the testbed could be equipped with sufficient network bandwidth to
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support appropriate cluster throughput, since the cluster network constrains the
replication throughput required during write accesses. In this work a reduced
replication count was used to reduce the impact, but storage clusters that expe-
rience large numbers of write accesses should be designed with sufficient network
bandwidth, since performance gains might otherwise not become apparent.
6.2 Epilog
The work presented here strives to provide a structured approach to performance en-
hancements in the Ceph storage system over the ad hoc approach taken in the literature.
Rather than basing alternative configurations on synthetic benchmarks that deliver
performance improvements over a narrow range of access sizes and access patterns,
efforts were made to firstly characterize workloads for access sizes and patterns. These
characterizations allowed for the construction of a mapping process which predicted
configurations that yielded performance improvements. Although the work presented
in this dissertation was limited by the constraints of the testbed available to the au-
thor, the empirical investigation demonstrated that performance improvements largely
resulted from the suggested alternative configurations. In a number of situations the
predictions resulted in a performance disimprovement. Nevertheless, the predicted con-
figuration was the best of the alternatives available. This disimprovement, and indeed
the limited improvements found in this investigation can be explained by the vast num-
ber of parameters outside of the control of the Ceph system, which directly influence
the performance of that system. Thus, to ensure worthwhile improvements when in-
vestigating alternative Ceph configurations a holistic view of the installation from the
greater Ceph environment down to the parameters of the Ceph functional components,
should be considered.
The Ceph system is, as shown in this work, very complex. Considering this complexity,
the performance of the default configuration is surprising, since it has not changed since
the system was created. The opaqueness of the effects and impacts of changes to the
configuration make the task of creating better configurations difficult and non-trivial.
However, there is evidence in this work that justifies the application of a tuning process
to improve performance for a given workload type. Moreover, it is anticipated that
these improvements will become more pronounced at scale as modest improvements
aggregate to deliver cumulative gains.
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Appendix A
OpenStack Components
A.1 OpenStack Compute - Nova
OpenStack compute (Nova) is a major component in an Infrastructure-as-a-Service
deployment. It interacts with the identity service for authentication, the image service
to provide disk and server images and the OpenStack webinterface. OpenStack Nova
consist of multiple components:
nova-api accepts and responds to end user compute API calls. It supports the Open-
Stack Compute API, the Amazon EC2 API, and a special Admin API for privi-
leged users to perform administrative actions.
nova-cert serves Nova Cert services for X509 certificates used for EC2 API access.
nova-compute is the worker daemon that creates and terminates Virtual machines
via a hypervisor API, such as libvirt when using QEMU/KVM.
nova-conductor is a mediator between the nova-compute service and the database to
prevent direct database accesses of the compute service.
nova-consoleauth provides authentication tokens used in the webinterface to get con-
sole access through the vncproxy in the webinterface.
nova-scheduler determines the location where a new VM should be created based on
scheduling filters.
nova-vncproxy provides VNC access to running VM instances, accessible through
the webinterface Horizon.
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A.2 OpenStack Network - Neutron
The OpenStack networking service Neutron is responsible for creating and attaching
virtual network interfaces to virtual machines. These virtual interfaces are connected
virtual networks. It is possible to create private isolated networks for each user and to
assign floating IP addresses to individual VMs to expose them to the public network.
VMs that have no floating IP can access the public network through routers.
Neutron is designed to be highly modular and extensible. It consists of the Neutron
server that accepts and routes API requests to the appropriate Neutron networking
plugins and agents where they will be processed. The plugins and agents differ in their
implementation and function depending on the vendor and technology used. Network
equipment manufacturers provide plugins and agents that support physical and vir-
tual switches. Currently Cisco virtual and physical switches, NEC OpenFlow, Open
vSwitch, Linux bridging and VMware NSX plugins and agents are available, but plu-
gins and agents for other products can be developed through the well documented
specification.
A.3 OpenStack Webinterface - Horizon
The OpenStack Dashboard is a modular Django web application that gives access to the
different components of OpenStack (see Figure A.1). Users can create and terminate
VMs and access the VNC console of running VMs. Furthermore, it gives access to the
different OpenStack storage services (Glance, Cinder, Swift) to upload and download
VM images, block device images and data objects.
A.4 OpenStack Identity - Keystone
The OpenStack identity service Keystone provides a single point of integration for
managing authorization, authentication and a catalogue of services. It can integrate
external user management systems, such as LDAP, to manage user credentials. Au-
thentication in OpenStack is required for users accessing OpenStack services and for
the communication and interaction of the OpenStack services themselves. Without
appropriate authentication, communication between the components is rejected.
Keystone is typically the first component to be set up as all other OpenStack services
depend on it. It is also the first component users interact with, since access to services
is only granted when the user is properly authenticated and is allowed to access the
specific component. To increase system security, each OpenStack service has multiple
types of service endpoints (admin, internal, public) that restrict operations.
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Figure A.1: OpenStack horizon webinterface displaying resource utilization of the de-
ployed VMs on a cluster level and for each host individually.
A.5 OpenStack Storage Components
OpenStack has three different storage services: Glance, Cinder and Swift. Each of them
has different requirements and is used in different ways.
A.5.1 OpenStack Image Service - Glance
The OpenStack image service Glance is an essential component in OpenStack as it
serves and manages the virtual machine images that are central to Infrastructure-as-a-
Service (IaaS). It offers an RESTful API that can be used by end users and OpenStack
internal components to request virtual machine images or metadata associated with
them, such as the image owner, creation date, public visibility or image tags.
Using the tags of the images should allow an automatic selection of the best storage
backend for an individual VM. When an image is tagged with an database tag the
storage scheduler should be able to automatically select the appropriate pool to host the
VM, as it does for other components, such as the amount of CPU cores or the memory
capacity. If the tag is absent, the image will be hosted on the fall-back backend, which
uses a standard or non-targeted configuration for general purpose scenarios. When users
use the correct tag they benefit, since the operator can potentially increase the number
of users that can be hosted without risking overall storage performance degradation.
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A.5.2 OpenStack Block Storage - Cinder
Cinder, the OpenStack block storage service, is used to either create volumes that are
attached to virtual machines for extra storage capacity that show up as a separate
block device within the VM, but it can also be used directly as the boot device. In that
case the image from Glance will be converted/copied into a Cinder volume. After it
has been flagged as bootable it can be used as the root disk of the VM. The backends
for Cinder cover a great variety of systems [145], including proprietary storage systems
such as Dell EqualLogic or EMC VNX Direct, distributed file systems, such as Ceph
or GlusterFS, and network shares using Server Message Block (SMB) or NFS.
Normally it would be necessary to have at least two dedicated storage systems available
when all three storage services are desired. Having two distinct storage systems does
not allow the flexibility to deal with extra capacity demands on individual services as
the hardware has to be partitioned when the system is rolled out. Currently there are
two storage backends available that can be used for all three services within one system
with the support for file-level storage, which is required for supporting live-migration
between compute hosts. These are Ceph (see Section 1.2) and GlusterFS 1. By using
one of these storage backends it is possible to consolidate the three services on a single
storage cluster and to keep them separated through logical pools.
A.5.3 OpenStack Object Storage - Swift
The OpenStack object storage service Swift offers access to binary objects through an
RESTful API. It is therefore very similar to the Amazon S3 object storage. Swift is a
scalable storage system that has been in use in production for many years at Rackspace2
and has become a part of OpenStack. It is highly scalable and capable of managing
petabytes of storage. Swift comes with its own replication and distribution scheme
and does not rely on special RAID controllers to achieve fault tolerance and resilient
storage. It can also be used to host the cloud images for the image service Glance.
A.5.4 Other Storage Solutions
There are other solutions available that can be used to provide storage within Open-
Stack. These do not have to be pure software solutions, but can be hardware solutions,
such as Nexenta, IBM (Storwize family/SVC, XIV), NetApp and SolidFire. These have
integrated interfaces that can communicate directly to OpenStack Cinder [145] with
varying feature implementations.
1www.gluster.org
2www.rackspace.com
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The software solutions aim at commodity hardware that are based on the principle
that hardware fails. They are distributed file systems that have built-in replications.
Among them are Lustre [146] [147], Gluster [148], GPFS [149] and MooseFS [150].
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Appendix B
Empirical Exploration of Related
Work
While studying the related literature, the author undertook an empirical study of the
configurations presented by Intel [7], UnitedStack [8] and Han [9] for their performance
impacts in the authors testbed.
B.1 Cluster configuration
The basic configuration of the Ceph cluster was kept to the default values at the
beginning and changed for the specific runs. The Placement Group count for the
storage pool was set to 1024. To reduce the limitation of the backend storage network
the replication count was set to 2. The authentication was set to CephX to test the
cluster in a realistic OpenStack setup. The OSDs were deployed with the data and the
journal (5 GB) partition being on the same disk. Neither memory nor CPU utilizations
on the storage cluster hit 100 percent during the tests and were not a limiting factor.
The tested Ceph configuration can be seen in Table B.1.
The Ceph rbd_cache is behaving like a disk cache but uses the Linux page cache. It
is on the client side, which requires it to be deactivated when used with shared block
devices as there is no coherency across multiple clients. It can lead to performance
improvements but requires memory on the compute hosts. The multiple debuging
parameter control the logging behaviour of different Ceph components. It can be con-
trolled in different logging levels, but it is an overhead to the storage cluster.
The journal_max_write_bytes and journal_max_write_entries parameters control
the amount of bytes and entries that the journal will write at any one time. By
increasing these values allows the system to write a larger block instead of multiple
small ones. The journal_queue_max_bytes and journal_queue_max_ops are working
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a similar way for the journal queue.
filestore_max_inline_xattr_size and filestore_max_inline_xattr_size_xfs
set the maximimum size of an extended atrributes (XATTR) stored in the file sys-
tem per object. This parameter can be set individually for the supported file systems
(XFS, btrfs, ext4). filestore_queue_max_bytes and filestore_queue_max_ops
set the maximum number of bytes and operations the file store accepts be-
fore blocking on queuing new operations. The filestore_fd_cache_shards and
filestore_fd_cache_size control the file descriptor cache size. The shard
setting breaks it up into multiple components that do the lookup locally.
filestore_omap_header_cache_size sets the cache size of the object map. The used
cluster contained over 210.000 objects.
B.2 4KB results
 128
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 1024
 2048
 4096
 8192
 16384
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 65536
 131072
A*(83821)
B(309.5)
C(418)
D(475.5)
E*(355)
F(429)
G(435.5)
H(444.5)
I*(379)
IO
PS
Runs A-I with median speed in parentheses,
 asterisks indicate RBD caching enabled for run
Figure B.1: FIO 4KB random read.
In the 4KB random read test (see Figure B.1) the increased journal with doubled journal
operations (D) improves the IOPS from 309.5 to 475.5, which is an improvement of
53.5%. Without the OPS modifier (C) the performance improves by 35%. The other
configurations are performing in between these two configurations. The cache had a
negative impact of up to 25% (E). The default configuration shows the gains from local
caching as the disk subsystem is not capable of delivering over one million IOPS.
In the 4KB random write test (see Figure B.2) the performance could be improved
between 3% and 23%. It has to be noted, that this is a maximum improvement from
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 asterisks indicate RBD caching enabled for run
Figure B.2: FIO 4KB random write.
15 to 18.5 IOPS, which is a physical limitation of conventional hard drives. In such a
workload solid state drives would be the recommended solution.
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Figure B.3: FIO 4KB sequential read.
In the 4KB sequential read test (see Figure B.3) the performance is degrading when
the parameters are applied. The measured penalty is between 19% (H) and 43% (F).
Caching reduces the performance in both cases (E and I), whereas the default config-
uration (A) improved the performance.
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Figure B.4: FIO 4KB sequential write.
In the 4KB sequential write test (see Figure B.4) the shard parameter changes (F) have
the largest impact and improve the performance by 18%. The cache has a negligible
impact. Like in the random write test (see Figure B.2) the performance is limited by
the used hardware.
B.3 128KB results
In the 128KB random read test (see Figure B.5) the throughput improves by 56.5%
(F) to 80% (D) in comparison to the baseline. Using the RBD cache results in a
performance penalty of 7.5% (I) and 10% (E).
In the 128KB random write test (see Figure B.6) the XATTR configuration (G) im-
proves the performance by 35%. All other tested configurations increase the perfor-
mance by at least 6.5%. The RBD cache improved the performance slightly and resulted
in less widely spread results. The performance of the default configuration (A) is right
in the middle of all the tested configurations with an 14.5% increase.
The results for the 128KB sequential read test (see Figure B.7) the performance in-
creases by 18.5% (F) to 41%. Caching is reducing the performance for E and I in
comparison to D and H, whereas the default configuration benefits greatly from it.
The results for the 128KB sequential write test (see Figure B.8) the throughput in-
creases by 10-13% for multiple configurations (C, G-I). The configuration with the
higher journal OPS (D) is at a similar level to the baseline (B), whereas the added
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Figure B.5: FIO 128KB random read.
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Figure B.6: FIO 128KB random write.
cache improves the gain to 5%. While the shards configuration with the XATTR set-
ting (G) is amongst the top performing, without the XATTR modification (F) it is
under performing and resulting in a deficit to the baseline of 2.5%.
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Figure B.7: FIO 128KB sequential read.
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Figure B.8: FIO 128KB sequential write.
B.4 1MB results
The results from the 1MB random read test (see Figure B.9) show a direct improvement
when the debugging logging is deactivated. Increasing the journal and its operations
from its default value improves performance across all other runs by 5.5% (F) to 26.8%
(C). The effect of caching was only present in the baseline, not in the tuned configura-
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Figure B.9: FIO 1MB random read.
tions where it lowers the performance.
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Figure B.10: FIO 1MB random write.
The changes made to the configuration for the 1MB random write test (see Figure B.10)
improves the performance in all cases over the baseline results between 5.5% (I) and
13.5% (G). Caching was influencing the results heavily in the default configuration
(+47.5%), but only slightly improves the performance for E (+4%) and decreases it for
I (-6.5%).
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Figure B.11: FIO 1MB sequential read.
The differences in the 1MB sequential read tests (see Figure B.11) between the tuned
configurations are only 4.5%. Only the for I the performance was decreased by 11% in
comparison to D, which is still 66.5% faster than the baseline configuration, while the
same configuration without the caching (H) improved the performance by 96.5%.
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Figure B.12: FIO 1MB sequential write.
The effects of the tuning for the 1MB sequential write tests (see Figure B.12) show that
when the shards and the journal were altered (F and G) it lead to an improvement of
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up to 16%. The caching was not having an impact in this access type.
B.5 32MB results
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Figure B.13: FIO 32MB random read.
The effects of the tuning for the 32MB random read tests (see Figure B.13) show
improvements between 48% (I) and 70.5% (F). The default configurations show the
effect of the local caching by exceeding the network bandwidth by a factor of 5.6.
In case of the 32MB random read tests (see Figure B.14) caching improves the perfor-
mance by 7% (A), not change it at all (I) or decreased it by 11% (E) in comparison to
their configuration without the cache. The highest performance could be achieved by
configuration F (+39%). The same configuration with XATTR (G) only achieved an
increase of 21%.
In the 32MB sequential read benchmark (see Figure B.15) the baseline setting without
the cache shows a performance of 35.4 MB/s. All tested deviations from the base-
line configuration achieved between 61.5% (I) and 77% (F). The cache lowered the
performance for E and I in comparison to D and H by up to 6.5%.
For the 32MB sequential write benchmark (see Figure B.16) an improvement of up to
32% is observed with changed shards settings (F and G). With OMAP cache changes
this increase dropped to 27.5%. Caching reduces the performance for E but increased
it for A and I by up to 13%.
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Figure B.14: FIO 32MB random write.
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Figure B.15: FIO 32MB sequential read.
B.6 DBENCH
While the results for the DBENCH benchmark for the client count of 1, 6 and 12
are very similar with the baseline and the OMAP configurations coming out on top
with similar results to it and the other configurations experiencing a penalty of up to
11%, the results for 48 (see Figure B.17) and 128 clients (see Figure B.18) were much
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Figure B.16: FIO 32MB sequential write.
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Figure B.17: DBENCH 48 Clients.
more interesting. While the OMAP configurations stay in a similar position in the
48 client run, the default (A), journal (C) and shard configurations (F) loose up to
23% of throughput. In the 128 client scenario the OMAP configuration (H) increases
the performance by 14%, while the same configuration with RBD caching (I) has an
equal performance to the baseline. The only other configuration able to improve the
performance is the XATTR configuration (G) with 5%. The highest loss is present in
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Figure B.18: DBENCH 128 Clients.
the default configuration (A) with -8.5%.
B.7 Conclusion
The results show, that the suggested configurations deliver performance improvements
across a limited number of access patterns and sizes only. However, these limitations
are not articulated fully in the literature and most likely derive from the fact that syn-
thetic benchmarks are used over a limited range of access sizes and patterns. A more
detailed analysis of storage configurations in combination with real workloads is there-
fore required to determine accurately the performance of the alternative configurations.
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Appendix C
Puppet Manifests
Ceph has also been upgraded to the next version. The new version is now Giant (0.87).
During the evaluation phase Inktank, the developer of Ceph, got acquired by RedHat.
RedHat is offering Ceph now alongside GFS as the storage solution for OpenStack in
their own cloud suite.
C.1 Ceph Manifest
The Ceph manifest was not compatible with Foreman, as Foreman can not deploy
manifests that use only a define statement without a class that calls them, which is
working without any problems with Puppet. The benefit of using a define statement
is that it can be called multiple times. To use such a behaviour with Foreman it is
necessary to create a wrapper class that calls the define with a create_from_resource
construct. When used in such a way the manifests work and can be used. The code
excerpt in Listing C.1 is used to create the Ceph OSDs by using a device hash that
contains the devices that are intended to become OSDs.
#
# Class wrapper to avoid scenario_node_terminus problem
# in Foreman
#
class ceph::osds (
$device_hash = undef
)
{
if $device_hash{
create_resources(’ceph:: device ’, $device_hash)
}
}
Listing C.1: Ceph OSD Puppet manifest.
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Such a wrapper class is also necessary for the monitor and metadata servers, as both
have the same define construct as the OSD manifest.
C.2 OpenStack Manifests Initial
The chosen OpenStack manifests from Puppetlabs were compatible with Foreman with-
out any changes, but they had to be tweaked in a couple of places to make them work
properly. The changes ranged from small fixes, like changing an Integer to a String in
case of the port numbers of the webservices, to larger fixes that involved changes that
were generating dependency cycles.
The dependency cycle manifested itself with multiple Puppet versions (3.5 and 3.6).
The affected manifest was responsible for setting up RabbitMQ for Nova. The problem
originated from double checking for the command line tool rabbitmqctl. It was used
as a provider and a requirement in the manifest. This construct was used in multiple
places. By commenting the Class[$rabbitmq_class] statement in all occurrences, as
shown in Listing C.2, the dependency cycle got broken and the manifest was running
properly.
class nova:: rabbitmq(
...
) {
# only configure nova after the queue is up
Class[$rabbitmq_class] -> Anchor <| title == ’nova -start ’ |>
if ($enabled) {
if $userid == ’guest’ {
$delete_guest_user = false
} else {
$delete_guest_user = true
rabbitmq_user { $userid:
admin => true ,
password => $password ,
provider => ’rabbitmqctl ’,
#require => Class[$rabbitmq_class],
}
...
}
Listing C.2: OpenStack Nova RabbitMQ Puppet manifest with commented requirement
line.
As the setup requires multiple services to run on the controller, but not all of
them, it was necessary to assign to it the openstack::role::controller and the
openstack::role::storage manifests. This was not possible due to duplicate dec-
laration conflict of underlying components. A way to solve this problem is to alter
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the controller manifest by adding the glance-api and cinder-volume profiles. The
alternative would be to modify the all-in-one manifest and delete the compute and
network components. The resulting openstack::role::controller file is presented
in Listing C.3.
class openstack ::role:: controller inherits :: openstack ::role {
class { ’:: openstack :: profile :: firewall ’: }
class { ’:: openstack :: profile :: rabbitmq ’: } ->
class { ’:: openstack :: profile :: memcache ’: } ->
class { ’:: openstack :: profile ::mysql ’: } ->
class { ’:: openstack :: profile :: mongodb ’: } ->
class { ’:: openstack :: profile :: keystone ’: } ->
class { ’:: openstack :: profile :: ceilometer ::api’: } ->
class { ’:: openstack :: profile :: glance ::auth’: } ->
class { ’:: openstack :: profile :: cinder ::api’: } ->
class { ’:: openstack :: profile ::nova::api’: } ->
class { ’:: openstack :: profile :: neutron :: server ’: } ->
class { ’:: openstack :: profile ::heat::api’: } ->
class { ’:: openstack :: profile :: horizon ’: }
class { ’:: openstack :: profile :: auth_file ’: }
class { ’:: openstack :: profile :: glance ::api’: }
class { ’:: openstack :: profile :: cinder :: volume ’: }
}
Listing C.3: OpenStack controller Puppet manifest with the different components
required for that node type.
Another big change was the configuration of the Neutron server service. This service
is responsible for setting up the networks internal network and the external IPs for
the VMs. The service can be configured to run with many different providers, such
as linuxbridge, Open VSwitch (OVS) and ML2. In this case the Neutron server was
set up to use the OVS plugin. All parameters were set by the manifest for OVS, but
the creation of the shared networks failed with a u’Invalid input for operation:
gre networks are not enabled.’ error message. This error originated from a mis-
configuration of the Neutron server service. For all other provider options the manifest
changed the configuration of the service to use the correct plugin configuration, just
not in the case of OVS. The service was always set up to start with the ML2 plugin.
The modified version is shown in Listing C.4.
class neutron :: plugins ::ovs (
...
) {
...
# ensure neutron server uses correct config file
if $:: osfamily == ’Debian ’ {
file_line { ’/etc/default/neutron -server:NEUTRON_PLUGIN_CONFIG ’:
path => ’/etc/default/neutron -server ’,
match => ’^NEUTRON_PLUGIN_CONFIG =(.*)$’,
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line => "NEUTRON_PLUGIN_CONFIG =/etc/neutron/plugins/openvswitch
/ovs_neutron_plugin.ini",
require => [
Package[’neutron -plugin -ovs’],
Package[’neutron -server ’],
],
notify => Service[’neutron -server ’],
}
}
}
Listing C.4: Modified Neutron OVS puppet manifest.
A change that originated from the use of CEPH as a storage system had to be made
to the OpenStack manifest for the Glance API profile. As standard this manifest was
using a file backend that had to be changes to rbd (see Listing C.5).
class openstack :: profile :: glance ::api {
...
#Use Ceph instead of File storage
#class { ’::glance :: backend ::file ’: }
class { ’:: glance :: backend ::rbd’:
rbd_store_pool => ’images ’,
rbd_store_user => ’glance ’,
}
...
}
Listing C.5: Modified Glance manifest to use the images pool of the Ceph cluster.
A similar change had to be made to the Cinder volume service manifest that uses iSCSI
as standard (see Listing C.6).
class openstack :: profile :: cinder :: volume {
...
#Use Ceph instead of iSCSI
#class { ’::cinder :: volume ::iscsi ’:
#iscsi_ip_address => $management_address ,
#volume_group => ’cinder -volumes ’,
#}
class { ’:: cinder :: volume ::rbd’:
rbd_pool => ’volumes ’,
rbd_user => ’cinder ’,
rbd_secret_uuid => ’f4443b20 -1e87 -4d94 -9a54 -6 f06cff8a07e ’,
}
}
Listing C.6: Cinder volume manifest with changes to use Ceph pool as the storage
device.
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Due to CEPH the configuration for libvirt had to be changed as well. It required
again the addition of a CEPH specific class to configure libvirt to use a CEPH storage
backend instead of a local disk (see Listing C.7).
class openstack :: profile ::nova:: compute {
...
class { ’::nova:: compute ::rbd’:
libvirt_rbd_user = ’cinder ’,
libvirt_rbd_secret_uuid = ’f4443b20 -1e87 -4d94 -9a54 -6 f06cff8a07e
’,
libvirt_images_rbd_pool = ’volumes ’,
libvirt_images_rbd_ceph_conf = ’/etc/ceph/ceph.conf’,
rbd_keyring = ’client.cinder ’,
}
...
}
Listing C.7: OpenStack Nova manifest for changing libvirt to use Ceph storage backend.
C.3 OpenStack Manifests Final
As the development of OpenStack did not stop during the thesis, OpenStack reached a
new version codename Kilo. This came with new features and was the preferred version
for the thesis. With the new software release the Puppet manifests changed as well.
They changed far beyond changing the version numbers of packages to be installed.
The whole structure changed and key components were dropped. The openstack class
with its profiles was dropped. Instead all the individual components had to be installed
manually by assigning the manifests to the individual hosts.
All the puppet manifests are now developed under the OpenStack GitHub reposi-
tory [151] as is OpenStack itself. The manifests are regularly updated and are widely
used. Splitting the manifests up without a super manifest that installs all the depen-
dencies as well leads to a very complex setup on the individual hosts.
The basic manifests that are necessary on all three types of nodes (controller, compute,
ceph) are shown in Table C.1. They include the Ceph manifests, the network configura-
tion for the individual and bonded interfaces and the Ubuntu Cloud Archive manifest.
The latter gives access to the special cloud repository with updated OpenStack pack-
ages, which is directly maintained by Canonical, the company behind Ubuntu.
The Keystone manifests (see Table C.2) are only deployed on the controller. The same
is true for the MySQL server and the necessary MariDB repository manifest. The
message queuing service RabbitMQ is also only deployed on the controller.
There are 16 manifests in total that have to be assigned to the OpenStack nodes
(see Table C.3). The selection of manifests differs between the nodes. While the
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Table C.1: Basic Puppet manifests assigned to the individual machines types.
Manifest Class Controller Compute Ceph
ceph::profile::client X X X
ceph::profile::params X X X
network X X X
uca_repo X X X
Table C.2: Keystone Puppet manifests are only assigned to the controller node.
Manifest Class Controller Compute Ceph
keystone X X X
keystone::client X X X
keystone::db::mysql X X X
keystone::endpoint X X X
keystone::roles::admin X X X
mariadbrepo X X X
mysql::server X X X
rabbitmq X X X
Table C.3: Nova Puppet manifests are only assigned to the OpenStack nodes.
Manifest Class Controller Compute Ceph
nova X X X
nova::api X X X
nova::cert X X X
nova::client X X X
nova::compute X X X
nova::compute::libvirt X X X
nova::compute::neutron X X X
nova::compute::rbd X X X
nova::conductor X X X
nova::consoleauth X X X
nova::cron::archive_deleted_rows X X X
nova::db::mysql X X X
nova::keystone::auth X X X
nova::network::neutron X X X
nova::scheduler X X X
nova::vncproxy X X X
nova::compute manifests, that configure the hypervisor for VNC access, rados block
devices and networking, are only deployed on the compute node, most of the other
manifests are unique to the controller node. The only manifests that are assigned to
both node types are the nova, nova::client and nova::network::neutron manifests.
Out of the 14 Neutron manifests only two are deployed to both OpenStack node types
(see Table C.4). While the neutron class is the main class that does the general con-
figuration, the neutron::agents::ml2::ovs class configures the Neutron network for
the tunnels between the compute node and the controller/network node. The manifests
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Table C.4: Neutron Puppet manifests are mostly deployed to the controller node.
Manifest Class Controller Compute Ceph
neutron X X X
neutron::agents::dhcp X X X
neutron::agents::l3 X X X
neutron::agents::lbaas X X X
neutron::agents::metadata X X X
neutron::agents::metering X X X
neutron::agents::ml2::ovs X X X
neutron::client X X X
neutron::db::mysql X X X
neutron::keystone::auth X X X
neutron::plugins::ml2 X X X
neutron::quota X X X
neutron::server X X X
neutron::server::notifications X X X
Table C.5: Glance image service manifests are only deployed to the controller node.
Manifest Class Controller Compute Ceph
glance X X X
glance::api X X X
glance::backend::rbd X X X
glance::client X X X
glance::db::mysql X X X
glance::keystone::auth X X X
glance::notify::rabbitmq X X X
glance::registry X X X
only assigned to the controller set up the Neutron server and the different agents, such as
the metadata agent that is required by the cloud-init scripts described in Section 3.2.1.
The manifests for the image service Glance are only deployed on the controller node
(see Table C.5). In a system with a dedicated Glance node these would be spread
between it and the controller.
The Puppet manifests for the block storage Cinder are only deployed on the controller
node (see Table C.6), including the cinder::volume classes. They configure the in-
dividual storage pools within Cinder. As this deployment uses Ceph as a backend for
Cinder it requires the cinder::volume::rbd to use RADOS block devices.
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Table C.6: Cinder manifests with connection to the Ceph storage cluster.
Manifest Class Controller Compute Ceph
cinder X X X
cinder::api X X X
cinder::backends X X X
cinder::client X X X
cinder::db::mysql X X X
cinder::keystone::auth X X X
cinder::quota X X X
cinder::scheduler X X X
cinder::volume X X X
cinder::volume::rbd X X X
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Appendix D
Other Tracing Tools
D.1 Microsoft Windows
Microsoft releases a free collection of performance analysis tools for its desktop operat-
ing systems starting from Windows 7 and for its server operating systems starting from
Windows Server 2008 R2. The Windows Performance Toolkit is part of the Windows
Assessment and Deployment Kit, which is available on the Microsoft webpage [152].
The toolkit contains two tools that are used for trace capturing and analysis. The Win-
dows Performance Recorder (WPR) and the Windows Performance Analyzer (WPA).
The combination of these two provides a very powerful analysis platform that goes far
beyond the capabilities of the Windows Task Manager and the Performance Monitor.
WPR and WPA are usually used after a problem has been identified and narrowed
down by using the Performance Monitor.
D.1.1 Windows Performance Recorder
The Windows Performance Recorder is used to create the trace of the application itself
(see Figure D.1). The user can select different components to be traced, such as CPU,
GPU, disk, file registry and network I/O and other hardware or software components.
Furthermore, it comes with a predefined set of traces for specific problems or scenarios,
such as audio and video glitches, Internet Explorer or Edge browser issues.
The WPR can be used to do a general trace of a specific application, but it also can be
used to record the boot, shutdown, reboot, standby and hibernation (including resume)
phases. This makes the WPR a versatile tool to cover a broad range of scenarios.
The recording can be done in verbose or light mode, where verbose is an in-depth
recording and light records only capture the timing. WPR comes with two logging
modes: memory and file based. For the memory based logging the recording is saved in
a circular buffer in memory. This means, the logging length is limited by the memory
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Figure D.1: Windows Performance Recorder with multiple trace options.
capacity. When the memory capacity reaches its limit, the recording will be overwritten,
so logging information will be lost. The default for this mode is a buffer size of 128 KB
and a buffer count of 64. This can be set manually to a fixed size or to a percentage
of the main memory of the host. For a file based logging, the information is written
sequentially to a file on disk. This allows, assuming a sufficient amount of storage
capacity being available, for much longer recordings [153] [154] [155].
D.1.2 Windows Performance Analyzer
The Windows Performance Analyzer (WPA) is used to analyse the captured data.
It can visualize the trace data based on the traced components (storage, compute,
network, memory) and their individual subcategories. Figure D.2 shows a storage
trace of a file transfer using the Windows File Explorer. On the left side of the WPA
interface are the different components and various individual traces, such as "IO Time
by Process" or "Utilization by IO Type". The main part of the window is used to present
detailed trace information. The data can be displayed graphically, in text form or in a
combined form (as shown in the figure). The data is sorted by process and presented
in a cascaded view to improve readability. Individual processes can be hidden from the
graphs, only showing those processes of interest. This fine detailed view can be used to
identify an application characteristic of interest or to see the load that an application
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puts on individual components. Furthermore, loads can be analysed to reveal individual
calls, access sizes and occurrences [153] [154] [155].
Figure D.2: Trace of a file copy (1.1 GB) from network share to local the drive using
the Windows File Explorer.
D.2 IBM System Z
The IBM System/Z mainframe series has a tracing functionality built directly into the
hardware and the Multiple Virtual Storage (MVS) or z/OS operating system. This
tracing functionality can be used to capture six different types of traces to identify
problems and performance issues [156] [157] [158]:
System Trace provides an ongoing record of hardware and software events occurring
during system initialization and system operation. This trace form is activated
automatically by the system during initialization, unless otherwise configured.
Master Trace is a collection of all recent system messages. While the other trace
types capture internal events, the master trace logs external system activities.
By default it is started at system initialization.
Component Trace provides a way for z/OS components to collect problem data
about events that occur within these components. Each component is required
to configure its trace to provide unique data when using the component trace.
Component traces are commonly used by IBM support to diagnose problems in
a component, but are also used by users to recreate a problem to gather more
data.
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Transaction Trace allows debugging problems of work units that run on a single
system or across systems in a sysplex environment (single system image cluster
for IBM z/OS). Transaction trace provides a consolidated trace of key events for
the execution path of application or transaction type work units running in a
multi-system application environment. It is mainly used to aggregate data to
show the flow of work between components in a sysplex to serve a transaction.
Generalized Trace Facility (GTF) is similar to the system trace that traces system
and hardware events, but offers the functionality of external writers, which can
write user defined trace events.
GFS trace is a tool that collects information about the use of the GETMAIN, FREEMAIN,
or STORAGE macros. It can be used to analyse the allocation of virtual storage
and identify users of large amounts of storage. GFS requires GTF trace data as
an input.
Due to their in-depth trace characteristics, the System Z platform allows developers to
identify the problems of their code, where and when bottlenecks happen in general, or
problems with specific components, such as devices or functions.
D.3 Low Level OS Tools
In some cases, I/O trace are required directly from a Linux/Unix system rather than
from a virtualized host. There are a couple of tools available that can be used in such
environments. In this section, ioprof and strace are introduced, which are able to
capture traces at different levels and detail within an operating system. The tools are
installed on the system that is to be traced. These tools have an impact on performance,
as shown by Juve et al. [159].
D.3.1 ioprof
The Linux I/O Profiler (ioprof) [160] [161] is an open source tool developed by Intel
which provides insight into I/O workloads on Linux hosts. It uses blktrace [162] and
blkparse to trace I/Os and to analyse them. It presents results for easy consump-
tion [163].
The tool is able to capture block devices as a whole (such as a specific hard drive) or
on a partition (such as /home). The dependencies of ioprof are very small, it only
depends on the packages perl, perl-core, fdisk, blktrace and blkparse. If a PDF
output report is desired, gnuplot has to be installed. For downloading, a Git client also
has to be available. When all these dependencies are met, the tool can be downloaded
with the command shown in Listing D.1.
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# git clone https :// github.com/01org/ioprof.git
Listing D.1: Download command for ioprof from the GitHub repository.
ioprof offers three different operation modes that are selectable by the arguments
passed to the program:
• The live mode sends the information directly to stdout.
• The trace mode allows capturing the data without processing.
• The post-process mode is used to analyse a previously recorded trace.
When the program is called without any arguments, it reports all available options as
shown in Listing D.2.
# ./ ioprof/ioprof.pl
./ ioprof/ioprof.pl (2.0.4)
Invalid command
Usage:
./ ioprof/ioprof.pl -m trace -d <dev > -r <runtime > [-v] [-f] # run
trace for post -processing later
./ ioprof/ioprof.pl -m post -t <dev.tar file > [-v] [-p] # post -
process mode
./ ioprof/ioprof.pl -m live -d <dev > -r <runtime > [-v] # live
mode
Command Line Arguments:
-d <dev > : The device to trace (e.g. /dev/sdb). You can run
traces to multiple devices (e.g. /dev/sda and /dev/sdb)
at the same time , but please only run 1 trace to a single device (e.g. /
dev/sdb) at a time
-r <runtime > : Runtime (seconds) for tracing
-t <dev.tar file > : A .tar file is created during the ’trace’ phase.
Please use this file for the ’post’ phase
You can offload this file and run the ’post’ phase on another system.
-v : (OPTIONAL) Print verbose messages.
-f : (OPTIONAL) Map all files on the device specified
by -d <dev > during ’trace’ phase to their LBA ranges.
This is useful for determining the most fequently accessed files , but
may take a while on really large filesystems
-p : (OPTIONAL) Generate a .pdf output file in addition
to STDOUT. This requires ’pdflatex ’, ’gnuplot ’ and ’terminal png’
to be installed.
Listing D.2: Options offered by ioprof.
The commands for starting a live trace, a trace without processing and the post-
processing of a previous trace are shown in Listing D.3.
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# ./ ioprof.pl -m live -d /dev/sdb1
# ./ ioprof.pl -m trace -d /dev/sdb1 -r 660
# ./ ioprof.pl -m post -t sdb1.tar
Listing D.3: Example commands to start different forms of traces and post-processing
on a saved tracefile.
Running ioprof in the post-process mode reads in all blktrace files and creates a
statistical analysis of the trace and a console ASCII heatmap. Two of these heatmap
examples are shown in Figure D.3 and Figure D.4. The statistics reported on the
command line are shown in Listing D.4.
# ./ ioprof.pl -m post -t sda1.tar
./ ioprof.pl (2.0.4)
Unpacking sda1.tar. This may take a minute.
lbas: 201326592 sec_size: 512 total: 96.00 GiB
Time to parse. Please wait ...
Finished parsing files. Now to analyze
Done correlating files to buckets. Now time to count bucket hits.
--------------------------------------------
Histogram IOPS:
1.9 GB 17.9% (17.9% cumulative)
3.8 GB 7.4% (25.4% cumulative)
5.8 GB 6.4% (31.7% cumulative)
7.7 GB 6.3% (38.1% cumulative)
9.6 GB 5.6% (43.7% cumulative)
11.5 GB 4.7% (48.3% cumulative)
13.4 GB 4.2% (52.6% cumulative)
15.4 GB 4.0% (56.6% cumulative)
17.3 GB 3.6% (60.2% cumulative)
19.2 GB 3.5% (63.8% cumulative)
21.1 GB 3.5% (67.3% cumulative)
23.1 GB 3.5% (70.8% cumulative)
25.0 GB 3.5% (74.3% cumulative)
26.9 GB 3.3% (77.6% cumulative)
28.8 GB 2.8% (80.4% cumulative)
30.7 GB 2.5% (82.9% cumulative)
32.7 GB 2.1% (85.0% cumulative)
34.6 GB 1.6% (86.7% cumulative)
36.5 GB 1.4% (88.1% cumulative)
38.4 GB 1.4% (89.5% cumulative)
40.3 GB 1.3% (90.8% cumulative)
42.3 GB 1.0% (91.8% cumulative)
44.2 GB 0.8% (92.6% cumulative)
46.1 GB 0.7% (93.3% cumulative)
48.0 GB 0.7% (94.0% cumulative)
49.9 GB 0.7% (94.7% cumulative)
51.9 GB 0.7% (95.4% cumulative)
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53.8 GB 0.7% (96.1% cumulative)
55.7 GB 0.7% (96.8% cumulative)
57.6 GB 0.7% (97.6% cumulative)
59.5 GB 0.7% (98.3% cumulative)
61.5 GB 0.7% (99.0% cumulative)
63.4 GB 0.7% (99.7% cumulative)
65.1 GB 0.3% (100.0% cumulative)
--------------------------------------------
Approximate Zipfian Theta Range: 0.0014 -1.3591 (est. 0.5635).
Stats IOPS:
"4K READ" 0.92% (5164 IO’s)
"16K READ" 1.12% (6273 IO’s)
"32K READ" 0.84% (4696 IO’s)
"64K READ" 0.84% (4721 IO’s)
"128K READ" 56.72% (317020 IO’s)
"4K WRITE" 9.36% (52332 IO’s)
"512K WRITE" 26.42% (147650 IO’s)
Stats BW:
"4K READ" 0.02% (0.02 GiB)
"16K READ" 0.08% (0.10 GiB)
"32K READ" 0.12% (0.14 GiB)
"64K READ" 0.25% (0.29 GiB)
"128K READ" 33.60% (38.70 GiB)
"4K WRITE" 0.17% (0.20 GiB)
"512K WRITE" 62.59% (72.09 GiB)
Listing D.4: Output of the post-processing of a recorded trace.
Figure D.3: ioprof console ASCII heatmap (Black (No I/O), white(Coldest),
blue(Cold), cyan(Warm), green(Warmer), yellow(Very Warm), magenta(Hot),
red(Hottest)) of blogbench read and write workload run.
When the post-process mode is called with the -p argument, ioprof creates a full PDF
report. The report is structured and contains multiple sections:
• A summary of the workload containing the read/write distribution.
• If ioprof is called with the -f argument, it will report details of the most accessed
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Figure D.4: ioprof console ASCII heatmap (Black (No I/O), white(Coldest),
blue(Cold), cyan(Warm), green(Warmer), yellow(Very Warm), magenta(Hot),
red(Hottest)) of Postmark benchmark run (min size: 1024B; max size: 16MB; 3000
files; 10000 iterations).
files, which can be used to identify heavily accessed files. Using this mode will
increase tracing duration, as the file placement has to be determined. Without
the -f argument this section will stay empty.
• An IOPS histogram (see Figure D.5) depicting the access regions.
• An IOPS heatmap, similar to the console version (see Figure D.6).
• Statistics about the I/O size of the trace. The report shows the I/O distribution
according to their access size and type in a barchart (see Figure D.7).
• A section for Bandwidth statistics (not yet implemented).
• A Caveat Emptor section with description of the procedure.
D.3.2 strace
For an even deeper analysis of I/O operations, the tool strace [164] can be used. It
traces system calls of a process and the signals received by a process. This can be
a viable option to identify a system call (service request between a program and the
operating system kernel) that creates a high I/O load. For getting a general under-
standing of the I/O characteristics of a workload, this tool is too detailed, as all calls
of a process are recorded in high detail and accuracy.
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Figure D.5: ioprof IOPS histogram from pdf report.
Figure D.6: ioprof IOPS heatmap from pdf report.
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Figure D.7: ioprof IOPS statistics from pdf report.
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Appendix E
Command Line and Code
Snippets
E.1 Methodology
Maintaining 32 concurrent writes of 4194304 bytes for up to 7200 seconds
or 0 objects
Object prefix: benchmark_data_r610 -ceph -3 _25506
sec Cur ops started finished avg MB/s cur MB/s last lat avg lat
0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0
1 32 59 27 107.705 108 0.995565 0.652107
2 32 107 75 149.295 192 0.634922 0.678721
3 32 158 126 167.42 204 0.528435 0.660387
4 31 198 167 166.534 164 0.649536 0.658034
5 32 245 213 170.012 184 0.265812 0.688478
6 32 294 262 174.324 196 0.608319 0.684573
7 31 345 314 179.02 208 1.03478 0.669909
8 32 391 359 179.113 180 0.499497 0.673347
....
7187 31 265351 265320 147.402 96 1.33455 0.868269
7188 11 265353 265342 147.394 88 1.67498 0.868311
Total time run: 7201.233967
Total writes made: 265353
Write size: 4194304
Bandwidth (MB/sec): 147.393
Stddev Bandwidth: 46.4686
Max bandwidth (MB/sec): 256
Min bandwidth (MB/sec): 0
Average Latency: 0.868349
Stddev Latency: 0.373631
Max latency: 5.50358
Min latency: 0.146244
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Listing E.1: Rados bench output for write benchmark with 32 threads, 4MB block size
and runtime of 7200 seconds.
E.2 Empirical Studies
E.2.1 Testbed
sudo apt -get install --install -recommends linux -generic -lts -utopic
Listing E.2: Installation command for installing the Ubuntu enablement stack. The
Kernel installed in this example is from 3.16 from Ubuntu 14.10 (Utopic).
E.2.2 Initialization
#cloud -config
users:
- name: stefan
passwd: stefan
sudo: [’ALL=(ALL) NOPASSWD:ALL’]
groups: sudo
shell: /bin/bash
chpasswd:
list: |
stefan:stefan
expire: False
apt_proxy: http ://192.168.1.1:8080
packages:
- mc
- htop
- iotop
- build -essential
- postmark
- tsocks
runcmd:
- wget ftp ://192.168.1.1/ tsocks.conf --user=ftpuser --password=ftpupl0ad
-O /etc/tsocks.conf
- echo "http_proxy=http ://192.168.1.1:8080" > /etc/wgetrc
- wget http :// phoronix -test -suite.com/releases/repo/pts.debian/files/
phoronix -test -suite_6 .2.1 _all.deb -O /root/phoronix -test -suite_6 .2.1
_all.deb
- dpkg -i --force -depends /root/phoronix -test -suite_6 .2.1 _all.deb
- apt -get install -f -y
- phoronix -test -suite
- ufw disable
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- /bin/sed -i ’s/<DynamicRunCount >TRUE/<DynamicRunCount >FALSE/’ /etc/
phoronix -test -suite.xml
- /bin/sed -i ’s/<ProxyAddress >.*/< ProxyAddress >192.168.1.1 <\/
ProxyAddress >/’ /etc/phoronix -test -suite.xml
- /bin/sed -i ’s/<ProxyPort >.*/< ProxyPort >8080 <\/ ProxyPort >/’ /etc/
phoronix -test -suite.xml
- cp /usr/share/phoronix -test -suite/deploy/phoromatic -upstart/phoromatic
-client.conf /etc/init/phoromatic -client.conf
- /bin/sed -i ’s/\[35\]/\[235\]/ ’ /etc/init/phoromatic -client.conf
- /bin/sed -i ’s/\[0126\]/\[016\]/ ’ /etc/init/phoromatic -client.conf
- /bin/sed -i ’s/phoromatic.connect/phoromatic.connect
192.168.1.2:5800\/ Z5GL1Q/’ /etc/init/phoromatic -client.conf
- tsocks phoronix -test -suite batch -install pts/postmark pts/dbench
- phoronix -test -suite batch -install pts/pgbench pts/apache pts/iozone
pts/blogbench pts/unpack -linux pts/fs -mark pts/fio
- /bin/sed -i ’s/<TimesToRun >3/< TimesToRun >9/’ /var/lib/phoronix -test -
suite/test -profiles/pts/apache -1.6.1/ test -definition.xml
- /bin/sed -i ’s/<TimesToRun >3/< TimesToRun >9/’ /var/lib/phoronix -test -
suite/test -profiles/pts/dbench -1.0.0/ test -definition.xml
- /bin/sed -i ’s/<TimesToRun >3/< TimesToRun >9/’ /var/lib/phoronix -test -
suite/test -profiles/pts/fio -1.8.2/ test -definition.xml
- /bin/sed -i ’s/<TimesToRun >3/< TimesToRun >9/’ /var/lib/phoronix -test -
suite/test -profiles/pts/pgbench -1.5.2/ test -definition.xml
- /bin/sed -i ’s/$PGBENCH_MORE_ARGS -T 60/ $PGBENCH_MORE_ARGS -T 3600/’ /
var/lib/phoronix -test -suite/installed -tests/pts/pgbench -1.5.2/ pgbench
- /bin/sed -i ’s/<TimesToRun >3/< TimesToRun >2/’ /var/lib/phoronix -test -
suite/test -profiles/pts/postmark -1.1.0/ test -definition.xml
- /bin/sed -i ’s/<Arguments >250000 5120 524288 500/< Arguments >500000
4096 524288 40000/ ’ /var/lib/phoronix -test -suite/test -profiles/pts/
postmark -1.1.0/ test -definition.xml
- /bin/sed -i ’s/<TimesToRun >3/< TimesToRun >9/’ /var/lib/phoronix -test -
suite/test -profiles/pts/unpack -linux -1.0.0/ test -definition.xml
- /bin/sed -i ’s/<TimesToRun >3/< TimesToRun >9/’ /var/lib/phoronix -test -
suite/test -profiles/pts/blogbench -1.0.0/ test -definition.xml
- /bin/sed -i ’s/startdelay =5/ startdelay =15/’ /var/lib/phoronix -test -
suite/test -profiles/pts/fio -1.8.2/ install.sh
- /bin/sed -i ’s/ramp_time =5/ ramp_time =15/’ /var/lib/phoronix -test -suite
/test -profiles/pts/fio -1.8.2/ install.sh
- /bin/sed -i ’s/runtime =20/ runtime =300/’ /var/lib/phoronix -test -suite/
test -profiles/pts/fio -1.8.2/ install.sh
- /bin/sed -i ’s/size=1g/size =10g/’ /var/lib/phoronix -test -suite/test -
profiles/pts/fio -1.8.2/ install.sh
- service phoromatic -client start
Listing E.3: Cloud init script to install and configure environment for testing.
pts/fio -1.8.2 - Type: Random Read - IO Engine: Sync - Buffered: No -
Direct: Yes - Block Size: 4KB - Disk Target: Default Test Directory -
Result: IOPS
pts/fio -1.8.2 - Type: Random Write - IO Engine: Sync - Buffered: No -
Direct: Yes - Block Size: 4KB - Disk Target: Default Test Directory -
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Result: IOPS
pts/fio -1.8.2 - Type: Sequential Read - IO Engine: Sync - Buffered: No -
Direct: Yes - Block Size: 4KB - Disk Target: Default Test Directory
- Result: IOPS
pts/fio -1.8.2 - Type: Sequential Write - IO Engine: Sync - Buffered: No
- Direct: Yes - Block Size: 4KB - Disk Target: Default Test Directory
- Result: IOPS
pts/fio -1.8.2 - Type: Random Read - IO Engine: Sync - Buffered: No -
Direct: Yes - Block Size: 32KB - Disk Target: Default Test Directory
- Result: IOPS
pts/fio -1.8.2 - Type: Random Write - IO Engine: Sync - Buffered: No -
Direct: Yes - Block Size: 32KB - Disk Target: Default Test Directory
- Result: IOPS
pts/fio -1.8.2 - Type: Sequential Read - IO Engine: Sync - Buffered: No -
Direct: Yes - Block Size: 32KB - Disk Target: Default Test Directory
- Result: IOPS
pts/fio -1.8.2 - Type: Sequential Write - IO Engine: Sync - Buffered: No
- Direct: Yes - Block Size: 32KB - Disk Target: Default Test
Directory - Result: IOPS
pts/fio -1.8.2 - Type: Random Read - IO Engine: Sync - Buffered: No -
Direct: Yes - Block Size: 128KB - Disk Target: Default Test Directory
- Result: IOPS
pts/fio -1.8.2 - Type: Random Write - IO Engine: Sync - Buffered: No -
Direct: Yes - Block Size: 128KB - Disk Target: Default Test Directory
- Result: IOPS
pts/fio -1.8.2 - Type: Sequential Read - IO Engine: Sync - Buffered: No -
Direct: Yes - Block Size: 128KB - Disk Target: Default Test
Directory - Result: IOPS
pts/fio -1.8.2 - Type: Sequential Write - IO Engine: Sync - Buffered: No
- Direct: Yes - Block Size: 128KB - Disk Target: Default Test
Directory - Result: IOPS
pts/fio -1.8.2 - Type: Random Read - IO Engine: Sync - Buffered: No -
Direct: Yes - Block Size: 1MB - Disk Target: Default Test Directory -
Result: IOPS
pts/fio -1.8.2 - Type: Random Write - IO Engine: Sync - Buffered: No -
Direct: Yes - Block Size: 1MB - Disk Target: Default Test Directory -
Result: IOPS
pts/fio -1.8.2 - Type: Sequential Read - IO Engine: Sync - Buffered: No -
Direct: Yes - Block Size: 1MB - Disk Target: Default Test Directory
- Result: IOPS
pts/fio -1.8.2 - Type: Sequential Write - IO Engine: Sync - Buffered: No
- Direct: Yes - Block Size: 1MB - Disk Target: Default Test Directory
- Result: IOPS
pts/fio -1.8.2 - Type: Random Read - IO Engine: Sync - Buffered: No -
Direct: Yes - Block Size: 32MB - Disk Target: Default Test Directory
- Result: IOPS
pts/fio -1.8.2 - Type: Random Write - IO Engine: Sync - Buffered: No -
Direct: Yes - Block Size: 32MB - Disk Target: Default Test Directory
- Result: IOPS
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pts/fio -1.8.2 - Type: Sequential Read - IO Engine: Sync - Buffered: No -
Direct: Yes - Block Size: 32MB - Disk Target: Default Test Directory
- Result: IOPS
pts/fio -1.8.2 - Type: Sequential Write - IO Engine: Sync - Buffered: No
- Direct: Yes - Block Size: 32MB - Disk Target: Default Test
Directory - Result: IOPS
Listing E.4: Baseline test cases for Phoromatic client on the virtual machines.
pts/blogbench -1.0.0 - Test: Write
pts/dbench -1.0.0 - Client Count: 48
pts/postmark -1.1.0
pts/pgbench -1.5.2 - Scaling: On -Disk - Test: Normal Load - Mode: Read
Write
pts/build -linux -kernel -1.6.0
Listing E.5: Test cases for Phoromatic client on the virtual machines for chosen
workloads. Only the appropriate test case will be excecuted.
E.2.3 Case Studies
# begin crush map
tunable choose_local_tries 0
tunable choose_local_fallback_tries 0
tunable choose_total_tries 50
tunable chooseleaf_descend_once 1
tunable straw_calc_version 1
# devices
device 0 osd.0
device 1 osd.1
device 2 osd.2
device 3 osd.3
device 4 osd.4
device 5 osd.5
device 6 osd.6
device 7 osd.7
device 8 osd.8
device 9 osd.9
# types
type 0 osd
type 1 host
type 2 chassis
type 3 rack
type 4 row
type 5 pdu
type 6 pod
type 7 room
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type 8 datacenter
type 9 region
type 10 root
# buckets
host r610 -ceph -3 {
id -2 # do not change unnecessarily
# weight 9.000
alg straw
hash 0 # rjenkins1
item osd.0 weight 0.900
item osd.1 weight 0.900
item osd.2 weight 0.900
item osd.3 weight 0.900
item osd.4 weight 0.900
item osd.5 weight 0.900
item osd.6 weight 0.900
item osd.7 weight 0.900
item osd.8 weight 0.900
item osd.9 weight 0.900
}
root default {
id -1 # do not change unnecessarily
# weight 9.000
alg straw
hash 0 # rjenkins1
item r610 -ceph -3 weight 9.000
}
# rules
rule replicated_ruleset {
ruleset 0
type replicated
min_size 1
max_size 10
step take default
step choose firstn 0 type osd
step emit
}
# end crush map
Listing E.6: Decompiled original CRUSH map on a single host cluster with 10 OSDs.
root btrfs {
id -3 # do not change unnecessarily
# weight 9.000
alg straw
hash 0 # rjenkins1
item osd.0 weight 1.000
item osd.1 weight 1.000
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item osd.2 weight 1.000
item osd.3 weight 1.000
item osd.4 weight 1.000
}
root xfs {
id -4 # do not change unnecessarily
# weight 9.000
alg straw
hash 0 # rjenkins1
item osd.5 weight 1.000
item osd.6 weight 1.000
item osd.7 weight 1.000
item osd.8 weight 1.000
item osd.9 weight 1.000
}
# rules
rule btrfs {
ruleset 1
type replicated
min_size 1
max_size 10
step take btrfs
step choose firstn 0 type osd
step emit
}
rule xfs {
ruleset 2
type replicated
min_size 1
max_size 10
step take xfs
step choose firstn 0 type osd
step emit
}
Listing E.7: Modified CRUSH map distinguishing between two heterogeneous pools
consisting of five OSDs each.
rados mkpool btrfs
rados mkpool xfs
ceph osd pool set btrfs crush_ruleset 1
ceph osd pool set xfs crush_ruleset 2
Listing E.8: Command to create the pools and assign the newly created CRUSH rules.
E.3 Workload Characterization
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$ lspci | grep ’Ethernet \| storage ’
00:10.0 SCSI storage controller: LSI Logic / Symbios Logic 53 c1030 PCI -X
Fusion -MPT Dual Ultra320 SCSI (rev 01)
03:00.0 Ethernet controller: VMware VMXNET3 Ethernet Controller (rev 01)
Listing E.9: Storage and ethernet adapter presented to a Linux VM deployed on a
VMware ESXi host.
$ vscsiStats -l
Virtual Machine worldGroupID: 212903 , Virtual Machine Display Name:
Ceph_profiling , Virtual Machine Config File: /vmfs/volumes /56bdd1ad -
c0f3bbba -ee35 -14187747 d721/Ceph_profiling/Ceph_profiling.vmx , {
Virtual SCSI Disk handleID: 8205 (scsi0 :0)
Virtual SCSI Disk handleID: 8206 (scsi0 :1)
Virtual SCSI Disk handleID: 8207 (scsi0 :2)
Virtual SCSI Disk handleID: 8208 (scsi0 :3)
Virtual SCSI Disk handleID: 8209 (scsi0 :4)
Virtual SCSI Disk handleID: 8210 (scsi0 :5)
}
Virtual Machine worldGroupID: 256253 , Virtual Machine Display Name:
vmware -io -analyzer -1.6.2 , Virtual Machine Config File: /vmfs/volumes
/56bdd1ad -c0f3bbba -ee35 -14187747 d721/vmware -io -analyzer -1.6.2/ vmware -
io -analyzer -1.6.2.vmx , {
Virtual SCSI Disk handleID: 8203 (scsi0 :0)
Virtual SCSI Disk handleID: 8204 (scsi0 :1)
}
Listing E.10: Virtual machines and their virtual disks exposed through vscsiStats.
$ vscsiStats -s -w 602711 -i 8261
$ vscsiStats -p all -w 602711 -i 8261 -c > histogram.csv
$ vscsiStats -x -w 602711 -i 8261
$ vscsiStats -r
Listing E.11: Commands for starting, saving and stopping a recording, followed by the
reset command.
$ vscsiStats -s -t -w 602711 -i 8266
vscsiStats: Starting Vscsi stats collection for worldGroup 602711 ,
handleID 8266 (scsi0 :0)
vscsiStats: Starting Vscsi cmd tracing for worldGroup 602711 , handleID
8266 (scsi0 :0)
<vscsiStats -traceChannel >vscsi_cmd_trace_602711_8266 </ vscsiStats -
traceChannel >
Success.
$ logchannellogger vscsi_cmd_trace_602711_8266 trace_output_file
$ vscsiStats -x -w 602711 -i 8266
$ vscsiStats -e trace_output_file
$ vscsiStats -e trace_output_file > trace_output_file.csv
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Listing E.12: vscsiStats data collection and logging with subsequent output and
conversion from binary to csv format.
E.4 Application Traces
$ less /sys/block/sda/device/queue_depth
Listing E.13: Command to look up the queue depth of a storage device.
BEGIN;
UPDATE pgbench_accounts SET abalance = abalance + :delta WHERE aid = :
aid;
SELECT abalance FROM pgbench_accounts WHERE aid = :aid;
UPDATE pgbench_tellers SET tbalance = tbalance + :delta WHERE tid = :tid
;
UPDATE pgbench_branches SET bbalance = bbalance + :delta WHERE bid = :
bid;
INSERT INTO pgbench_history (tid , bid , aid , delta , mtime) VALUES (:tid ,
:bid , :aid , :delta , CURRENT_TIMESTAMP);
END;
Listing E.14: The five types of SQL statements used in the pgbench benchmark in the
read and write configuration.
SELECT abalance FROM pgbench_accounts WHERE aid = :aid;
Listing E.15: The SQL statement used in the pgbench benchmark in the read
configuration.
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